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Conclusions and recommendations 

 

1. We are grateful to the MoD for its co-operation in allowing most of the evidence 
taken in private on the readiness of the Armed Forces to be publicly released. 
(Paragraph 8) 

Readiness 

2. We recognise that the Armed Forces have for some time been operating above 
Defence Planning Assumptions. We consider it unsatisfactory that readiness levels 
have been allowed to fall to the extent that they have. There are encouraging signs 
that readiness has improved since the withdrawal from Iraq. But the Strategic 
Defence Review will have to determine how the readiness of the Armed Forces 
should be balanced with the importance of maintaining a broad range of defence 
capabilities which are appropriately resourced. (Paragraph 16) 

3. The Strategic Defence Review must address the procurement, capabilities and 
personnel issues, including harmony guidelines, arising from the resources which the 
Navy has been contributing to operations in Afghanistan. In particular, the Strategic 
Defence Review must determine whether further delays to procurement of essential 
equipment for the Royal Navy, such as the Future Surface Combatant, can be 
justified and whether the recent improvement in recruitment and retention should 
be used to reduce the level of undermanning in pinch point trades. Furthermore, 
consideration must be given as to whether the number of Royal Navy commitments 
should be reduced. (Paragraph 23) 

4. The Army has been working at full stretch. If readiness is to be improved, then the 
Army must return to being deployed within harmony guidelines as soon as 
practicable. (Paragraph 31) 

5. We are aware that the MoD was unable to bring back the Harrier fleet and replace it 
with the Tornado as originally planned because of problems with the apron and the 
runway at Kandahar. We are pleased to see that this issue has been resolved and that 
the Harrier force has been returned to the UK. We expect the MoD to use the 
opportunity presented by the return of the Harrier Force to return to training the 
required number of pilots to fly off the carriers. (Paragraph 34) 

6. The MoD should, both in advance of and through the Strategic Defence Review, 
focus on regaining balance in the RAF, reducing the pressures on pinch point trades 
and reinstating essential training and exercises. (Paragraph 36) 

7. We fully support the policy of offering continued productive employment to those 
injured on operations who wish to continue their careers in the Armed Forces. 
Whilst the MoD is content to fund continued employment and the cost of replacing 
those injured and killed on active service, we consider that it should apply for 
support from the Reserve as the number of personnel so employed increases and the 
costs of training replacements rise. We further call upon the MoD to ensure that all 
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those injured while on operations have a real choice, after an appropriate period of 
rehabilitation, as to whether to remain with the Armed Forces or to seek 
employment elsewhere. We also recommend that, as part of its consideration of the 
size and structure of the Army, the MoD factors in an increase in the required size of 
the Army to enable continued employment of injured personnel without 
diminishing the capability of the Army to conduct operations within harmony 
guidelines. (Paragraph 39) 

8. The MoD was unable to tell us how long it would take before the Armed Forces 
return to satisfactory levels of readiness. As we expect the MoD to have now further 
developed its recuperation planning, we invite the MoD, in response to this Report, 
to show us the expected trajectory for improvements in the readiness of the Armed 
Forces and the point at which it believes readiness levels will be satisfactory. We 
recommend that the new methodology and system adopted for the reporting of 
readiness should provide the same level of transparency and accountability to 
Parliament and the public as obtained in the past. (Paragraph 42) 

The Strategic Defence Review 

9. Defence Planning Assumptions are planning guidelines in support of force 
generation work. Nevertheless, since they form an important part of the calculations 
leading to the structuring and resourcing of the Armed Forces, we are concerned that 
they have become so out of step with what has been happening in reality. The MoD 
should review the Defence Planning Assumptions as part of the Strategic Defence 
Review This will provide the opportunity to review the utility and definitions of the 
Defence Planning Assumptions and of readiness in the light of current and 
continuing high level of sustained deployment. It should also look again at whether 
operations in Afghanistan should be treated as a standing task or at least whether 
account should be taken of the existence of enduring contingent commitments and 
the need to factor these into defence planning. (Paragraph 50) 

10. We understand that the MoD wishes to analyse the issues concerning the size of the 
Army thoroughly and in depth—and to await the Strategic Defence Review—before 
making decisions about the configuration of the Army. However, given the high 
tempo of operations over the last eight years, it is not surprising that some senior 
Army officers think that there needs to be a bigger Army. This could limit the extent 
to which harmony guidelines are broken and permit the deployment of more 
complete units on current operations. It would also ensure that the Army was able to 
meet its future tasks and commitments. (Paragraph 56) 

11. The MoD is now delaying much of the work promised to us in its earlier evidence 
sessions until after the Strategic Defence Review. We accept that many areas such as 
decisions concerning the future size and structure of the Armed Forces will now 
await the Strategic Defence Review. However, we see no reason why the MoD cannot 
provide us with the current Defence Strategic Guidance and related material on 
national security. The MoD should provide us with the results of its current work on 
the future size and structure of the Armed Forces. (Paragraph 57) 

12. It is vital that the Strategic Defence Review is set in the context of a coherent UK 
Strategy, reflecting long-term strategic interests, encompassing UK foreign policy 
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and the National Security Strategy. The Review needs to take full account of the 
MoD’s relationships with other relevant Government Departments such as the 
Foreign and Commonwealth Office, the Department for International Development 
and the Home Office. (Paragraph 61) 

13. The Strategic Defence Review needs to cover the use of the Comprehensive 
Approach including the need for an augmented capability to promote stabilisation 
and post-conflict reconstruction. In this area, it will have to encompass the role of 
the Stabilisation Unit and relationships with the Foreign and Commonwealth Office 
and the Department for International Development. (Paragraph 62) 

14. The next Government will have to accept the financial realities of the day, but we 
must warn against the risk that an early stringency budget might prejudge the 
outcome of the Strategic Defence Review. If the Review concluded that the country 
faced a particular significant threat, the Government would look foolish if only a few 
months earlier it had rendered itself less capable of dealing with it. It is easy to lose 
sight of the fact that one of the core businesses of Government is the defence of the 
country and of national interests, and that is every bit as true during difficult 
financial times as during more settled ones. The thinking of easier times (when 
public spending on health, education and social security was increased by much 
more than that on defence) must not be allowed to continue into these troubled 
times. The defence of our country must be maintained whatever the circumstances. 
(Paragraph 63) 

Recuperation 

15. We agree that there needs to be a wider sharing of the burden in Afghanistan 
amongst NATO Member States, and we support the Prime Minister’s efforts to 
achieve this. We are, however, concerned that any significant increase in the size of 
the UK’s forces in Afghanistan, or any new operation, will destabilise the MoD’s 
efforts to recuperate the Armed Forces. The MoD should estimate the impact of 
sending additional personnel to Afghanistan on both readiness levels and 
recuperation plans. It should identify ways to minimise such impact such that any 
increase in the tasks demanded from our Armed Forces does not undermine the 
planned programme of recuperation. (Paragraph 69) 

16. As the drawdown from Iraq is now complete, the MoD should provide us with a 
detailed breakdown of the estimated costs of the drawdown from Iraq. (Paragraph 
74) 

17. The MoD needs to plan the recuperation of the Armed Forces taking note of the 
lessons learned from operations in Iraq and Afghanistan, and drawing fully on the 
nature of past operations and the views of senior commanders. This planning needs 
to be done as part of the Strategic Defence Review which will identify future threats 
and propose a structure for the Armed Forces to face those threats. (Paragraph 79) 

18. The MoD has now reached agreement with the Treasury as to some £300 million 
funding for the first stage of recuperation which will provide readiness for a small-
scale operation. Whilst recognising the need to determine appropriate force 
structures before committing significant expenditure towards recuperation, it is 
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worrying that the MoD has plans to recuperate only to readiness for a small-scale 
operation within a five year period. It is as yet unclear as to the provision of funding 
for the remaining levels of recuperation nor when this will be decided. Recuperation 
that is required as a direct result of operations should be funded by the Treasury on 
the same basis that the operations themselves are. (Paragraph 82) 

19. As the MoD made clear to us, recuperation could be derailed very easily by any 
additional commitment of Armed Forces personnel. We add that it could also be 
seriously affected by financial decisions designed to reduce the budget deficit. It is 
worrying that the timetable for recuperation has already slipped to accommodate the 
Strategic Defence Review. (Paragraph 85) 

20. We recognise that the MoD is conscious of the need to tackle problems with 
retention and recruitment in pinch point trades. However, we are very concerned at 
the extent and range of operational pinch point trades—in particular, those in the 
operational medical service where the Armed Forces are already very dependent on 
the use of Reserve Forces. The MoD should, as a matter of priority, identify solutions 
to the shortages of emergency medical personnel and ensure that such shortages do 
not hamper recuperation targets. (Paragraph 87) 

21. The MoD recognises the impact of breaking harmony guidelines on Armed Forces 
personnel and their families. However, we sense that the work so far on recuperation 
has focused on equipment and sustainability. We expect to see the recuperation of 
personnel put at the forefront of future planning for recuperation and likewise to see 
improvements in the achievement of harmony guidelines, especially for those 
sections of the Armed Forces most severely affected to date. The MoD should update 
us regularly with information about improvements made in returning to deploying 
Service personnel within harmony guidelines. (Paragraph 88) 

22. It is predictable, given the high tempo of operations, that non-theatre specific 
training would suffer. These gaps in training have resulted in falls in readiness levels 
and certain capability gaps, for example, in the training of fast jet pilots to fly off 
carriers. The MoD has acknowledged that there are difficulties with providing 
training on equipment procured under the UOR process. Notwithstanding both the 
Secretary of State’s recent announcement on reducing training for the Army and the 
forthcoming Strategic Defence Review, the MoD should make training for those 
capabilities which have not been exercised in recent or current operations a priority 
for recuperation. We expect to see detailed plans for such training reflected in the 
further recuperation directives likely to be produced after the Strategic Defence 
Review. (Paragraph 92) 

23. The UOR process has produced some very capable equipment, most of which is not 
so theatre-specific that it would not be useful elsewhere. The MoD should make 
value for money decisions about which UORs to incorporate into core equipment 
and should not be overly influenced by short-term funding difficulties. Recuperation 
plans should address the problems of managing fleets within fleets. (Paragraph 94) 

24. The practice of cannibalisation is inefficient and poor value for money. The MoD 
should make strenuous efforts to stop the practice. (Paragraph 95) 
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25. We recommend that the MoD should determine a timetable for the recuperation of 
necessary missiles. (Paragraph 96) 

26. Despite assurances, we remain concerned that the additional work needed for the 
recuperation programme as well as the continuing UOR programme will put 
pressure on DE&S. The MoD should ensure that DE&S has sufficient and 
appropriate staff so that the work on recuperation will not adversely affect the 
equipment programme. (Paragraph 99) 

27. We welcome the Strategic Defence Review which is expected to follow in the next 
Parliament. However, it should not be solely a defence concern and it needs to be set 
in the context of a UK Strategy, reflecting long-term strategic interests, 
encompassing the National Security Strategy and UK foreign policy, involving other 
Government Departments as appropriate. The Review should take account of the 
current readiness levels of the Armed Forces and the need for their effective 
recuperation. It provides the opportunity for the utility and definitions of Defence 
Planning Assumptions and of readiness to be reviewed in the light of the current 
high level of sustained deployment. The Review should also codify the use of the 
Comprehensive Approach and propose an augmented capability to promote 
stabilisation and post-conflict reconstruction. We would expect our successor 
Committee to take an active interest in the progress of that Review. (Paragraph 100) 
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1 Introduction 

Background  

1. The Defence Committee conducted the bulk of its inquiry into readiness and 
recuperation of the Armed Forces in the first half of 2009. We had intended to publish our 
Report before the Summer recess. However, on 7 July 2009, the Secretary of State 
announced the start of a process enabling a Strategic Defence Review to take place early in 
the next Parliament, preceded by a Green Paper in early 2010. As many of the issues of 
importance to the readiness and recuperation inquiry will also be of crucial importance to 
the Strategic Defence Review, we decided to delay our Report and take further evidence on 
the Green Paper process and on the latest position on readiness and recuperation. Because 
of the length of time between the start of the inquiry and the production of this Report, 
inevitably some elements of the evidence have been overtaken by events as different 
demands have been made of our Armed Forces, new equipment has been provided and the 
financial background to this evaluation has changed. The broad thrust of the evidence 
nevertheless remains both valid and valuable.  

2. The UK’s Armed Forces are under heavy pressure. They have been involved in 
operations in Iraq and Afghanistan for many years while maintaining key standing tasks 
such as the strategic nuclear deterrent and UK air defence. The manpower of the Armed 
Forces has been stretched: significant parts of the Army and key parts of the other Services 
are being deployed and away from home more frequently and for longer periods than the 
Ministry of Defence (MoD) would wish.1 The ability of the Armed Forces to be ready to 
perform contingent tasks—that is, those over and above current operations—is low. More 
than half of the different force elements are reporting serious or critical weaknesses2. 
Performance against readiness targets has been declining over several years. In April 2008, 
55% of force elements had no critical or serious weaknesses against a target of 73% for 
peace time contingent tasks. This compares with December 2005 when 81% of these 
elements had no such weaknesses.3 In 2008–09, readiness had fallen further with only, on 
average, 43% of force elements reporting no critical or serious weaknesses.4 

3. Readiness is defined as the varying levels of preparedness at which the MoD holds it 
military forces in order to respond to emerging operations. The MoD measures the 
readiness of individual force elements and then aggregates the results to determine overall 
readiness. The readiness of an individual force element such as an armoured brigade in the 
Army, a ship in the Royal Navy or a squadron of aircraft in the RAF is measured under its 
four constituent parts: manpower; equipment; training and sustainability. A critical or 
serious weakness in the readiness of any force element can result from a failure in one of 

 
1 The ideal frequency and duration of operational tours varies between the Army, Royal Navy and Royal Air Force but 

is broadly that Armed Forces personnel should not be away from home for more than 6 months in any 24 months. 
These aspirations are called harmony guidelines. 

2 Force elements with serious weaknesses fall significantly short of performance criteria or funded readiness. There is 
a medium risk of failing to provide the capability within the required timescales. Force elements with critical 
weaknesses are unable to meet performance criteria for funded readiness and there is high risk of failing to provide 
the capability within the required timescales.  

3 Ministry of Defence, Annual Report and Accounts 2007–08 Volume 1, HC 850-I, p 48 

4 Ministry of Defence, Annual Report and Accounts 2008-09 Volume 1, HC 467-I, p 13 
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the constituent parts. For example, a shortage of spare parts to repair a particular piece of 
equipment would be a weakness in the sustainability of a force element thereby reducing its 
readiness for contingent operations. Similarly, having equipment available without 
sufficient Armed Forces personnel trained to operate that equipment would result in a 
weakness in its readiness. 

Our inquiry  

4. We announced our inquiry into the readiness and recuperation of the Armed Forces in 
December 2008. We were concerned that readiness had fallen to low levels and wished to 
examine why and to identify the attendant risks.5 We aimed to assess the Armed Forces’ 
current state of readiness; the reasons for the fall in readiness; the nature and extent of gaps 
in readiness; and, finally, how force elements will be recuperated back to target levels of 
readiness, including the timetable and costs for this recuperation. We also considered the 
practical aspects of recuperation. 

5. On 3 February 2009, we took oral evidence from those responsible for the frontline 
commands within the Ministry of Defence: Vice Admiral Paul Boissier, Deputy 
Commander-in-Chief Fleet Command and Chief of Staff (headquarters); Lieutenant 
General Sir Graeme Lamb, Commander Field Army, and Brigadier James Everard, 
Director of Commitment, Land Command; Air Marshal Iain McNicoll, Deputy 
Commander-in-Chief (Operations) Air Command; and Brigadier Kevin Abraham 
Director Joint Operations, Permanent Joint Headquarters.  

6. On 10 February 2009, we took further oral evidence from those in the Ministry of 
Defence who support the frontline and are thus substantially responsible for the 
recuperation of equipment and support: Vice Admiral Sir Trevor Soar, Chief of Materiel 
(Fleet); Lt General Dick Applegate, Chief of Materiel (Land); Air Commodore Doug Gale, 
Customer Support Team, (Air); and Air Vice-Marshal Kevin Leeson, Assistant Chief of 
Defence Staff (Strategy and Plans).  

7. On 28 April 2009, we took oral evidence from the Rt Hon John Hutton MP, the then 
Secretary of State for Defence. We were also provided with further information from the 
MoD. As already noted, we decided to have a further oral evidence session with the new 
Secretary of State for Defence, the Rt Hon Bob Ainsworth MP, on Tuesday 24 November. 
He was accompanied by Rear Admiral Alan Richards, Assistant Chief of Defence Staff 
(Strategy and Plans) and Mr Terence Jagger, Director Financial Management. The session 
covered current readiness levels, the progress made on recuperation and the processes 
employed by the MoD to produce the Green Paper. 

8. The first two evidence sessions were held in private to allow those giving evidence to be 
open about classified and sensitive information. However, the transcripts of these sessions, 
redacted to exclude classified information, are attached to this Report as are the transcripts 
of the hearings with both Secretaries of State. We are grateful to the MoD for its co-
operation in allowing most of the evidence taken in private on the readiness of the 
Armed Forces to be publicly released. 

 
5 Defence Committee, Fifth Report of Session 2007-08, Ministry of Defence Annual Report and Accounts 2006–07, HC 

61 and Fifth Report of Session 2008-09, Ministry of Defence Annual Report and Accounts 2007–08, HC 214 
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9. In this Report, we deal first with the current readiness of the Armed Forces, and then 
with the Strategic Defence Review. Finally, we cover recuperation issues as many of these 
will depend on the results of the Strategic Defence Review.  
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2 Readiness  

Introduction  

10. Poor performance against target levels of readiness should not be taken to mean that 
the Armed Forces are not able to carry out their current tasks. The MoD was at pains to 
point out to us that the Armed Forces’ primary focus has been to be prepared for and 
deliver on current operations and standing tasks. It emphasised that it was not possible for 
the Armed Forces to be deployed above Defence Planning Assumptions6 and ready for the 
full range of contingent tasks at the same time. While many force elements within the 
Armed Forces were not at the appropriate level of readiness for contingent tasks, the 
Armed Forces could still react to emergencies, although with probable implications for 
operations in Afghanistan. The focus of our inquiry was not on current operations but on 
operations which the Armed Forces might reasonably be called upon to carry out at any 
time, that is, contingent tasks.  

Readiness levels of the Armed Forces  

11.  The readiness levels of the Armed Forces to perform contingent tasks are low. In 
2007–08, the MoD reported that more than half of the force elements had serious or 
critical weaknesses, although the position had improved slightly by March 2009 but fell 
again by June 2009 (see figure 1).  

Figure 1: Readiness levels of force elements  
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6 The Defence Planning Assumptions currently state that the Armed Forces are configured to carry out one enduring 

medium scale operation (some 5,000 personnel) plus one enduring small scale operation (some 700 personnel) and, 
in extremis, one small scale non-enduring operation, routinely and without overstretch. 
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12. In June 2008, the MoD assessed its own performance in generating forces which can be 
deployed, sustained and recovered at the scales of effort required to meet the Government’s 
strategic objectives as follows:  

For the sixth consecutive year in 2007–08 the Armed Forces continued to operate 
above the overall level of concurrent operations which they are resourced and 
structured to sustain over time. Throughout the year they nevertheless consistently 
and reliably provided substantial forces at immediate readiness for current 
operations, deploying them to and sustaining them in theatre, and recovering them 
to their home bases at the end of their tours. It was therefore impossible for them to 
be ready at the same time for the full range of potential contingent operations 
provided for in planning assumptions, and contingent readiness levels continued to 
fall. The Department was consequently unable to meet the Public Service 
Agreement target for readiness. The Armed Forces maintained essential standby 
capabilities, such as for Non-combatant Evacuation Operations, but their 
capacity to take on additional operations is currently limited. 7 

13. In our Report on the MoD Annual Report and Accounts 2007–08, we expressed our 
concern about the MoD’s performance:  

This continuing poor performance against readiness targets is serious. As the MoD’s 
recent Autumn Performance Report accepts, it limits “the ability of force elements to 
engage in new contingent operations and military tasks”. It also reveals the 
significant stresses which exist currently upon manpower, equipment, training and 
logistics. This puts into stark perspective the UK’s capacity to sustain current 
operations into the medium term.8 

14. One year later, in its Annual Report 2008–09, the MoD assessed its own performance 
in maintaining forces at the readiness it deemed necessary to respond to possible threats, 
assessed against the requirement set out in the Defence Strategic Guidance and the Defence 
Plan as follows:  

No progress. For some considerable period now, and throughout 2008–09, the 
Armed Forces have operated above the overall level of concurrent operations which 
they are resourced and structured to sustain over time. Throughout the year they 
nevertheless consistently and reliably provided substantial forces at immediate 
readiness for current operations, deployed them to and sustained them in theatre, 
and recovered them to their home bases at the end of their tours. It was not possible 
for them to be ready at the same time for the full range of potential contingent 
operations detailed in planning assumptions, and, consequently, contingent 
readiness levels have continued to suffer. While funding from the Reserve covers the 
immediate bill for operations, it cannot immediately address the impact on the 
Armed Forces of sustained harmony breaches, the impact on their ability to conduct 
the full range of training for contingent operations and any particular pinch-points 
in manning, all of which affect levels of contingent readiness. All of these impacts, 

 
7 Ministry of Defence, Annual Report and Accounts 2007-08 Volume 1, HC 850-I, p 48 

8 HC (2008–09) 214, para 59 
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and others, will take time to improve through the process of recuperation. While the 
Armed Forces continue to meet the demands of standing tasks and current 
operations their capacity to ready for contingent tasks continues to be affected. This 
does not impact on essential standby capabilities such as non-combatant evacuation 
operations.9 

15. In November, the Secretary of State assured us that readiness had improved slightly as a 
result of the drawdown of forces from Iraq.10 Readiness levels have improved since the end 
of March 2009, see figure 1 above.  

16. We recognise that the Armed Forces have for some time been operating above 
Defence Planning Assumptions. We consider it unsatisfactory that readiness levels 
have been allowed to fall to the extent that they have. There are encouraging signs that 
readiness has improved since the withdrawal from Iraq. But the Strategic Defence 
Review will have to determine how the readiness of the Armed Forces should be 
balanced with the importance of maintaining a broad range of defence capabilities 
which are appropriately resourced.   

The readiness of the Royal Navy  

17. In its Annual Report for 2007–08, the MoD summarised the readiness of the Royal 
Navy as follows: 

The Royal Navy had met all its operational commitments in 2007–08, both at home 
and overseas, despite a high level of operational activity, and continuing significant 
challenges in managing ship support and sustainability. The readiness of the surface 
fleet Force Elements continued to be affected by the decision to reduce support 
resources (the Reduced Support Period) in 2004–05 and 2005–06, and personnel 
shortages in a few specialist areas also affected the readiness states of certain force 
elements.11 

18. In information provided to us, the MoD said that reductions in the resources for 
maritime logistic support to redirect funding elsewhere in 2004–05 and 2005–06 had led to 
deficiencies within sub-systems, equipment and manpower in individual units from which 
recovery is slow. Vice Admiral Boissier, Deputy Commander-in-Chief of Fleet Command, 
told us that the reduction in funding for maritime support had taken a lot of managing. 
The reduced funding had forced them to use the spare parts off the shelf from which the 
Royal Navy was still recovering. They had also had to delay investment in more reliable 
equipment to replace those ships which are becoming old and increasingly fragile. For 
example, there were four mine countermeasure vessels (MCMVs) in the Gulf with engines 
not as reliable as the Navy would like.12  

 
9 Ministry of Defence, Annual Report and Accounts 2008-09 Volume 1, HC 467-I, p 12  

10 Q 406 

11 Ministry of Defence, Annual Report and Accounts 2007-08 Volume 1, HC 850–I, p 52 

12 Qq 30–32 
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19. Admiral Boissier said that any delay in the delivery of future platforms had an impact 
on readiness and the amount of work needed to make sure that ships are maintained and 
sustained at sea, for example, the replacement for the frigate force: 

I think the real example of this is Future Surface Combatant which is the 
replacement for our frigate force, which I think is due in service by 2016, or 
something like that. That is taking over from the Type 23 frigates which are the sort 
of mainstay workhorses of the fleet. The Type 23s were designed for a 16-year life but 
are going to be running for about 30 years. We can do that but there is a cost in 
financial terms and, also, in terms of the sheer effort in making sure they are ready to 
fight.13  

20. Admiral Boissier emphasised that the Royal Navy had been focusing on current 
operations. It has been providing appropriate, sustainable equipment staffed with 
adequately trained personnel but only at the expense of readiness for contingent operations 
and recuperation to medium scale operations. For example, the Royal Navy was able to 
meet the current demands for destroyers and frigates but only at the expense of readiness 
for contingent tasks.14 Admiral Boissier was also concerned about manpower shortages in 
19 operational pinch point trades15 such as senior ratings for strategic weapons systems in 
Trident submarines.16 He explained that readiness was a complex issue and was dependent 
on many factors such as the current high tempo of operations and on getting procurement 
right but also on recruiting and retaining the right staff and training them properly.17  

21. In its most recent Annual Report for 2008–09, the MoD summarised the readiness of 
the Royal Navy as follows:  

The Naval Service was particularly heavily committed throughout 2008–09. All 
directed military tasks were completed including a substantial deployment of Royal 
Marines and Royal Navy personnel to Afghanistan. 3 Commando Brigade Royal 
Marines provided the command Task Force Helmand and overall the Naval Service 
provided 29% of UK personnel committed to operations in Afghanistan. Royal Naval 
assets were deployed to the Horn of Africa to counter the growing threat of piracy 
and also provided the command element of the European Union counter piracy 
initiative. The Naval Service provided the last personnel of the UK 2* command 
element in Iraq, as well as training teams in support of the Iraqi navy. While 
commitment to operations was the main effort during the period, the Royal Navy 
continued to provide considerable resources to meet its standing military tasks in 
support of broader Defence aim, the principal focus being provision of the nuclear 
deterrent.18  

 
13 Q 46 

14 Q 32 

15 Operational pinch point trades are those trades where current shortages have a detrimental impact on operational 
effectiveness. 
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22. A list of the Royal Navy’s standing tasks is given below and we note that some of these 
tasks are not fully resourced: 

• Fleet Ready Escort (UK waters) 

• Atlantic Patrol (South) 

• Atlantic Patrol (North) 

• Mine clearance in the Northern Arabian Gulf 

• Security Capacity Building in the Northern Arabian Gulf 

• Offshore Patrol in the Falklands Islands 

• Ice Patrol Vessel to the Antarctic 

• Maritime Patrol support to Oman 

• Standing NATO Mine Counter-Measures Group 1 (North Europe) 

• Standing NATO Maritime Group 2 (South Europe and near East)  

23. The Strategic Defence Review must address the procurement, capabilities and 
personnel issues, including harmony guidelines, arising from the resources which the 
Navy has been contributing to operations in Afghanistan. In particular, the Strategic 
Defence Review must determine whether further delays to procurement of essential 
equipment for the Royal Navy, such as the Future Surface Combatant, can be justified 
and whether the recent improvement in recruitment and retention should be used to 
reduce the level of undermanning in pinch point trades. Furthermore, consideration 
must be given as to whether the number of Royal Navy commitments should be 
reduced. 

The readiness of the Army  

24. In its Annual Report for 2007–08, the MoD summarised the readiness of the Army as 
follows: 

The continuing commitment of ground manoeuvre, light and specialised brigades 
on current operations inevitably meant that the Army was unable to hold units at 
readiness for medium scale contingent operations. The Spearhead Land Element was 
available at high readiness for Contingency Operations throughout the year, 
culminating in a deployment to Kosovo in May 2008. Many ‘enabling’ assets were 
also double-hatted in support of more than one of the Contingency Reserves. In 
addition, the implementation of the BOWMAN programme continued temporarily 
to reduce the pool of deployable units. The increasingly challenging recruiting 
climate also has a substantial impact. Overall, the Army continued to run close to the 
limits of the level of operational activity it is able to sustain.19 

 
19 Ministry of Defence, Annual Report and Accounts 2007-08 Volume 1, HC 850-I, p 53 
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25. One year later, in its most recent Annual Report for 2008–09, the summary of the 
readiness of the Army had been revised to this: 

The Army again continued to be committed in excess of the planning assumptions 
throughout 2008–09, the focus for operations and support has been on Afghanistan, 
as a medium-scale plus operation and on Iraq at medium-scale. As the operational 
requirements in Iraq have reduced we have been able to move to a more sustainable 
basis by ensuring that the majority of personnel have at least a 24-month tour 
interval. Unfortunately, this will not be possible, as yet, for some specialist personnel. 
Future operational demand is, however, likely to move closer to Defence Planning 
Assumptions. As a result of high operational demand, the specialist brigades and 
most contingency forces, including 16 Air Assault Brigade and 3 Commando 
Brigade (Royal Marines), have been rostered for operations in Afghanistan. Towards 
the end of 2008–09, the Army successfully rostered the Spearhead Land Element and 
the small-scale Contingency Battle Group (SSCBG). The tasks that the SSCBG could 
conduct were constrained by equipment availability. All contingency forces 
continued to share many enablers. 20  

26. General Lamb, Commander Field Army, told us that the Army was focused on current 
operations and operating above Defence Planning Assumptions: 

The reality is that the Army, on the current operations we are running, is about three 
times above the levels at which the assumptions place us. […] Our current 
commitment sees us running well in excess of two medium scales, so the Army is 
preparing for the current fight. The reality of where we are is not about contingency; 
it is actually ensuring that not the risk but the liability of the full command that 
comes with us, in my case for soldiers, is met, that we do whatever is necessary to 
ensure that we have the right manpower, of the right quality, that they are properly 
trained, that they are properly equipped and able to stay in the current fight. The 
Army is focused on this. The idea that current operations impact on readiness from 
an Army perspective is completely the wrong way round. We are committed to 
current operations.21 

27. General Lamb believed that it was important to look to the future but stated that his 
primary focus was preparing for and sustaining operations in Iraq and Afghanistan.22 The 
MoD told us that a small scale focused intervention, power projection and peace 
enforcement could only be done at the expense of current operations.23 

28. To deliver on current operations, the Army has been forced to break harmony 
guidelines for many soldiers; we understand that, while the Army is generally breaking 
harmony guidelines, the Royal Artillery is doing so by 55% and the Infantry by 53%.24 In 
addition, there are operational pinch point trades which are significantly undermanned 

 
20 Ministry of Defence, Annual Report and Accounts 2008-09 Volume 1, HC 467-I, p 43 
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resulting in the breaking of harmony guidelines—for example, weapons intelligence 
specialists and emergency and intensive care medical specialists.25 In 2008–09, 10.3% of 
Army personnel were exceeding the guidelines of no more than 413 days separated service 
in any 30 month rolling period (which accounts for a 6 month tour and a 24 month tour 
interval).26 As at 1 July 2009, the percentage of Army personnel breaking harmony 
guidelines remained at 10.3%.27 Not only does the breaking of harmony guidelines impact 
on the readiness of the Army for contingent operations, it also puts a considerable burden 
on soldiers and their families.  

29.  Training is also a significant constraint on readiness. Much of the training of the 
Armed Forces has, of necessity, become theatre-specific for the operations in Iraq and 
Afghanistan. The training machine has in the past been diverted from regular training for 
operations in general to training specifically for personnel about to deploy or redeploy to 
Afghanistan or Iraq.28 The MoD told us that it had also had to cancel a number of large-
scale and joint exercises.29  

30. As Chinook helicopters are central to the Army’s operations, we asked General Lamb 
what the effect was of having so many Chinooks on deployed operations. He explained that 
out of a fleet of 49 helicopters, 30 were forward ready of which 10 were committed to 
operations. The remainder were going through modifications or were available for 
training. The Army was working the fleet hard and getting a high number of flying hours 
out of them. He would have preferred to have more Chinooks but the Armed Forces could 
manage with the current number. For example, another five Chinooks in Helmand would 
enable the Commander of the Task Force to manoeuvre in a different way giving more 
flexibility. The shortage had an impact on the training fleet, with forces not as air-aware in 
the Army as in previous years, relying on what they learn during operations.30  

31. The Army has been working at full stretch. If readiness is to be improved, then the 
Army must return to being deployed within harmony guidelines as soon as practicable.  

The readiness of the Royal Air Force  

32. In its Annual Report for 2007–08, the MoD summarised the readiness of the Royal Air 
Force as follows: 

The RAF continued to meet its enduring Military Tasks and contingent overseas 
commitments successfully during 2007–08, contributing forces to UK-based 
operations and to theatres around the world. However, the high operational tempo 
had led to the majority of force elements reporting a weakness in their ability to meet 
planned readiness targets; in the main due to a combination of a lack of training 
opportunities, personnel and equipment outside of that committed in direct support 
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of current operations. In addition, aircraft availability pressures, arising from 
operational losses and planned modification and maintenance programmes, and a 
temporary manning imbalance caused by the final phase of drawing down RAF 
personnel numbers have further reduced the RAF’s ability to meet readiness 
targets.31  

33. When asked in February what concerned him most about levels of readiness, Air 
Marshal McNicoll, Deputy Commander-in-Chief (Operations) Air Command told us that 
not all of the Royal Air Force (RAF) was as heavily committed as the land forces although 
there were a few exceptions such as the C-130 [Hercules aircraft]. A particular difficulty 
was that “in relation to readiness … in the air environment you need to train continually to 
keep any readiness at all. You cannot take a holiday from it and still maintain some 
extended readiness easily.” His solution was “a manpower placement plan and that means 
that some of the forces which are heavily committed … are manned to over 100% in order 
to sustain current operations, and others of course have to be undermanned in order to 
free up the manpower to go and do it. The C-130 force is heavily committed in current 
operations and clearly has more manpower assigned to it.”32 

34. Air Marshal McNicoll and Admiral Boissier agreed that one of the challenges the RAF 
faces in terms of contingent operations was getting access to equipment to train pilots 
properly. Many of the fast jets and helicopters had been tied up in Afghanistan and Iraq 
and were, therefore, unavailable for pilot training. For example, current training for 
Harriers to fly off carriers was very weak and this situation could not be allowed to 
continue indefinitely. The Harriers had also been in theatre for four and a half years 
creating breaches of harmony guidelines and reducing core capability particularly at 
supervisory level. There was also little capacity for training on Tornados given their 
extensive use in Iraq. Air Marshal McNicoll told us that they intended to replace the 
Harrier fleet with the Tornado fleet in Spring this year.33 We are aware that the MoD was 
unable to bring back the Harrier fleet and replace it with the Tornado as originally 
planned because of problems with the apron and the runway at Kandahar. We are 
pleased to see that this issue has been resolved and that the Harrier force has been 
returned to the UK. We expect the MoD to use the opportunity presented by the return 
of the Harrier Force to return to training the required number of pilots to fly off the 
carriers.  

35. In its most recent Annual Report for 2008–09, the MoD summarised the readiness of 
the RAF as follows: 

The RAF continued to meet its standing military tasks and contingent overseas 
successfully during 2008–09, contributing forces to UK-based operations and to 
theatres around the world including the Gulf, the south Atlantic and Afghanistan. 
However, the enduring high operational tempo has led to the majority of force 
elements reporting weaknesses in their ability to meet planned readiness targets, due 
in the main due to a combination of the pressures on personnel and equipment, in 
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direct support of current operations and reduced training opportunities. In addition, 
aircraft availability pressures, arising from planned modification and maintenance 
programmes and returning to manning imbalance have further reduced the RAF’s 
ability to meet readiness targets.34 

36. The MoD should, both in advance of and through the Strategic Defence Review, 
focus on regaining balance in the RAF, reducing the pressures on pinch point trades 
and reinstating essential training and exercises.  

Personnel injured on operations  

37. We asked who funded the costs of the Armed Forces personnel injured in Iraq and 
Afghanistan and consequently unfit for further deployment but retained in service. The 
MoD detailed its policy of offering employment to those injured on operations who wished 
to remain in the Armed Forces:35  

It is a concern, and I cannot pretend we have got an easy answer to that because we 
have to treat these people sensitively considering the commitment they have made to 
the nation. At the moment, we are committed to employ those people as much as we 
can in-service doing particular jobs which would make sense, in the sense of self-
worth and enabling the recovery process.36 

As an Army issue it is very much a concern for us because, as you will appreciate, we 
have got to try and maximise the ability of the resource we have (the human 
resource) to deploy on operations. If there is a limit to that, and we are finding 
increasing numbers are unfit, that can only put pressure in those who are required to 
deploy. I do not know quite where we will find ourselves over this, but this is a very 
important issue.37 

38. The costs of the medical treatment of personnel injured on operations, overseas and 
back in the UK are borne by the Reserve. However, the costs of retaining those personnel 
in service and the cost of replacing those who have died or left are traditionally borne by 
the MoD. The costs of employing injured personnel are often offset by the cost of 
employing a civilian or other military person to do the job. Training replacement 
personnel is expensive and time consuming but these costs are considered part of the 
general running costs of the Armed Forces. The number of personnel seriously injured or 
wounded in Afghanistan is growing with 158 injured in 2009 compared with 169 in the 
previous eight years. Nevertheless despite this increase, the MoD considers that the current 
costs are manageable. In the longer term, the MoD considers it may have to seek money 
from the Reserve for this and for continuing support to injured Armed Forces personnel. 
In particular, the Army is under pressure to maximise the number of personnel available 
for deployment on operations.38  
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39. We fully support the policy of offering continued productive employment to those 
injured on operations who wish to continue their careers in the Armed Forces. Whilst 
the MoD is content to fund continued employment and the cost of replacing those 
injured and killed on active service, we consider that it should apply for support from 
the Reserve as the number of personnel so employed increases and the costs of training 
replacements rise. We further call upon the MoD to ensure that all those injured while 
on operations have a real choice, after an appropriate period of rehabilitation, as to 
whether to remain with the Armed Forces or to seek employment elsewhere. We also 
recommend that, as part of its consideration of the size and structure of the Army, the 
MoD factors in an increase in the required size of the Army to enable continued 
employment of injured personnel without diminishing the capability of the Army to 
conduct operations within harmony guidelines. 

Overall readiness  

40. Our witnesses on 3 February made it clear that the Armed Forces were stretched as a 
result of current operations.39 They fully recognised that readiness for contingent 
operations has been declining which has resulted in a poor state of preparedness, and they 
acknowledged the need to pay serious attention to the problem.40 Brigadier Abraham told 
us:  

In terms of our general preparedness, for contingent operations, anything we do 
beyond the very, very benign will have an effect on the enduring operations across a 
wide range of things—provision of air transport with defensive aid suites to get them 
there, the provision of battlefield helicopters with appropriate force protection, and 
so on and so on. Our ability at the moment to do anything with regard to the 
unexpected is largely only at the expense of the current operations.41 

41. The then Secretary of State told us in April that success in current operations was his 
first priority. The Armed Forces were not able to undertake the full spectrum of contingent 
operations because of deployment on active, current operations and the extent of the 
training for deployment. He stressed that the Armed Forces were not weak operationally 
nor had the MoD taken risks with UK homeland security. The Armed Forces required to 
secure our borders had been fully operational and capable throughout the entire period of 
operations in Iraq and Afghanistan.42 He agreed that poor levels of target readiness had 
developed because of the high tempo of current operations.43 This position was repeated by 
the present Secretary of State in November: 

Just because we are not structured or planning to run another medium-scale 
[operation] while we are involved in Afghanistan to the degree that we are does not 
mean to say that if an emergency arose we would not try to rise to it. We would have 
to rise to it, as we do, but that would obviously involve a stretch on our people. They 
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have never been lacking in the past in terms of rising to the challenge but, yes, it 
would be difficult to conduct another contingency operation. It would not be 
something we are able to do while we are fixed in Afghanistan to the degree that we 
are.44  

42. The MoD was unable to tell us how long it would take before the Armed Forces 
return to satisfactory levels of readiness. As we expect the MoD to have now further 
developed its recuperation planning, we invite the MoD, in response to this Report, to 
show us the expected trajectory for improvements in the readiness of the Armed Forces 
and the point at which it believes readiness levels will be satisfactory. We recommend 
that the new methodology and system adopted for the reporting of readiness should 
provide the same level of transparency and accountability to Parliament and the public 
as obtained in the past. 
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3 The Strategic Defence Review 

The Strategic Defence Review  

43. In our earlier work on readiness and recuperation, we had already considered the 
Defence Planning Assumptions; the future size and structure of the Army; the size of 
Special Forces; and the Defence Strategic Guidance. Policy in all of these areas had been 
substantially opened up by the announcement of the Green Paper and the Strategic 
Defence Review. The latest position with regard to each of these areas is discussed below. 

44. On 7 July 2009, the Secretary of State announced the start of a Strategic Defence 
Review: 

The policy set out in the Strategic Defence Review (SDR) and subsequently adjusted 
in the SDR New Chapter and the 2003 Defence White Paper, Delivering Security in a 
Changing World, has stood the test of time. However, it is now more than ten years 
since the SDR and the challenges facing Defence have inevitably changed in that 
time. I am therefore announcing that the Government is beginning a process that 
will enable a Strategic Defence Review early in the next Parliament. That review, to 
be set in the context of the National Security Strategy, will be designed to ensure that 
we develop and maintain Armed Forces appropriate to the challenges we face and 
the aims we set ourselves as a nation. As a first step we will undertake an 
examination of a range of issues including: 

• the strategic context for defence, including the lessons we have learned from 
recent operations and the changing nature of conflict; 

• our experience working in partnership with other arms of Government; 

• the contribution defence can make to the projection of soft power—exerting 
influence to prevent conflicts; 

• technological changes in defence; 

• the scope for more effective processes in defence, including acquisition; and 

• the modern day requirements on and aspirations of our Armed Forces 
personnel.45  

45. On 27 October 2009, the Secretary of State wrote to us setting out the MoD’s Strategy 
for Defence which was being promulgated within the Department.46 This is a new strategy 
paper which aims to give greater focus on the main direction of the Department for all 
staff—unlike Defence Strategic Guidance which as a classified document is not available to 
all staff. The MoD told us that the primary reason for the Strategy for Defence was to meet 
the recommendations of the Cabinet Office Capability Review. It was not intended to pre-
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empt the Strategic Defence Review but to cover the period until 2014 before the Review 
comes into play.47   

Defence Planning Assumptions  

46. The Armed Forces are funded and structured to be prepared for contingent tasks set 
out in the Defence Planning Assumptions. These Assumptions currently state that the 
Armed Forces are to be configured to carry out one enduring medium scale operation 
(involving some 5,000 personnel) plus one enduring small scale operation (with a battle 
group of between 600 and 700 personnel) and, in extremis, one other small scale non-
enduring operation routinely and without overstretch.48 The Armed Forces have been 
operating above the level set out in the Defence Planning Assumptions for over seven 
years. The Assumptions impact on funding insofar as they suggest at what scale the Armed 
Forces need to be maintained. While the Treasury pays for most of the additional costs of 
actual operations in Iraq and Afghanistan from the Reserve, the MoD funds the cost of 
maintaining the Armed Forces at that scale as well as paying for all standing tasks.  

47. The MoD Defence Board revisited the Defence Strategic Guidance in 2008 in order to 
reflect the differing pressures placed on the Armed Forces by the nature of the conflicts in 
Iraq and Afghanistan.49 The Board added a new military task: Military Aid to Stabilisation 
and Development.50 General Lamb reflected that the Army had been operating at some 
three times the level at which Defence Planning Assumptions would put them.51 He clearly 
found the Assumptions less than useful when working at the current level and tempo of 
operations.52  

48. We questioned the then Secretary of State in April as to whether the Defence Planning 
Assumptions needed to be fundamentally reviewed and Afghanistan treated as a standing 
commitment. His view was that the Assumptions should not be seen as a straitjacket to 
constrain the sorts of contingency for which the Armed Forces prepared but something 
upon which they based their planning and force generation work. As with any good plan, 
their planning work had to be capable of adaptation and flexibility.53 He acknowledged that 
the MoD might have to look at the Assumptions in the future but he thought them 
reasonable:  

I do not think the problem, with respect, is about our ability to deploy forces into 
Afghanistan. The problem is the implications that has for other contingent tasks that 
we have agreed we should plan and prepare for. It does not matter how you would 
characterise the Afghanistan operations—as a standing military task, for example, or 
anything else—the simple reality is that on an operation of that scale it is going to 
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affect the other contingent operating capabilities that you might want to have for 
your Armed Forces. Changing the designation of the operation in Afghanistan is not 
going to make the slightest difference to that.54 

49. We also questioned the new Secretary of State for Defence in November as to whether 
the Defence Planning Assumptions needed to be reviewed and if the operation in 
Afghanistan should be treated as a standing task. The Secretary of State acknowledged that 
the Armed Forces were still operating above Defence Planning Assumptions as the 
operation in Afghanistan, with 9,500 personnel, was almost twice the size envisaged of a 
medium scale operation.55 He did not, however, think that making Afghanistan a standing 
task would help in managing the operation in Afghanistan: 

I do not know to what degree that would get us out of the situation that we are in. At 
what level should it be a standing task? In the spring we had 8,100 in Afghanistan. 
This is only in the spring. We then put a couple of hundred counter-IED capability 
in there. We then agreed to an election uplift of 700, which we have agreed to make 
enduring since. We are on the verge of, I hope, committing another 500. At what 
level would it be a standing task and to what degree would making it a standing task 
assist us? Of course, we would have to renegotiate our budget with the Treasury but 
that would not manufacture pound notes to pay for defence particularly, would it? So 
how we do the sums ought to be a secondary consideration. … The UOR situation 
must prevail, the Treasury must continue to pay for those additional costs, but we, 
after all this time in theatre, have a duty to bend our own core programme, in my 
view, in the direction of a very important operation. We need to look, even in the 
difficult financial circumstances that we are in, at what degree we can actually do 
that, and that is what we are doing.56 

50. Defence Planning Assumptions are planning guidelines in support of force 
generation work. Nevertheless, since they form an important part of the calculations 
leading to the structuring and resourcing of the Armed Forces, we are concerned that 
they have become so out of step with what has been happening in reality. The MoD 
should review the Defence Planning Assumptions as part of the Strategic Defence 
Review This will provide the opportunity to review the utility and definitions of the 
Defence Planning Assumptions and of readiness in the light of current and continuing 
high level of sustained deployment. It should also look again at whether operations in 
Afghanistan should be treated as a standing task or at least whether account should be 
taken of the existence of enduring contingent commitments and the need to factor 
these into defence planning. 

Defence Strategic Guidance and the future size and structure of the 
Army 

51. The Secretary of State told us in April that the MoD was to issue new Defence Strategic 
Guidance later in the year based on work carried out in 2008. In addition to this work, the 
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MoD had been actively engaged in the development of the second iteration of the National 
Security Strategy.57 He also told us that several strands of work were to be brought together 
in the Autumn:  

The other elements that you referred to, the Defence Strategic Guidance, Adam 
Ingram’s work on countering insurgent capabilities, the work that CGS [Chief of 
General Staff] is doing on future arms structures: these are all essential elements of 
work that is going on. […] I think the autumn is when I have got in my mind the 
idea of bringing together some of these strands of work, but I think the important 
thing is to get the work done and to get all of the ducks in a row and then to have 
something to publish. I am not looking to publish individual little bits of the jigsaw 
as free-standing pieces of work, because I do not think that would make sense.58 

52. The new Secretary of State told us in November that he will not be publishing the 
Defence Strategic Guidance or any other of these “strands of work” referred to by his 
predecessor this year but that a revised set of guidance would flow out from the Strategic 
Defence Review.59 

53. General Lamb told us that work was going on in the MoD to look at the structure of the 
Army, its size and whether the Army and, in particular, the Engineers, the Artillery and 
some parts of the Infantry need to re-role in response to the nature of the campaigns in 
Iraq and Afghanistan. His view was that the Army needed to increase its size. An army of 
112,000 soldiers, compared to the current size of some 102,000, was the number talked of 
by senior officers in the Army. Such an increase would enable units to be deployed without 
being backfilled by large numbers of personnel from other units. The practice of backfilling 
could undermine unit cohesion and make it more difficult to monitor harmony guidelines 
for individual soldiers. General Lamb also told us that increasing the size of the Army 
would allow the Army to deliver proper career management and better education for its 
soldiers.60 The work to refine the Army’s structure was underway under the aegis of the 
Chief of the General Staff. It drew very heavily on the experience of Iraq and Afghanistan 
and the changing nature of the campaign in Afghanistan.61 We were told at the time that 
this work would not necessarily prevent the practice of using soldiers from other units to 
backfill units going on operations but could reduce the need for the practice and the 
number of personnel having to go on operations with units other than their own.62 

54. The Secretary of State told us in April that, before increasing the formal size of the 
Army, the first task was to recruit to the Army’s authorised strength which would provide 
an additional 3,500 soldiers over what it currently had at its disposal—a substantial 
number. The second priority was to make sure that the operational pinch point trades were 
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recruited up to strength. When recruitment was up to strength, then was the time, in his 
view, for a debate, if necessary, about whether the Army was the right size.63  

55. We asked the new Secretary of State six months later how the work on the future size 
and structure of the Army was developing. He told us that this work and a value for money 
study looking at which officer posts were needed would await the Strategic Defence 
Review. These decisions could not be taken until decisions had been reached as to the 
nature of the threat faced by the nation and how the Armed Forces should be structured to 
face them:64  

We will flag up the big decisions in the Green Paper so that they can properly be 
taken in the Strategic Defence Review. That is not to say there are not other strands 
of work going on in the Department. There is a value for money study going on that 
looks at whether or not all of these posts and other things are needed. We should not 
be looking to change the shape of our Armed Forces. I think we would wind up with 
a great kickback if we tried to change the shape of the Armed Forces without the 
serious work that is needed through the Green Paper process and through the 
Strategic Defence Review. So we will try and tee up these issues in big handfuls and 
make sure that they are dealt with within the Green Paper. 65 

56. We understand that the MoD wishes to analyse the issues concerning the size of the 
Army thoroughly and in depth—and to await the Strategic Defence Review—before 
making decisions about the configuration of the Army. However, given the high tempo 
of operations over the last eight years, it is not surprising that some senior Army 
officers think that there needs to be a bigger Army. This could limit the extent to which 
harmony guidelines are broken and permit the deployment of more complete units on 
current operations. It would also ensure that the Army was able to meet its future tasks 
and commitments. 

57. The MoD is now delaying much of the work promised to us in its earlier evidence 
sessions until after the Strategic Defence Review. We accept that many areas such as 
decisions concerning the future size and structure of the Armed Forces will now await 
the Strategic Defence Review. However, we see no reason why the MoD cannot provide 
us with the current Defence Strategic Guidance and related material on national 
security. The MoD should provide us with the results of its current work on the future 
size and structure of the Armed Forces.  

58. In October 2009, the MoD published the Review of Acquisition for the Secretary of 
State for Defence, an independent report by Bernard Gray. In his initial response to the 
Report, the Secretary of State said that he intended to published a wider, more detailed 
Strategy for Acquisition Reform in the New Year, to contribute to the related work on the 
Strategic Defence Review:66  
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I think we will need to talk about acquisition in the Green Paper but we plan a 
separate document that will go into more detail about our response to Bernard Gray 
and the measures that are now necessary.67 

It [the Green Paper] obviously will not go into the detail of the other document but it 
will feed off the work and try to inform the Strategic Defence Review. You have all of 
the maintenance of national assets and the sovereignty issues that we need to think 
about as part of our ongoing security for defence capability.68 

59. We are also conducting an inquiry into the Comprehensive Approach. We asked the 
Secretary of State if the Comprehensive Approach would be adequately covered in the 
Green Paper:  

It is not completed yet and final decisions have not been taken, but I hope that there 
will be a chapter in there on lessons learned from recent operations and, of course, 
the importance of the Comprehensive Approach. The progress and difficulties that 
we have had with progressing that is an important part of that.69 

60. Given the public statements from the leaders of the main political parties about the 
need to reduce public spending both quickly and significantly after the coming election, 
and the time any Strategic Defence Review would inevitably take, there must be a chance 
that some financial decisions will be taken before the Strategic Defence Review has run its 
course. 

61. It is vital that the Strategic Defence Review is set in the context of a coherent UK 
Strategy, reflecting long-term strategic interests, encompassing UK foreign policy and 
the National Security Strategy. The Review needs to take full account of the MoD’s 
relationships with other relevant Government Departments such as the Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office, the Department for International Development and the Home 
Office.  

62. The Strategic Defence Review needs to cover the use of the Comprehensive 
Approach including the need for an augmented capability to promote stabilisation and 
post-conflict reconstruction. In this area, it will have to encompass the role of the 
Stabilisation Unit and relationships with the Foreign and Commonwealth Office and 
the Department for International Development.  

63. The next Government will have to accept the financial realities of the day, but we 
must warn against the risk that an early stringency budget might prejudge the outcome 
of the Strategic Defence Review. If the Review concluded that the country faced a 
particular significant threat, the Government would look foolish if only a few months 
earlier it had rendered itself less capable of dealing with it. It is easy to lose sight of the 
fact that one of the core businesses of Government is the defence of the country and of 
national interests, and that is every bit as true during difficult financial times as during 
more settled ones. The thinking of easier times (when public spending on health, 
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education and social security was increased by much more than that on defence) must 
not be allowed to continue into these troubled times. The defence of our country must 
be maintained whatever the circumstances. 
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4 Recuperation 
64. Recuperation is the process by which force elements are returned to target levels of 
readiness. It involves all the underlying components: manpower; equipment; training; and 
logistics support, and is distinct from ‘rolling recuperation’ which the Armed Forces have 
been conducting throughout the operations in Iraq and Afghanistan—that is, procuring 
new munitions and replacing or repairing equipment on a routine basis. 

65. The drawdown of troops from Iraq should provide the MoD with an opportunity to 
recuperate the Armed Forces and to reverse the fall in readiness. The Armed Forces should 
be able to return nearer to harmony guidelines for its troops; to increase the level of non-
theatre specific training; to replenish stock; and to repair or replace worn out equipment. 
The MoD has agreed with the Treasury in principle which recuperation costs will be 
funded out of the Reserve and which will come from the MoD’s core funds. Broadly, all 
recuperation costs will be met by the Reserve except for the incorporation of equipment 
procured or enhanced under the Urgent Operational Requirements (UOR) process into 
core equipment.  

66. This planned programme of recuperation would not be possible if the Armed Forces 
were to be involved in another significant conflict or if many additional soldiers were 
needed in Afghanistan.70 In April, the Secretary of State said that any increase in troop 
numbers in Afghanistan would have an impact on the timetable for recuperation, but he 
was understandably unwilling to discuss the scale of any increase in such numbers:71 

If that [an increase in UK forces in Afghanistan] were to happen it would clearly 
impact on the timescales that we are currently working to on recuperation. But our 
recuperation assumptions are on the basis that our commitments in Afghanistan 
have been broadly constant.72 

I think it would need to be a significant deployment. Again, I do not want to talk 
numbers, because I do not think that would be very sensible, but it would need to be 
a significant deployment to Afghanistan to interrupt the recuperation timelines.73 

67. At the same time, the Secretary of State acknowledged that, if there were greater 
burden-sharing in Afghanistan by NATO Member States, then recuperation could be 
speeded up:  

The extent to which we can recuperate and re-acquire a better level of readiness has 
been and will be determined by the level of our operational commitments. If they 
reduce because, for example, there is a greater burden-sharing in NATO, that would 
speed up recuperation and readiness levels. We are making a big effort to try to make 
sure the burden of the campaign in Afghanistan is more widely and more fairly 
shared across the NATO Alliance. [….] But I think we have to be realistic. We are 
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there, in Afghanistan in particular now, because we judge it to be vital for UK’s 
national security. 74 

68. The Secretary of State also told us that were the UK to be involved in a new similar 
operation, then the burden on the Armed Forces would increase substantially and he could 
not guarantee that this eventuality would not happen.75 The Prime Minister announced on 
30 November 2009 that he had agreed to a new force level in Afghanistan of 9,500 
personnel, an increase of some 500 soldiers. He also stated that many of the NATO allies 
would also be sending additional troops.76 In particular on 1 December 2009, President 
Obama announced the deployment of a further 30,000 American troops. The Secretary of 
State was unable to say what impact the deployment of a further 500 troops would have on 
the readiness and recuperation of the Armed Forces.  

Mr Ainsworth It is bound to make things more difficult. To what degree I do not 
know. 

Rear Admiral Richards It is, but it is not going to significantly change the plans we 
have already shared with the Committee with respect to [the recuperation of] small-
scale [operations]. While we are in Afghanistan at the levels we are at the moment, 
medium-scale plus, generating any further medium-scale contingent capability is 
more problematic, and, obviously, for reasons we have discussed with the 
Committee before in open session, the detail of these problems is not something that 
you would feel it was appropriate to share. We are able to generate certain of the 
medium-scale capabilities for the second medium-scale operation but they are 
affected by the fact that we are in Afghanistan at medium-scale plus.77 

69. We agree that there needs to be a wider sharing of the burden in Afghanistan 
amongst NATO Member States, and we support the Prime Minister’s efforts to achieve 
this. We are, however, concerned that any significant increase in the size of the UK’s 
forces in Afghanistan, or any new operation, will destabilise the MoD’s efforts to 
recuperate the Armed Forces. The MoD should estimate the impact of sending 
additional personnel to Afghanistan on both readiness levels and recuperation plans. It 
should identify ways to minimise such impact such that any increase in the tasks 
demanded from our Armed Forces does not undermine the planned programme of 
recuperation.  

Drawdown from Iraq  

70. The United Kingdom started to withdraw its Armed Forces personnel from Iraq in 
March 2009 and completed the drawdown by May 2009. The UK now has only some 150 
military personnel in Iraq;78 their role may change depending on the conditions there and 
the wishes of the Iraqi Government. The Royal Navy has a role in training the Iraqi navy 
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and continues to protect oil export platforms. The Armed Forces are also contributing to 
the NATO Training Mission in Iraq, their role is to train and educate Iraqi military 
officers. The MoD told us that the drawdown from Iraq gives the Armed Forces the 
opportunity to recuperate, and to reverse the decline in readiness levels.79 

71. The Army has withdrawn some 3,000 troops from Iraq. This drawdown provides an 
opportunity for the Army to improve their harmony guidelines; and to increase training on 
equipment released from Iraq. It will also relieve some of the pressures on the use of 
equipment allowing some of it to be repaired or replaced.80  

72. For the RAF, Air Marshal McNicoll told us that the drawdown from Iraq would enable 
them to withdraw the Tornado aircraft and the VC10 supporting tanker aircraft out of 
theatre. From the land environment, they would be able to take Merlin Support helicopters 
out of theatre although these aircraft might need to be deployed elsewhere. Indeed, the 
Merlin fleet is currently deployed in Afghanistan. In terms of manpower, the RAF would 
be able to reduce the workload on a large number of personnel. However, the RAF 
Regiment which had provided protection and guarding of Basra air station has now been 
deployed to increase the force protection in Camp Bastion in Afghanistan.81  

73. Admiral Boissier said that, for the Royal Navy, drawdown would mean less than for 
other Services as, for example, much of the Royal Marines’ involvement is in Afghanistan 
not Iraq. There would be some relief in terms of the naval helicopter force although much 
of it may be required in Afghanistan. In addition, the Navy would be providing Britain’s 
enduring commitment to the area through their maritime presence in the Gulf and in 
training the Iraqi maritime forces.82  

74. The MoD was unable to tell us what the full cost of the drawdown from Iraq was likely 
to be in terms of the additional expense of returning troops and equipment to the United 
Kingdom or to Afghanistan and the costs of write-offs of infrastructure in Iraq and of 
equipment given to US or Iraqi forces. The MoD has already identified some £96.5 million 
of write-offs and gifts in Basra, covering four protected dining facilities and their 
immoveable fixtures and fittings and constructive losses of incomplete construction 
projects of accommodation blocks and a hospital.83 As the drawdown from Iraq is now 
complete, the MoD should provide us with a detailed breakdown of the estimated costs 
of the drawdown from Iraq. 

Standard and levels of recuperation  

75. In April 2009, we were told by the Secretary of State that the MoD plans to recuperate 
the Armed Forces to the position they were in before current operations started in Iraq and 
Afghanistan, that is, to the levels in 2003. Clearly, the force structure that existed in 2003 
has changed over the intervening period for many practical reasons, not least in order to 
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reflect what is happening in the world, including new emerging threats as well as 
operational experience across the world.84  

76. The Armed Forces have recognised that the nature of the tasks underpinning the force 
elements needs to be changed to reflect changing methods of operation in Iraq and 
Afghanistan—for example, the way in which air and land forces are integrated. However, 
General Lamb expressed concern that these different operating methods and the new 
equipment acquired through the UOR process would not be incorporated into the 
recuperation levels to which the MoD aspires.85 For example, the Army has 793 Warriors 
of which 97 are used in theatre. The latter are consequently equipped to a higher standard, 
with better operating systems and more sophisticated thermal imaging sights which were 
not available in 2003. Whilst it will probably not be necessary for all 793 Warriors to be 
equipped to this higher standard, the Army will still need to identify how many will need 
re-equipping for future use.86 Brigadier Abraham told us that they had learnt many lessons 
in the wake of operations in Iraq and Afghanistan which had been incorporated into the 
future plans. For example, the MoD has recognised the need for an increased degree of 
force protection and has been fitting defensive aids suites to large personnel-carrying 
aircraft.87 Air Marshal McNicoll agreed with General Lamb about the lessons learnt from 
recent engagements:  

We have learnt a tremendous amount from both the Iraq and Afghanistan 
campaigns and the goal posts have moved. The way in which we now do air/land 
integration, the sort of equipment we fit into our aircraft, and the training that we 
have got with forward air controllers is completely different, so there is no point in 
recovering to some point in the past. Similarly, … with defensive aid suites for our 
large aircraft we need to keep them; there is no question of that. 88 

77. The MoD has spent some £14 billion on the additional costs of operations including 
urgent operational requirements on more capable kit and equipment: these costs were 
funded from the Reserve. It has not decided how much of this urgently acquired 
equipment it will incorporate into the core equipment programme although, it will always 
be the case that equipment will need to be procured or modified to fit the requirements of 
future individual operations.89 The Secretary of State assured us that the recuperation 
standard which the MoD was adopting—that is, the pre-TELIC capabilities based on the 
Strategic Defence Review—would include expeditionary warfare capability.90  

78. In the evidence session on 24 November, we asked the MoD if it was still intending to 
recuperate the Armed Forces to pre-2003 levels. We were told that the use of the pre-2003 
standards for equipment was to establish a funding baseline with the Treasury. There 
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would then be a further negotiation about what the MoD needs for the future and how the 
money is spent. 

 The target for us is to recuperate forces that are relevant for today. In terms of 
establishing a funding baseline with the Treasury, we have to work in funding terms 
to what it would cost to recuperate vehicles and other pieces of equipment to the 
level that they were at pre-TELIC in 2003. It will then be for a negotiation and 
decision between the Ministry of Defence in respect of what we think we will need 
for the future and the Treasury as to how that money is spent. I do not think the 
Treasury or the Ministry of Defence are keen to put the money into capabilities that 
have either been overtaken by events or are at standards of protection and other 
areas that we would be prepared to put our people in as a result of our experiences on 
TELIC and in Herrick. 91 

79. The MoD needs to plan the recuperation of the Armed Forces taking note of the 
lessons learned from operations in Iraq and Afghanistan, and drawing fully on the 
nature of past operations and the views of senior commanders. This planning needs to 
be done as part of the Strategic Defence Review which will identify future threats and 
propose a structure for the Armed Forces to face those threats.  

80. The Strategy for Defence92 declared that the focus for the next five years will be on 
Afghanistan and on recuperating to be able to conduct small scale contingency operations. 
Other recuperation would have to wait until the Strategic Defence Review considers and 
agrees a timetable. We were told by the Secretary of State that if an emergency arose the 
Armed Forces could, with difficulty, rise to the challenge of a medium-scale operation.93 

Costs of recuperation  

81. The Treasury has agreed, in theory, to meet certain types of costs of recuperation:  

• the replacement of equipment and platforms, 

• munitions, 

• the repair of worn equipment and platforms, 

• training and exercise programmes, 

• recovery, disposal and remediation costs of equipment, 

• any continuing rolling recuperation required in Iraq and Afghanistan, and  

• the mitigation of downstream capability gaps. 

The Treasury will not meet the cost of incorporating equipment acquired using the UOR 
process into the core programme. As part of its discussions with the Treasury as to the 
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funding of the costs of recuperation, the MoD has broadly estimated the recuperation costs 
of equipment, sustainability, training and manpower to be borne by the Reserve to be 
between £800 million and £900 million over the next four years. The majority of these costs 
is likely to be taken up by munitions recovery and other equipment and support 
expenditure.94 The MoD told us that it had agreed with the Treasury £300 million for 
recuperating equipment from Iraq needed in Afghanistan and for recuperation to 
readiness for small-scale operations.95 In an answer to an earlier written Parliamentary 
Question, the Minister for Defence Equipment and Support stated that the estimated cost 
of recuperation of lost, damaged or prematurely worn out equipment from Iraq was 
around £300 million excluding the cost of replenishing munitions.96 The MoD could not 
tell us the extent of its own liability as it had yet to carry out the detailed work necessary to 
identify which UORs will need to be taken into core and the costs of much of the 
additional work on manpower and training.97  

82. The MoD has now reached agreement with the Treasury as to some £300 million 
funding for the first stage of recuperation which will provide readiness for a small-scale 
operation. Whilst recognising the need to determine appropriate force structures 
before committing significant expenditure towards recuperation, it is worrying that the 
MoD has plans to recuperate only to readiness for a small-scale operation within a five 
year period. It is as yet unclear as to the provision of funding for the remaining levels of 
recuperation nor when this will be decided. Recuperation that is required as a direct 
result of operations should be funded by the Treasury on the same basis that the 
operations themselves are.  

The recuperation timetable  

83. The MoD was planning to complete the recuperation of the Armed Forces over a 
prolonged period. Much of the work is time sensitive and cannot be hastened as the 
additional resources required to do so would be substantial.98 At the time of our earlier 
evidence sessions, the MoD had a clear timetable for returning to readiness. The 
recuperation targets were for the Armed Forces to be able to conduct the following 
scenarios introduced in stages over a number of years:  

i. Small-Scale—focused intervention 

ii. Lead Armoured Battle Group 

iii. Medium-Scale—focused intervention and peace enforcement 

iv. Large-Scale intervention99 
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84. In the evidence sessions on Tuesday 3 and Tuesday 10 February 2009, the witnesses 
made it clear that many crucial decisions have still to be made as to the fine detail of what 
recuperation involves and to what exact levels and targets the MoD is recuperating.100 The 
MoD intended to start work on producing a directive detailing timetables and plans when 
it had reached agreement with the Treasury as to the extent of the available funds for 
recuperation. It had hoped to produce the directive setting out its detailed plans by the end 
of May 2009.101 

85. The timetable for recuperation has clearly slipped significantly from that originally 
planned. The recuperation to readiness for a small-scale operation will be completed 
considerably later than originally planned with no timetable at all for further levels of 
recuperation. The MoD issued a recuperation directive for this lowest level of recuperation 
in June 2009. It seems likely that there must be elements of recuperation to readiness for 
medium and large scale operations which could be started before the results of the Strategic 
Defence Review are known. As the MoD made clear to us, recuperation could be 
derailed very easily by any additional commitment of Armed Forces personnel. We add 
that it could also be seriously affected by financial decisions designed to reduce the 
budget deficit. It is worrying that the timetable for recuperation has already slipped to 
accommodate the Strategic Defence Review.  

The practical aspects of recuperation  

Manpower  

86.  The MoD told us that manpower was an important component of recuperation. The 
Armed Forces would struggle to carry out complete recuperation if they were to lose 
experienced personnel at this time. More people are coming forward to join the Armed 
Forces but the Army is not yet at full strength. However, the crucial need for recuperation 
is to retain experienced soldiers, sailors and airmen otherwise the MoD would struggle 
with some of the recuperation targets it has set itself. The MoD has noticed a recent 
reduction in the numbers of those leaving the Armed Forces (see Table 1), in particular, in 
terms of voluntary outflow.102 

Table 1: Outflow rates from the Armed Forces 

Exit rates For the year ending 31 
March 2007 

For the year ending 31 
March 2008 

For the year ending 31 
March 2009 

 Officers 
 
%  

Other 
ranks  
% 

Officers  
 
% 

Other 
ranks  
% 

Officers  
 
% 

Other 
ranks 
% 

Naval Service  6.4 10 7 9.5 6.4 10.2 

RAF 8.9 11.1 8.3 11.3 7 9.3 

Army 8.1 12 8.4 11.6 8.1 10.2 

Source: The Ministry of Defence103 
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87. Air Vice-Marshal Leeson told us that medical manpower would continue to be a 
significant stress for the MoD and would impact on the ability to recuperate to a medium-
scale capability with full medical coverage.104 In April, the Secretary of State also told us 
that, in addition to shortages of nurses and other medical specialists, there were shortages 
in other trades in the Army and Air Force which will need to be addressed as part of the 
recuperation effort.105 We recognise that the MoD is conscious of the need to tackle 
problems with retention and recruitment in pinch point trades. However, we are very 
concerned at the extent and range of operational pinch point trades—in particular, 
those in the operational medical service where the Armed Forces are already very 
dependent on the use of Reserve Forces. The MoD should, as a matter of priority, 
identify solutions to the shortages of emergency medical personnel and ensure that 
such shortages do not hamper recuperation targets. 

88. The MoD told us that the drawdown from Iraq should give the Armed Forces the 
possibility of returning the level of deployments to within harmony guidelines. Current 
operations have meant that many parts of the Army and some key trades in the Royal Navy 
and RAF are operating well in excess of harmony guidelines (see paragraphs 20 and 27 
above). The MoD recognises the impact of breaking harmony guidelines on Armed 
Forces personnel and their families. However, we sense that the work so far on 
recuperation has focused on equipment and sustainability. We expect to see the 
recuperation of personnel put at the forefront of future planning for recuperation and 
likewise to see improvements in the achievement of harmony guidelines, especially for 
those sections of the Armed Forces most severely affected to date. The MoD should 
update us regularly with information about improvements made in returning to 
deploying Service personnel within harmony guidelines.  

Training  

89. In April, the Secretary of State told us that training is a very important element of 
readiness and recuperation. 

I think training is one of the most important elements of readiness and recuperation 
and we have not been able to train a lot of our people because of their obligations to 
serve in Iraq and Afghanistan. That is the missing piece of the jigsaw that has to be 
put right. 106 

90. There has been no large-scale joint exercise since Saif Sareea II in October 2001. 
Brigadier Abraham told us that there was an intention to hold such a large-scale joint 
exercise in 2013 although this intent was not yet as firm as a plan. The Armed Forces have 
had to cancel a number of exercises at the next level below that. Part of the recuperation 
process will be to reinstate many of those cancelled exercises.107 In his statement to the 
House of Commons on 16 December, the Secretary of State announced that “we intend 
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temporarily to reduce some aspects of Army training that are not required for current 
operations”.108 

91. In April, the Secretary of State acknowledged that there had been problems with 
providing sufficient equipment, procured under the UOR process, to train personnel. He 
gave us an example where he was trying to address this; the training fleet for vehicles to be 
procured under the Protected Mobility Package is to provide vehicles in the UK for 
personnel to train on prior to deployment.109  

92. It is predictable, given the high tempo of operations, that non-theatre specific 
training would suffer. These gaps in training have resulted in falls in readiness levels 
and certain capability gaps, for example, in the training of fast jet pilots to fly off 
carriers. The MoD has acknowledged that there are difficulties with providing training 
on equipment procured under the UOR process. Notwithstanding both the Secretary of 
State’s recent announcement on reducing training for the Army and the forthcoming 
Strategic Defence Review, the MoD should make training for those capabilities which 
have not been exercised in recent or current operations a priority for recuperation. We 
expect to see detailed plans for such training reflected in the further recuperation 
directives likely to be produced after the Strategic Defence Review.  

Equipment and logistical support  

93. Vice Admiral Soar, Chief of Materiel (Fleet), said that it was crucial for the MoD to 
recover the current underperformance of the Navy; many ships require more work than 
planned for because of the heavy use of the fleet. The Maritime Change Programme 
should, by changing the relationship with industry, help deliver improved and more 
effective support to the fleet. The Programme should maintain capacity and the necessary 
skills base in industry. 110  

94. The Armed Forces are facing some difficult decisions as to which UORs they are going 
to incorporate into their core equipment especially as incorporation has to be funded out 
of core MoD funds. The MoD also told us that managing fleets within fleets (equipment 
where only part of the fleet has been upgraded for operations) was also challenging in 
terms of their recuperation.111 In April, the Secretary of State told us that the MoD always 
looked very carefully at what was coming out of the UOR programme and, this year, had 
absorbed £43 million worth of kit into its core equipment programme including military 
vehicles and medical equipment.112 The UOR process has produced some very capable 
equipment, most of which is not so theatre-specific that it would not be useful 
elsewhere. The MoD should make value for money decisions about which UORs to 
incorporate into core equipment and should not be overly influenced by short-term 
funding difficulties. Recuperation plans should address the problems of managing 
fleets within fleets. 
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95. The Royal Navy and the RAF accepted that cannibalisation, whereby parts are taken off 
one piece of equipment to repair or enhance another one, was a very unfortunate practice. 
This doubled the work to remove and then fit such parts and it made planning and 
deployment of such capabilities more difficult because fewer pieces of equipment were 
ready.113 We were told that recuperation and the resultant reduction in pressure on 
equipment might reduce the incidence of cannibalisation but would not prevent it.114 The 
practice of cannibalisation is inefficient and poor value for money. The MoD should 
make strenuous efforts to stop the practice. 

96. Air Vice-Marshal Leeson told us that ammunition for operations was replenished on a 
rolling basis and kept at the levels needed. The costs are charged to the Reserve. General 
Applegate told us that replacing capital munitions such as Javelin, Hellfire and the Guided 
Multiple Launch Rocket System (GMLRS) would present a greater challenge. The missiles 
were unlikely to be replaced on a like-for-like basis as technology developments have 
meant that more effective variants are available which are in some cases cheaper than 
existing ones. The estimated costs for the recuperation of such munitions alone—
effectively their replacement—is some £500 million. Decisions have yet to be made about 
the exact requirements for some missiles but these need to be made soon if they are not to 
delay recuperation as many of them have long procurement and production lead times.115 
We recommend that the MoD should determine a timetable for the recuperation of 
necessary missiles. 

97. Helicopters have been used intensively in both Iraq and Afghanistan and are 
considered a crucial element of capability. To maximise their availability and use, the 
Armed Forces have found ways to extend their flying hours and have often had to remove 
spares from the fleet back in the UK. A number of helicopters have also been modified 
using the UOR process. There are a number of challenges facing the MoD in recuperating 
helicopters. The MoD assured us that helicopters were under constant review to ensure 
that their intensive use does not result in safety problems. These issues were dealt with in 
our Report into helicopter capability.116  

98. Our inquiry found that there were a number of particular challenges with equipment 
for the Armed Forces shown in Table 2. These issues will need to be addressed as part of 
the recuperation process.  

 
113 Qq 139-141 

114 Q 376 

115 Qq 224–229 

116 Qq 103–105, 234–238, 253–255 and Defence Committee, Eleventh Report of Session 2008–09, Helicopter Capability, 
HC 434 
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Table 2: Challenges faced by the Armed Forces in the equipment and sustainability element of 
recuperation  

Equipment  Challenges for recuperation  

Destroyers and 
frigates in 
general 

As set out in paragraph 20, it is crucial that the fragility of the fleet caused by 
heavy use in current operations is reduced 117 

Merlin 
helicopters  

The Merlin fleet in Iraq has now been deployed in Afghanistan. The forward 
fleet of 24 Merlin helicopters has been achieving high levels of availability, 
above 75%, and has allowed the Armed Forces to fulfil many functions but there 
is a problem of sourcing spare parts from industry to keep the fleet going—50% 
of the spares have been used on 20% of the fleet. These issues need to be dealt 
with to ensure that Merlins are sustainable on deployment in Afghanistan118  

Type 45 The Type 45 will be more reliable than its predecessor the Type 42, so any delay 
to the Type 45 programme will exacerbate the level of unreliability of the Type 
42 and the costs of running on this older equipment. The MoD has reduced the 
number of Type 45 to be procured from eight to six.119 

Future Surface 
Combatant 
programme  

The frigates from this programme are due in service by 2016 and will replace the 
Type 23 frigates which were designed for a life of 16 years but will run on for 30 
years. The number of frigates has been reduced from 32 to 25.120 

Warrior  Ensuring that these armoured fighting vehicles are returned to a state that we 
can use them more fully. Some Warriors have been used in theatres and 
equipped to a higher standard with a better operating system and thermal 
imaging sights. Decisions have to made as to how many of the more 
sophisticated ones the Army needs. 121 

Bowman 
communications 

Bowman was cited as a particular challenge for the Army especially in equipment 
likely to be transferred from Iraq to Afghanistan.122 

Electronic 
counter-
measures 

Electronic counter-measures were cited as a particular challenge for the Army 
especially in equipment likely to be transferred from Iraq to Afghanistan 123 

Harriers Need to return them to UK given the exceptional operational workload for over 
four years and the breaking of harmony guidelines and to enable pilots to train 
to fly off carriers, in particular, at night.124 

Vector Pinzgauer 
vehicle 

The then Secretary of State said that the Vector vehicle had been the least 
successful of all the vehicles procured under the UOR process and agreed to 
provide more information about the shortcomings of the vehicle. Vector was 
ordered in 2006 and the first vehicles were delivered in March 2007. When 
initially ordered, defence against large landmines and improvised explosive 
devices was not a priority as the assessed threat was seen as coming from small 
arms fire and anti-personnel mines displaced by seasonal rain. The vehicles were 
then used for significantly longer patrols than originally envisaged leading to 
failures of wheel hubs and axles with an adverse effect on their availability. The 
MoD told us that, given the greater prevalence of improvised explosive devices, 
it had ordered better protected vehicles and would withdraw the Vector from 
Afghanistan once the new vehicles had been deployed.125 

Source: Compiled from evidence hearings on 3 and 10 February and 28 April 2009 (Ev 1-Ev 56) 
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118 Qq 64, 133, 221, 224, 232, 237, 239 

119 Qq 39–40, 46 

120 Qq 46–50 

121 Qq 99, 221–222 

122 Qq 204 (Lieutenant General Applegate), 220 

123 ibid. 

124 Qq 120, 123–124 

125 Qq 395–398, Ev 61 
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99. In April 2009, we asked the then Secretary of State if Defence Equipment and Support 
(DE&S) had the capacity to take on the additional work created by the recuperation 
programme. He said he had no concerns about the skills of DE&S staff and pointed to the 
success of the UORs programme. He also referred to the review of the whole acquisition 
programme that he had asked Bernard Gray to undertake.126 In our Report on Defence 
Equipment 2009, we considered that support to current operations by DE&S through the 
UOR process had had an adverse impact on the procurement performance.127 Similarly, in 
our Report on the Defence Support Group (DSG), we expressed concern that current 
uncertainties as to the size and timescale of the recuperation programme might create 
difficulties for an organisation as committed as DSG.128 Despite assurances, we remain 
concerned that the additional work needed for the recuperation programme as well as 
the continuing UOR programme will put pressure on DE&S. The MoD should ensure 
that DE&S has sufficient and appropriate staff so that the work on recuperation will 
not adversely affect the equipment programme.  

Conclusion  

100. We welcome the Strategic Defence Review which is expected to follow in the next 
Parliament. However, it should not be solely a defence concern and it needs to be set in 
the context of a UK Strategy, reflecting long-term strategic interests, encompassing the 
National Security Strategy and UK foreign policy, involving other Government 
Departments as appropriate. The Review should take account of the current readiness 
levels of the Armed Forces and the need for their effective recuperation. It provides the 
opportunity for the utility and definitions of Defence Planning Assumptions and of 
readiness to be reviewed in the light of the current high level of sustained deployment. 
The Review should also codify the use of the Comprehensive Approach and propose an 
augmented capability to promote stabilisation and post-conflict reconstruction. We 
would expect our successor Committee to take an active interest in the progress of that 
Review. 

 

 

 
126 Q 378 

127 Defence Committee, Third Report of Session 2008-09, Defence Equipment 2009, HC 107, para 58 

128 Defence Committee, Seventh Report of Session 2008-09, Defence Support Group, HC 120, para 33 
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Chairman: Good morning. This is the first evidence
session which we are having into recuperation. This
morning we will be spending most of the time on
readiness; next we will be having an evidence session
on which we will be spending most of the time on
recuperation. This evidence session is being
conducted in private, as the Committee has decided,
and I would like to begin, please, by asking if, firstly,
the Clerk could tell the Committee that everybody
who is here from the Committee side is appropriate.
Committee Clerk: Yes, they are.
Chairman: Who should do this from the witnesses’
side? Sharon?
Ms Wroe: Everyone here is appropriate.
Chairman: You know everyone from the Committee
and you also know who is here from the Ministry of
Defence?
Ms Wroe: Yes.

Q1 Chairman: Thank you. The next thing is could I
ask everybody, please, to do just as I am about to do,
which is to take their batteries out of their mobile
telephone, because mobile telephones can be
switched on remotely. (Short pause while mobile
telephones were removed from the room or put out
of action) The Committee is reminded you cannot,
please, take notes except for those which are
absolutely essential and which, after this meeting,
will remain in the classified folders in the safe. I will
ask the witnesses, please, to follow the following
procedure when we ask you questions: could you
start, please, with the unclassified part of your
answer. I know this is complicated, but do your best
to start with the unclassified part of your answer and
tell us when you are going into the classified parts of
your answers so that we are aware of the issues of
particular sensitivity. Do your best on that with all
of the questions. Finally, in this introduction, I

would like someone to explain at the outset why it is
all so frightfully secret. I would like to begin, please,
by asking you to introduce yourselves.
Vice Admiral Boissier: Good morning, ladies and
gentlemen. I am Vice Admiral Paul Boissier, the
Deputy Commander-in-Chief Navy Command
based in Portsmouth. I have been in the Navy since,
almost, Noah’s Ark was launched and a lot of my
time was spent on submarines. Since then I have
worked in the Ministry of Defence on the
programming side. I have commanded a ship as well
as a submarine and commanded a naval base—run
all three naval bases—and now I find myself as, in
eVect, a chief operating oYcer of the Royal Navy.
Brigadier Abraham: I am Brigadier Kevin Abraham.
I am the Head of Joint Capability in the Ministry of
Defence, a post I have held since July of last year.
That is a post, really, to do with the integration and
readiness of joint capabilities, both now and in the
future. Before taking up this post I was at PJHQ as
the Assistant Chief of StaV responsible for joint
force training and joint warfare development.
Air Marshal McNicoll: Good morning, Chairman. I
am Air Marshal Iain McNicoll. I am Deputy
Commander-in-Chief (Operations) in the Royal Air
Force Headquarters, Air Command at High
Wycombe. I am responsible, as my colleague in the
Navy is, for the raising, training and sustaining of
forces so that they may be used on operations and
prepared for contingent operations. My background
is as a fast jet pilot; I have commanded a squadron
station and indeed a group. In fact, the group I
commanded was a large aircraft transport and
intelligence group and, indeed, RAF Regiments. I
am more experienced broadly across the service.
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: Chairman,
ladies and gentleman, I am Graeme Lamb. I am a
Lieutenant General; I am Commander of the Field
Army—the deployable Army that we send to
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operations. I am based at Wilton with General
Richards, who was here the other day, and I have
been in the service for a little over 37 years. I am a
frontline soldier, I have done five tours with Special
Forces and I retire in the middle of this year.

Q2 Chairman: Shame.
Brigadier Everard: Brigadier James Everard. I am
the Director of Commitment at Headquarters Land
Forces and, therefore, responsible for the day-to-day
apportionment of the Army to operations.

Q3 Chairman: Who would like to tell us why this is
so secret?
Brigadier Abraham: At the moment, as you
appreciate already, Mr Chairman, and I hope we can
inform you greater today, our design standard for
contingent operations and our readiness to meet that
is less than it should be in the normal course of the
world, and you will hear the reasons for that is the
demands of the current operations. Nevertheless, the
fact and the extent to which we have gaps in our
readiness to react to the unforeseen is something
which we would not want potential adversaries,
whether conventional or asymmetric adversaries, to
understand in more detail. In particular, when we
talk about the recuperation target for readiness, that
is something which we will consistently ask to keep
in the classified domain because quite a lot of reverse
engineering could be done against us in the sense of
our preparedness to react to anything unexpected in
the future.

Q4 Chairman: If we had been holding this inquiry
five years ago, would it have been so secret?
Brigadier Abraham: Our readiness, as we have seen,
matched against the PSA target, has reduced. The
fact that we are below readiness makes us more
vulnerable and therefore we need to protect the
information accordingly. So five years ago, probably
not as much as we would advocate now. We are
talking, really, I think, of recuperation targets now
which have been confidential rather than strictly
secret in the technical sense of “secret”.

Q5 Chairman: The answer that you have just given
amounts, essentially, to: “Things are so bad that we
can’t let the opposition (by which I mean the enemy)
know”. Is that fair?
Brigadier Abraham: There would be disadvantage to
us potentially in letting potential adversaries know.

Q6 Chairman: That sounds like a “Yes”.
Brigadier Abraham: I think so. It is a slightly
diVerent emphasis from the way you summarised it.

Q7 Chairman: Do you think it is something to put in
the other side of the balance that it is a good thing to
let our friends know how bad things are?
Brigadier Abraham: By “friends” you mean allies, or
within the UK?

Q8 Chairman: Laughingly, I suppose, I mean the
Treasury. What I mean is those who might actually
be able to do something about it.
Brigadier Abraham: The specific example of the
Treasury; there is detailed work under way to try and
work out how we recuperate and how it is funded,
and so on. So while not all of the Treasury will
necessarily be aware of all that we are talking about,
there are parts of the Treasury who are decisively
engaged in this process.
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: Chairman, if
I could interject. I sense it is an opportunity for the
Committee to ask of us who are working at the front
end what problems we face in the current operations
as we look forward to contingency and the future.
Where we are not naturally cautious about some of
our answers, we can be a little more open and a little
more comfortable and, therefore, relaxed in how we
respond. Therefore, I think, the importance of the
opportunity is for the Committee to understand and,
therefore, represent those views across the Treasury
and the Government and have an understanding as
near as we can from an honest broker’s—and from
the Army’s—view for those of us that are having to
manage the current pressures and try and ensure that
we do not lose sight of the future requirements.

Q9 Mr Holloway: I was quite shocked yesterday
when I saw on a table the latest issue of The
Economist saying: “Over-stretched, overwhelmed,
over there”, with pictures of our troops in
Afghanistan. General Lamb, I have not even read
the article, I have just seen the front page. What does
that make you feel?
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: I was out
yesterday seeing some of my troops in training on
Salisbury Plain as they prepared for Afghanistan—
19th Brigade. I asked them specifically about some of
the articles that are coming through in the press and
the feeling about “over-stretched, over there,
unloved, humiliated”; taking on the scene from
Basra, and I had no sense from them that it was
aVecting their morale. For us at the top end I sense
it is important that we discuss these issues with
America because they are the prime drivers in the
Coalition. Occasionally one feels somewhat
disappointed that a rather simplistic view is taken
over the nature of the fight we are in. Are there some
truths in those articles? Of course there are. Are there
pressures upon our current commitments?
Naturally, and that is what this Committee is
looking to inquire about. Do we feel sorry for
ourselves? No.

Q10 Mr Jenkin: At your invitation, General, can I
invite you to continue answering above your pay
grade because it is for our education, and we are in
private. We read that we are just not anywhere near
our PSA targets in the Ministry of Defence. What is
the strategic implication of that? At a tactical level,
what are the strategic implications for the United
Kingdom of not being able to meet those targets? Is
it more than strategic, for example, in our
conversations with the Americans?
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Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: I sense that a
comment which I have made for all the time I have
been in this job and a little before was my sense of
that which we are experiencing in the current fight in
Iraq and Afghanistan. From what we have drawn
from the Balkans, from Northern Ireland and from
elsewhere where we have been committed, the Army
(and I can only speak for the Army and at the front
end), I say, has never been in better shape. There is
also a sense of never having been more fragile, in my
lifetime. So there are risks to the contingent and the
readiness of Armed Forces and the nature of how
those forces, as the nation would wish, are to be used
in the future, and there are issues on manpower, on
equipment, on training and on sustainability out
there.

Q11 Mr Borrow: Just following on from that, I am
not sure whether it is above the pay grade of anyone
here, but there is obviously a balance that has to be
struck beyond being able to meet the targets for
readiness in the Armed Forces and being able to
participate in current operations. UK plc needs to
make an assessment as to whether or not the risk
involved in terms of readiness is reasonable in order
to devote suYcient men and equipment to conflicts
in Iraq and Afghanistan. Are you confident that
those who have made those decisions have done so
in the full knowledge of the risks that are existing as
far as readiness is concerned?
Vice Admiral Boissier: From the Navy’s perspective
I can understand exactly where this question is
coming from. The way I would characterise it at the
moment is we have an absolutely correct focus on
current operations. As General Lamb said, we have
got troops who are completely content with their
part in it and feel really quite good about what they
are achieving. When we—certainly from the
maritime perspective—ask about how easy would it
be to conduct successfully a contingent operation,
for which we hold forces in readiness, I am aware
that there is a sort of balance between one and the
other, and in order to achieve success in current
operations we have had, to some extent, to take a
certain amount of risk against our contingent
capability
Chairman: That was all rather high level stuV. Let us
move down from there.

Q12 Mike Hancock: I am just interested in how often
you five are together and who pulls you together, and
how does the debate go about what we can do and
what we cannot do, and the pressures that you are
under to deliver. As you rightly said, General, with
your experience—you have been a long time in the
Army—you have never seen it in this situation and
that must be true of you in the Navy as well, with
fewer ships and more commitments, not fewer.
When and how are you brought together, and who
by?
Vice Admiral Boissier: Quite often by the Chief of
Joint Operations and we do sit down and have this
sort of discussion probably three or four times a
year, I guess.

Q13 Mike Hancock: Who is putting the pressure on
you to deliver more, continuously? Where is your
pressure coming from? Is it field commanders?
Vice Admiral Boissier: From my perspective, my
pressure comes from, I suppose, ultimately, from the
Ministry of Defence to achieve the targets that they
set me. I am not quite sure that is a satisfactory
answer to your question.

Q14 Mike Hancock: No, it is not. There is pressure
everywhere and then somebody says: “Well, we have
to do something else”. Endurance, for example—a
good example. Endurance is out of commission.
Who is putting pressure on you to say: “What are we
going to do about getting Endurance back into
service and, in the meantime, who is going to cover
for it?” That sort of decision. Do you say: “There is
no capacity to do it”?
Vice Admiral Boissier: Quite the opposite. I think
there are very few things we are incapable of doing.
Sometimes it takes longer than one would wish. I
would see it as almost exactly falling into my remit
to look and work out what the contingency actions
are in the case of, let us say, Endurance—which is not
out of commission but suVering a serious defect. My
job is to think this through and produce an
alternative solution.

Q15 Mike Hancock: So you are working on that
now?
Vice Admiral Boissier: Yes, we are.

Q16 Mr Jenkin: Just to come back to this lack of
capacity aVecting our relationship with the United
States. I am sorry, I do not think I got a good enough
answer before. How do we manage the expectations
of our closest allies, particularly the United States,
which, clearly, has a predisposition to expect that we
put more on the table than we actually can. Is that
aVecting our influence in Washington?
Air Marshal Iain McNicoll: Perhaps I could kick oV
from the Royal Air Force’s perspective. Our
dealings in operational matters are more directly
with the operational commanders.

Q17 Mr Jenkin: Do we have people in CENTCOM?
Air Marshal Iain McNicoll: We do, and I was going
to say that the CENTCOM United States Combined
Forces Air Component Commander, who is in
charge of all of air operations over Iraq, and over
Afghanistan, and I speak on a relatively frequent
basis, as do our staVs. We have our own air
commander in theatre who is directing the staV on a
daily basis. The question you are asking is more
about the degree of influence at our level of eVort
and our diYculties in sustaining that level of eVort,
and I think our US colleagues at the operational
level are very understanding of how much we are
doing, appreciate how much we are doing and
certainly understand it when we say that we are
either not able to do as much, perhaps, as they would
like or we are able to do diVerent things in diVerent
ways. I do not have a diYculty with that. I also have
interactions with my—
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Q18 Mr Jenkin: So you have got enough?
Air Marshal Iain McNicoll: That is not exactly what
I was saying. I was saying our interactions with my
opposite number in the Pentagon are arranged
diVerently; I have two points of contact there, and
similarly we have regular staV talks every nine or 10
months where we try and cover these issues about
how much we are doing. I do not think it is the job
of a frontline commander to answer the political
question you are asking as to whether the political
influence we have in Washington is enough for what
we contribute to the fight.

Q19 Chairman: General Lamb, would you have a
diVerent answer to the Air Marshal?
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: Yes. If I email
General Petraeus, who is very busy, I will get a reply
within hours. When I went to Washington I saw
General Casey, who was very busy, General
McCrystal, and saw a range of people from the US
Marine Corps and Baghdad. I was asked to go
across to Seattle last week to talk to the corps who
were just about to deploy on a one-year tour, taking
over from the airborne corps, in order to set the tone
that this was about transition—that we Brits
actually think quite wisely about this. So I would say,
from my perspective, our relationship with America
is good. They seek our assistance, they welcome our
advice; they recognise that we are not as well
equipped as they are but they do respect the manner
in which we contribute to the Coalition, both in Iraq
and Afghanistan.
Chairman: Three more people are catching my eye
and we have not actually begun the questioning yet.
We ought to move on.

Q20 Richard Younger-Ross: This Committee and
other Committees in the House when visiting
Afghanistan will ask the commanders in the field
and others back here on whether you have enough
resources, whether you have enough manpower to
deliver the task set you. I remember, particularly,
when we were in Afghanistan we were told: “Yes, we
don’t need any more forces.” Is there a danger that
when we are asking these questions that there is, at
the back of the oYcer’s mind, a fear that if they say:
“No, we don’t have enough resources”, and more
resources were given, that would have an impact
upon your ability to recuperate?
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: Our ability to
recuperate?
Richard Younger-Ross: Yes.

Q21 Chairman: Brigadier Abraham, you were
looking puzzled by that.
Brigadier Abraham: Yes, I am slightly puzzled by
that. As I understood it, you are asking people on
operations, and so on: “Do you have enough
manpower? Do you have enough equipment?”
relating to that specific operation. People have to tell
it as they see it. Of course, they have to be
circumspect and not speak above their pay grade or
comment on things which are out of their lane—that
is part of the military culture in all three of the

Services. In the more general sense, where your
question comes down in terms of recuperation, so
many people within the frontline command, their
service careers are dominated by what they are doing
on the two major enduring operations at the
moment. The extent to which individuals think, ask
and comment about recuperation and readiness will
vary, really, depending on their experience and level.

Q22 Richard Younger-Ross: It is just that when we
visit and we are told: “Yes, we have enough
personnel”, we then discover later that there is a
request for more personnel and we need to commit
more resources. I just wonder what it was at the back
of the mind of the answers we were given in the field
which was not necessarily the whole truth. The
answer we certainly know is that there are problems.
In 2003 we were told that there were problems with
preparedness at that time. I wonder whether there is
sometimes something at the back of people’s minds
which means that they are not necessarily as
forthright with us as they should be.
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: I think
anyone in the field is pretty robust and most of them
are pretty straight shooters—actually, they really are
very straight shooters. So if you ask a question they
will invariably answer you in a truthful and honest
manner. Asked: “Could you do more with more?” Of
course. “Would you like more?” I think that would
be a natural thing, again. Have they suYcient for the
task that we are placing them on? In most areas the
answer would be: “Yes, just.” They would then say
there are equipments and capabilities they would
like more of. However, to recuperation, I sense that
it goes into the theme of the morning’s discussion. It
is recuperating to what? I sense that begs a question
which the Committee may not want to take on but I
sense it is the substance of, maybe, at least, half the
reason why you are here.

Q23 Chairman: I have to say, General Lamb, I would
agree that, by and large, the answers we get when we
are in Afghanistan and Iraq are not: “No, we don’t
need more”; they are always: “Of course, we could
always do with more. Everybody could always do
with more, but given what we have we think we are
doing pretty well and the morale is high.” It seems to
me to be a policy amongst the Armed Forces to have
high morale, which is a good policy. You will
understand why that gives the Committee a sense of
always being told the good news, because that is the
way the system operates.
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: Yes, and you
are asking the question of people in a current fight,
and that is where the bulk of our energy, eVort, time
and commitment is towards. I have no forces at risk;
I am not recuperating.

Q24 Mike Hancock: You are the people who have to
say no; that more is asked for. There has not been
suYcient time to recuperate. I am interested to know
how often the Americans have asked us to do more
and we have had to say: “No, but we can do
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something else instead”, as you said, Air Marshal.
We might not be able to do what they asked for but
we will do something instead.
Air Marshal Iain McNicoll: A very good example
of that would be the use of our aircraft over
Iraq where we have been able to oVer to the US, and
they have gratefully accepted it, the oVer of the
RAPTOR reconnaissance pod, which is oVering
them something that they do not have and which is
very welcome. So there is an example of not oVering
something that they may have wanted—more close
support aircraft—in fact, they could generate that
themselves. ***
Chairman: I am going to move on because there will
be other opportunities to ask these questions.

Q25 Mr Holloway: When we were in Kandahar, were
we not told that the Americans were typically
complaining that we actually did not have the
correct pod? This was three years ago. Is it that we
were well behind and now we have caught up?
Air Marshal Iain McNicoll: I do not know the
specifics of what you are talking about, but in
relation to Iraq we certainly oVered something
which then suited the Americans well.

Q26 Chairman: I cannot remember that specific
matter. Anyway, a week or so ago we had a briefing
on readiness generally. In that briefing we were given
forecasts of readiness showing Force elements which
reported no critical or serious weaknesses. In
December 2005 the number of units showing no
critical or serious weaknesses was 81. In June of last
year it had got down to 39. In September of last year
it had got down to 42, with a rolling average steadily
lower. Is this due to current operations? If so, to what
extent? Who would like to begin? Brigadier
Abraham?
Brigadier Abraham: Yes, I will kick oV. The
predominant factor that has reduced our readiness
has been the eVect of operating beyond the defence
planning assumptions, the broad order guidance and
corresponding resources, and that has had an
inevitable and, actually, an unsurprising eVect
because we have been, for sometime, operating well
above defence planning assumptions. So the biggest
driver is the eVect of running operations on the
current scale.

Q27 Chairman: So it is just over a third of our units
actually do not have a serious or critical weakness.
In other words, nearly two-thirds have a serious or
critical weakness. That strikes me as verging on the
terrifying.
Brigadier Abraham: And that is a serious or critical
weakness against contingent readiness. That is not
the strict measure of how ready those that are to play
a part in HERRICK or TELIC are to be. That is
against contingent readiness. Nevertheless, you are
right, it is declining and it is something we need to
continue to pay serious attention to, but all in the
context of achieving success on current operations.

Q28 Chairman: What makes up a serious or critical
weakness? Can you give an example, or several?
Brigadier Abraham: Usually, it is a shortfall in one or
more of the four constituent parts, in the jargon, of
capability, manpower, equipment—

Q29 Chairman: Remind us what those constituents
are.
Brigadier Abraham: Manpower, equipment, training
and sustainability. It could be one or a combination
of those. Under-manning. It could be to do with the
readiness states of the vehicles themselves, and the
platforms, in terms of the provision of spares.
Sustainability. Its ability to do what is required over
a predicted period of time; you do not have enough
spares to keep it going over that time, etc. Training
is an important one because so much of the training
for Iraq and Afghanistan has had, necessarily, to
become theatre specific; the ability to do what the
Army, in particular, call the adaptive foundation
general training for the unexpected rather than
theatre-specific. Our ability to do adaptive
foundation training has reduced necessarily because
of the need to resource the training machine for
delivering in support of TELIC and HERRICK. So,
in short, it is usually a combination, or one of four,
of those constituent parts which will produce
something that is assessed as a weakness in the
manner you have described.
Air Marshal Iain McNicoll: Might I add something
to that, Chairman? It is readiness to do what? We
are, clearly, very ready to do the current operations
in all sorts of ways. It is not surprising, I would put
it, that if you are using a large proportion of your
forces at above the defence planning assumption
rate of eVort you do not have other forces available
at readiness to do other things. I think the figure of
42%, although correct, does not accurately reflect
how the Armed Forces are being used on current
operations.
Mike Hancock: Is that the same with equipment?
You can have forces available but you might not
have the equipment available. In the report we were
given and in answers by the MoD it is the maritime
Lynx, for example, helicopters—

Q30 Chairman: We will come on to that in just a
second.
Vice Admiral Boissier: The Royal Navy is quite
equipment-orientated. It is fundamental in the way
that we do our business. My take on this would be
that in about 2004–06, as I think you may be aware,
there was a reduction in funding for maritime
support which took quite a lot of managing at the
time. That was just part of the balancing of the
defence programme, and a decision was taken that
we could do that. What that reduction in funding did
is two-fold: one is it forced us to use our spare parts
that we had on the shelf, and we are still working our
way back from that. The second one is that it
reduced our investment in more reliable equipment.
We now get to the stage where we have just about
stabilised a sort of decline in readiness by, really,
quite good management, and I have every
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expectation that we will slowly begin to claw back
our readiness. We now get to a stage where our
ships—all our units but particularly our ships—are
actually being very heavily used. They are quite old
ships; they are quite fragile; the equipment is actually
quite unreliable because it is ageing. If you have an
old car which has quite a lot of unreliable equipment
and you run it really hard you do expect defects to
happen. In answer to your question on what sort of
defects are we talking about as critical, at the
moment we have got four MCMVs sitting in the
Gulf where the engines are nothing like as reliable as
any of us would want them to be.

Q31 Chairman: Mine —?
Vice Admiral Boissier: Minehunters. We are doing as
much as we can to sort that out but, actually, it is a
fundamental issue that some of our capability is
quite old.

Q32 Mr Crausby: I have some more questions on
maritime Forces to Vice Admiral Boissier. First of
all, destroyers and frigates. How significant is their
readiness aVected by deficiencies in sub-systems,
equipment and manpower?
Vice Admiral Boissier: Against manpower? Yes. For
us, actually, there are a number of components. I
think some of my colleagues have already touched
on this. A ship will only, let us take destroyers and
frigates, be able to go to sea if it has got equipment
available and sustainable and if the people are in the
right shape and the training is adequate. What we
have done over the last couple of years is focus very,
very clearly on making sure that the frontline units
are as close to being as well prepared in all of those
aspects as we can possibly make them. I think that is
a responsible way to do things. That is our focus on
the operations we are asking the fleet to do—
conceivably at the risk of some of the low readiness
forces that we hold in readiness for contingent
operations. If you are asking me how important is
equipment and personnel for the ships, submarines
and units that are doing the frontline operations,
actually, I think we contain that quite well, but we
contain it quite well conceivably at the expense of
doing the recuperation to medium scale operations,
as well as current operations.

Q33 Mr Crausby: Can you tell us something about
Afloat Sustainability and how the readiness of the
Afloat Sustainability has been impacted by current
operations?
Vice Admiral Boissier: Sustainability is, from my
perspective, about getting our units to operate for six
months of protracted warfare in a diYcult
environment. The current operations in many ways
are actually preparing our people quite well. We have
a number of people in the Gulf—and we have a
number of people working in Afghanistan—and a
number of ships and units in the Gulf where people
are actually getting quite a lot of joint experience,
which is profoundly beneficial. Also, our ships that
we are operating in the Gulf, the MCMVs and
frigates, are learning a lot about how to cope with

sandstorms—how to keep their machinery running
through sandstorms. Fundamentally, however, by
using unreliable units hard we are getting through
our spares quite rapidly. Unless we can invest in
modern units and modern ways of supporting
existing equipment, then we will continue to suVer
defects which will ultimately impact more on
sustainability than readiness. Is that clear?
Mr Havard: I wanted to go back to Brigadier
Abraham.
Chairman: Shall we stick with the Navy for the time
being. I will come back to you after.
Mr Havard: It is a general question in the sense of
understanding what his definitions are. I have just
heard a definition about sustainability which I have
not heard before, which is six months in a warfare
environment. I wanted to ask about a definition
because I am trying to understand exactly how
serious—what the gravity of those figures you were
talking about are, Chairman. If the definition is that
there is a serious capability weakness, that is judged
against something. You said to us earlier on that
there were several elements involved in that and you
failed one of the elements. Are these definitions set
out somewhere clearly, because I have never heard
them before, and I am just trying to understand
therefore what the significance of a number is. It
might not be terribly significant, actually; it might be
terribly dramatic but it might mean very little. So I
would like to know a bit more about these
definitions. Can we have the definitions explained a
bit more clearly?

Q34 Chairman: It was, in a sense, explained to us in
the private briefing we had—the METS
methodology. Brigadier Abraham?
Brigadier Abraham: In terms of sustainability?

Q35 Mr Havard: You said, for example, a serious
capability weakness as judged against readiness
assumptions—or whatever.
Brigadier Abraham: Defence Planning Assumptions.

Q36 Mr Havard: And you said equipment, training,
people and something else.
Brigadier Abraham: Manpower, equipment, training
and sustainability. Sustainability, in large part, boils
down to logistic readiness, both from the outset and
to sustain over a period of time. These are not formal
definitions—I am paraphrasing. Can you quantify?
Yes. The MoD with the frontline commands and
other organisations has a set of logistic planning
assumptions which is used both to form the basis of
a plan of what needs to be bought and is also
formulated on the basis of military judgment of what
is likely to be needed in generic scenarios in which
Forces at readiness might be used.

Q37 Mr Havard: I am trying to get in my own head
what is the real question. How do you judge what?
These seem to be the measures you are using:
sustainability is a key measure in deciding what it is
you need to do.
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Brigadier Abraham: It is, yes.

Q38 Mr Havard: And why it is that you need to do it.
Brigadier Abraham: It is.
Mr Havard: Thank you.

Q39 Linda Gilroy: I want to go back to something
that the Vice Admiral said in his last comment, in
which you were saying if we do not adapt to more
modern ways of doing things. I think I know what
that means but I would be like to be sure that I have
got the right concept.
Vice Admiral Boissier: At the level that I was
speaking there I was talking about making sure that
we procure equipment which is actually more
reliable and more sustainable than that which we
have at the moment. We have progressively done
this; there is nothing new about it except as, perhaps.
the pressure comes on and we defer those
programmes. For instance, the Type 45 is going to be
a more maintainable destroyer than the Type 42,
which is its predecessor. It will be more reliable. Any
delay to the Type 45 will exacerbate the level of
unreliability. I think there is a wider issue here, which
is that we do need to look as well at how warfare is
changing and adapt to that as well. That is perhaps
something we will discuss later on.

Q40 Linda Gilroy: So does cancellation of further
Type 45s make us more dependent on older frigates?
Vice Admiral Boissier: As long as we have a basic
number of air defence destroyers; as long as we have
enough to protect the task group that we will be
sending into theatre, then we are okay. From a hard
warfare position.

Q41 Linda Gilroy: What does that mean?
Vice Admiral Boissier: We are due to get six. The
decision that has been made is that six is adequate to
protect our forces.
Linda Gilroy: Is that a correct decision from where
you are stood?

Q42 Chairman: I do not think, however high his pay
grade, he will be able to say no!
Vice Admiral Boissier: The more of those wonderful
ships we can have the happier everyone will be.

Q43 Linda Gilroy: That is one of these “More would
always be nice”—
Vice Admiral Boissier: They are extraordinarily
capable ships.

Q44 Mr Crausby: Are there any other Force
elements that you are particularly concerned about
in terms of current readiness?
Vice Admiral Boissier: In terms of current readiness
I think we are making sure that the Navy works.
Where are we fragile? In terms of personnel we are
fragile. We have a number of pinch-points which
concern me. I think, at the latest count, we have 19
pinch-points. It concerns particular specialisations
at a particular rank. My example here is the strategic
weapons system, senior ratings in our Trident

submarines. These are people who have to go
through any number of hoops to get that far, and if
suddenly two of them say: “Hang on, I want to go
and be a driving instructor”, it is an awfully long
generation time to get more people through. So I
think it is entirely appropriate that we put a great
deal of management action to making sure that the
people in these pinch-points do actually remain in
the Service. None of these are critical at the moment
but some of them are quite close to being critical. In
terms of our Force elements—

Q45 Chairman: Before you go oV that, presumably
the fewer ships—even if they are not powerful—that
you have the more that particular problem is
exacerbated?
Vice Admiral Boissier: Yes, to a certain extent. That
is right. The other thing, as well, is that we need
people with quite well swept-up skills; we need some
very, very skilful maintainers to look after some of
these specialities, and they do not grow on trees. For
instance, the research into the civil nuclear industry
in this country, one of the things we are looking at
quite closely: are we able to maintain our own
nuclear engineers and specialists? That would take
you to another Force element that I am quite
concerned about, which is our nuclear submarines,
which are again hugely complicated bits of
equipment and getting quite old as well. We have got
Astute class that will come in which will be a whole
step-change in terms of capability. We are making
sure that the submarines work to a very high
operational tempo by a great deal of human eVort.
One of the things that does concern me here is if you
were to ask me directly: “Do we have a problem with
naval harmony?” No, we do not, actually. We
manage to keep within the harmony guidelines albeit
by quite a lot of personal churn, by moving people
from A to B at short notice to make sure that they
can get there, but, by and large, we are getting
through that. If that goes on for too long they will
probably vote with their feet, but we are not at that
point at the moment. With the nuclear submarines,
in particular, you have these submarines that come
into harbour with quite a lot of work to do, and
some of that you simply cannot do at sea, by nature
of the platform. For a lot of that work we get
external people in but quite a lot, as well, sits with the
submarine’s own organic maintainers to maintain.
So you get these chaps who are probably doing 18-
hour days in harbour. They come in from sea, do 18-
hour days in harbour and then they go back to sea
again. That puts an awful lot of pressure on people
as well. You need to keep an eye on that . I am not
saying that is critical but it is an area of concern.

Q46 Mr Crausby: If Astute has been delayed, has the
issue of readiness been adversely aVected by delays
in equipment or programmes? You have given one
example but what about other examples?
Vice Admiral Boissier: Any delay we have to future
platforms is bound to have an eVect. It has had an
eVect, without a shadow of a doubt. It has had an
eVect on readiness and has had an eVect on the
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amount of eVort we have to put in to make sure that
the ships are sustained at sea and maintained at sea.
Any further delay that we face on the Type 45
programme, we would cover that by running on the
existing platforms. So there will be a cost to running
them on: there will be a human cost to running them
on and there will be a readiness cost. I think the real
example of this is Future Surface Combatant which
is the replacement part of our frigate force, which is
I think due in service by 2016, or something like that.
That is taking over from the Type 23 frigates which
are the sort of mainstay workhorses of the fleet. The
Type 23s were designed for a 16-year life but are
going to be running for about 30 years. We can do
that but there is a cost in financial terms and, also, in
terms of the sheer eVort in making sure they are
ready to fight.

Q47 Mr Jenkin: I am just trying to quantify it. SDR
proposed 32 frigates and destroyers and we are down
to 25. How serious is that for you, on a scale of 1
to 10?
Vice Admiral Boissier: It is manageable, actually.

Q48 Mr Jenkin: That sounds like a 5.
Vice Admiral Boissier: I do not wish to sound too
political in answering this but it is manageable
except when we find ourselves with more tasks, and
the piracy task is a real example.

Q49 Mr Jenkin: So it is about doing fewer tasks,
really?
Vice Admiral Boissier: At the end of the day, we are
running the Navy, the Armed Forces, pretty hard at
the moment. I think it has an eVect right across the
board. In this case it has an eVect because it means
that some really worthy things that we ought to be
doing—counter-piracy, which aVects the livelihood
and the economics of this country, at least when they
get serious—become more diYcult to do without
gapping other things which are high priority tasks as
well. This is a zero-sum game. You can do stuV but
you can do more stuV if it actually draws from
elsewhere.

Q50 Mr Jenkin: The 30! years that some of the
Type 23s recently have been extended to, I have a
hunch that means that FSC is going to be seriously
delayed although an announcement has not been
made. How serious would that be on a scale of 1 to
10?
Vice Admiral Boissier: Again, it is do-able but in
doing it we increase the risk. We increase the risk of
success. If this country wants a Navy which can give
it a good assurance of being able to fight successfully,
which is, I guess, what the purpose of the Navy is,
then that does require fairly timely replacement of
our equipment. The spirit of the people is terrific.
They will take anything to sea and make it work and
make it work in a world-class way. I think there has
to be a sort of fairly regular replacement of
equipment.

Mike Hancock: The Type 45 is a great ship—just to
see it is marvellous—but it can only be in one place
at one time, and it does not go any faster, so getting
it from one side of the world to the other—it is not
going to help having this great ship that is in the
wrong place at the wrong time. The point, as you
have rightly made, is about the number of
commitments the Navy is expected to deliver on. Do
you feel that you are in a position now to advise that
that needs to be reconsidered? My second question
relates to the answers we got from the MoD, which
said that the maritime Lynx helicopters are—

Q51 Chairman: Shall we stick with your first
question first?
Vice Admiral Boissier: Do I feel we should
reconsider the number of commitments? Not in the
abstracted way that you are suggesting. When a new
commitment comes up, and piracy is a good example
of this, my job is to go to the Foreign OYce, go to
the Ministry of Defence and consult and say: “Look
if you want us to do this, is this higher than task A,
B or C?” and actually bring it out so it is not done
in a smoke-filled room within the corridors of Navy
command but it is done in a sort of plenary session
where we can actually look at the grand strategic
eVects of reaching that decision, and “Would we
rather do this than that?” That is a fairly easy session
to set up and we do it about quarterly within Naval
Command anyway.
Chairman: Before we come on to the Lynx question,
which I would like to come on to—
Mike Hancock: I want to ask one more about troops.
Chairman: Linda, could you ask your question now
and then I will come back to Mike.

Q52 Linda Gilroy: I have one question arising from
what the Vice Admiral was saying about the 19
pinch-points and the discussion around that. It
seems to me that there are at least three sources of
pressure on that, and one of the things that I think
the Committee wants to understand is how much
arises from the very high tempo of operations, but
you also mentioned the civil nuclear programme as
being a source of one of the pinch-points, and, also,
the way in which the high tempo of operations is
impacting but also the delays in the procurement
programme, which have not necessarily got
anything to do with the high tempo of operations. Is
there any way you can give the Committee a flavour
of how much the readiness relates to those separate
issues? Do you analyse them? Is that part of the
discussion that you have?
Vice Admiral Boissier: The three issues were the
pinch-points—

Q53 Linda Gilroy: Things like the civil nuclear,
which are external, and then the delays in
procurement and then the high tempo of operations.
They are diVerent things.
Vice Admiral Boissier: They are. Thank you for
asking that question because I think it is a really
important issue, and I think that question puts this
debate, from my perspective, into the right context,
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which is that we are looking at something which is
far more complex than tabloid headlines here. You
cannot just say: “There’s not enough money so the
Navy is not doing readiness”. It is quite complex and
it depends on an awful lot of things: it depends on
getting the procurement right, not just the unit
procurement but, actually, equipment
procurement—making sure that we buy the right
MCMV mine-hunting equipment, for example; it
depends on making sure that our people are properly
looked after and properly trained. Part of that is the
high tempo of operations where you sometimes do
not always get the chance to do the training; part of
it is the external realities, where we are drawing,
particularly in recruiting terms and to some extent in
retention, and competing with a sort of national
mindset which does not necessarily understand the
sort of demands we are making on people. All of
these knit together into a very complex sort of
tapestry of making sure we can do readiness today.
One of my predominant concerns is making sure that
we still have a Navy which works in 15, 20 or 25
years’ time. I think this is very complex. I genuinely
think it has more strands to this, and I think your
question sensibly brings that out.

Q54 Linda Gilroy: On the much narrower question
which you did touch on earlier, about how long it
would take to recover from the reduction in the
funding of maritime logistic support in the 2004–06
period, you gave us a fairly positive idea of what was
happening there. Are there particular challenges
within that which the Committee should be aware
of?
Vice Admiral Boissier: I gave you a positive spin
because I have to be an optimist. I would not, for one
moment, underestimate the diYculties.

Q55 Linda Gilroy: What is the most challenging
element of that?
Vice Admiral Boissier: Without doubt it is keeping
ageing ships going in a way that allows us to fight
and sustain high tempo operations in a reliable
fashion.

Q56 Linda Gilroy: Getting the spares for that?
Vice Admiral Boissier: It is to do with spares and it is
to do with replacing close-to-obsolescent unreliable
equipment.

Q57 Linda Gilroy: And parts which are very
expensive and have special production facilities that
are required?
Vice Admiral Boissier: Correct. There are some very
good examples on the positive side. On a number of
our gas turbine engines—and this will be something
for next week when you get the Chiefs of Material
in—we have moved on to availability-based
contracts where we allow the people who are really
expert at this, the contractors, to build, source and
provide us with good engines at a fixed cost, but
engines which we know will work. Our oVshore
patrol vessels, equally, which are built, supported
and owned by Vosper Thornycroft, are on

availability contract, so they build them in such a
way as to actually ensure that we get a good product.
There are some very good examples of good
practice here.

Q58 Linda Gilroy: So apart from getting the
capability represented by Endurance replaced in
some way, what is the thing that is at the top of your
agenda in terms of being very challenging to keep the
naval capability as everybody would want it to be?
Vice Admiral Boissier: The thing that immediately
springs to my mind, in terms of current operations, is
keeping the equipment going and keeping the people
going. In terms of contingent operations, probably
one of the biggest issues is making sure that we can
get hold of the assets at some stage to make sure that
we train them properly. A lot of our fast jet assets,
our rotary wing assets, the Royal Marines and their
supporting equipment are bought up in
Afghanistan, and to a lesser extent oV Iraq.

Q59 Linda Gilroy: Training to work oV ships.
Vice Admiral Boissier: We work really, really hard to
get as much of that training as we possibly can and
it is awfully diYcult.

Q60 Linda Gilroy: And that is a big weak point. I
have heard that before that the training for aircraft
to fly oV vessels is very fragile.
Vice Admiral Boissier: We work very closely with the
Royal Air Force on that and we work very closely
with the Army and the Royal Marines, but these are
important parts of an integrated maritime
capability, and they do take a lot of eVort.

Q61 Mr Hancock: Could I ask then about the
helicopters. In the paper we got it said that all of the
maritime Lynx had exceeded their flying hours.
What does that mean in real terms, that they were
flying past what their maintenance requirements
were and that they were in fact going way beyond
what was reasonable to expect these aircraft to do?
That is my first question.
Vice Admiral Boissier: They have been flying more
than previously because the operational tempo has
moved us there. There is a potential for fragility but
we are not at the stage where fragility cuts in. It
coincided with a measure, which was essentially the
right measure, to reduce the flying hours of Lynx
because we had never exceeded them, so the funded
flying hours were reduced (to a reasonable level I
have to say ) at a time when the operational tempo
brought the flying hours up. I do watch Lynx hours
quite closely because there is a fundamental fragility
until we get the future Lynx to replace it, but that is
not one to be concerned about at the moment.

Q62 Chairman: Before you move oV that can we ask
the same question, please, about Chinook, Merlin
and Sea Lynx. Chinook and Merlin might not apply
to you much but Sea Lynx?
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Vice Admiral Boissier: Chinook I cannot answer.

Q63 Chairman: Sea Lynx?
Vice Admiral Boissier: Merlin? The Lynx question I
was answering.

Q64 Chairman: Yes, sorry, you were.
Vice Admiral Boissier: It will be no secret that there
has been a struggle to make sure that we get enough
Merlin together to fly to the level that we would
wish. At the moment we have got a forward fleet of
24 Merlin which allows us to fulfil a significant
amount of our functions. The real problem, as I
understand it, is that there is an industrial problem
of sourcing spare parts to keep the fleet going.
However, in fairness, the experience I have had with
AgustaWestland is they are trying extraordinarily
hard to do that. It is just that titanium and stuV is not
all that easy to come by. So we are more or less there
with Merlin and we are getting good capability out
of it.

Q65 Chairman: When I said Sea Lynx I meant Sea
King.
Vice Admiral Boissier: Sea King keeps flying. It is a
cracking good helicopter. It is almost as old as I am
and we are making sure that it keeps going. Merlin is
really where we have some concerns at the moment.

Q66 Mr Hancock: Going back to the pinchpoints,
do you conceive of a time when, because your staV
are getting oVered outside jobs at much higher rates
of pay, the Navy will re-hire these people as civilian
employees but going to sea on your ships to fill the
gaps? As you rightly said, the time taken to bring
somebody up to the experience level which allows
them to have command of pretty sophisticated
equipment is quite long. Is not one of the initiatives
that you are going to have to look at some stage that
of rehiring retired naval personnel to fill the posts?
Vice Admiral Boissier: I hope not; they will be paid
far more than I am!

Q67 Mr Hancock: Yes, I know, that is what I was
thinking.
Vice Admiral Boissier: It is conceivable. We are not
looking at that at the moment. It is conceivable that
we might have to do that. We get an awful lot of
advice home through remote imaging and through,
in eVect, the internet. We can email people back
home and say, “What is the answer to this? And, by
the way, here’s a photograph. How would you sort
it out?” You can get quite a lot of secondhand skills
elsewhere. We have been doing this for quite a long
time really, but we do find that to resolve some of the
more complex problems we need to fly specialists out
to a convenient port near where the ship is working
to help sort them out.

Q68 Mr Hancock: Is not one of the frustrations that
because of these pinchpoints some of those
personnel are doing much longer sea time than they
would have reasonably expected to do and the
rotation for them is a lot less than some of the others

and that is one of the things that makes them look to
the outside world? How is the Navy going to come
to terms with that? A final one on manpower: is there
any ship operational at the moment which is more
than 5% under its operational capability in
manpower?
Vice Admiral Boissier: Let me deal with the first one
first. Are extended periods at sea driving people
outside? We monitor the voluntary outflow rates, as
we call them, very carefully, and some are higher
than others, and of course 50% of the issue which
creates a pinchpoint is the voluntary outflow, and
our ability to manage it, by either bringing people
through or retaining people. At the moment we are
not seeing voluntary outflow driven through
operational pressures causing an unsustainable
problem. But, that said, it is something that we are
very, very alive to, because it could be seriously
damaging.

Q69 Mr Hancock: How common is it now for a
sailor to serve on three diVerent ships in the course
of a year simply because they were filling in for the
gaps on that ship? Quite often?
Vice Admiral Boissier: You sound as if you have
inside knowledge here.

Q70 Mr Hancock: I meet them all the time.
Vice Admiral Boissier: Indeed. What I will say—and
forgive me, I cannot answer the question in an
absolute way—we are moving people around an
awful lot more than we ever did. I am a profound
believer, having spent most of my life at sea, that
there is a sort of bonding between the human body
and the bit of steel on which you serve which creates
the regimental ethos that provides the fighting spirit.
We all know that moving people around too much is
unhelpful, but in many respects we have to do that
in order to meet the commitments. At the moment
people are not voting with their feet.
Mr Hancock: Thank you.

Q71 Mr Hamilton: I am quite puzzled and concerned
at some of the answers you have given. Am I right in
thinking that when we look at the United States the
Armed Forces work in a silo system, where the Army
does one thing and the Navy does its own stuV and
the Air Force does its own, but in the United
Kingdom each Service depends on the others and the
integration between them is far greater? Therefore
the problem I have got is if we move along to a
position where in a few years’ time the aircraft
carrier is going to be brought forward, then it has got
to be supported by ships which are not capable of
supporting of it. I will give an example. I do these
things in a very simplistic way. I am an ex-coal miner.
We brought in a state-of-the-art coal-cutting
machine to produce half a million tonnes of coal per
year. It was able to do to that, but it never attained
that level because the conveyors which took the coal
out was absolutely useless, and the maintenance that
was required for those conveyors just drove it down.
What you are saying to me, if I understand it right,
is that you will have support ships which are not
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going to be able to support the aircraft carrier when
they come in. At what point are we going to have
that breaking issue? I am looking at things in a very
simple way, but it seems to me that we are not going
to have the support ships and, if that happens, it is
going to have an eVect against the Air Force and the
Army because of that integration. Is that not the
case?
Vice Admiral Boissier: That is a very good question.
Our plans at the moment are to make sure that we
have an integrated capability of support ships and
the anti-air warfare and anti-submarine protection
that the carrier will require. That is what we are
planning to do.

Q72 Mr Hamilton: I am suggesting you are not going
to be able to do that. When this new aircraft carrier
comes on which is state-of-the-art, brilliant, super-
duper, they are going to have rubbish to support it.
Vice Admiral Boissier: Keep an eye on it but the
plans at the moment will have us bringing these in at
the same timescale for exactly that reason, because if
you cannot deploy them in a coherent way you end
up with less than the capability.

Q73 Mr Hamilton: The order was for eight Type-45s;
it is now down to six; it might go down again. You
obviously argued at the beginning that this was
going to be required for the aircraft carrier. I make
the point, Chairman, it does seem to me that if one
goes down, it aVects the other two. That also is true
of the Air Force and so on.
Vice Admiral Boissier: Your point is very well made
but at the moment I could not tell you that we are
producing incoherent capability. Forgive me for
sounding a bit bureaucratic in this. At the moment
the plans are that we will have the capacity to
generate a viable carrier task group and that we will
have the capacity to generate a viable littoral
manoeuvre group for land eVect. Nowadays it would
be quite absurd to think that any of the Forces can
stand operationally on their own. We depend hugely
upon each other. We in the Royal Navy have a huge
vested interest in successful outcomes in the Air
Force and in the Army.
Chairman: We will come back to carrier strike
capability in due course but moving now to the land
element, Adam Holloway?

Q74 Mr Holloway: The MoD seem to have had to
change the way that units are prepared for other
roles because of the need to make sure that people
are ready for operations. Will this need to carry on
for much longer? If we want to avoid that
happening, how can that be mitigated?
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: I have a
starting position that the Army I look after, which is
some 56,000 of Field Army, is committed to current
operations. That is what they are committed to and
that is the reality. The Defence Planning
Assumptions is the theory where in times when you
are not on operations you need to have some
benchmark under which you then assess what,
where, for how long, and with whom, as the basis of

what your force should run to, and therefore the
mandated tasks—we have military tasks for peace-
keeping, peace enforcement, peace projection,
military assistance to stabilisation and development,
focused intervention, and deliberate intervention—
are all things we structure our force according to.
That is the theory. The reality is that the Army, on
the current operations we are running, is about three
times above the levels at which the assumptions
place us. The assumption is that we should be able to
do an enduring medium scale, an enduring small
scale (a small scale is a battle group so it is about 600
or 700 people and a medium scale is about 5,000 as
a broad order of figure) and in extremis we should be
able to do a non-enduring which means six months,
in and out, small-scale operation. Our current
commitment sees us running well in excess of two
medium scales, so the Army is preparing for the
current fight. The reality of where we are is not about
contingency; it is actually ensuring that not the risk
but the liability of the full command that comes with
us, in my case for soldiers, is met, that we do
whatever is necessary to ensure that we have the
right manpower, of the right quality, that they are
properly trained, and that they are properly
equipped and able to stay in the current fight. The
Army is focused on this. The idea that current
operations impact on readiness from an Army
perspective is completely the wrong way round. We
are committed to current operations. That is what
the British Army is currently doing. ***

Q75 Mr Holloway: Some are double-hatted.
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: And we
double-hat in the FORM process. ***

Q76 Mr Holloway: Both Governor Daud and an
American friend of mine ask why is it that the British
“tooth to tail” seems so long compared to other
people and I have not known the answer. What is the
answer to that?
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: The Army
should be at 101,000, plus a few; we are at 98,000. Is
that the tooth to tail that you are looking at?

Q77 Mr Holloway: No, you can have thousands of
people in Camp Bastion but actually you can only
send a much, much smaller number out to do
operations?
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: Again, I could
have an interesting discussion with your American
friend.

Q78 Mr Holloway: I do not know the answer. I am
asking a genuine question.
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: In the nature
of these operations in which we find ourselves, for
instance if you take force protection, the fact that we
had to go out and take Cougar, which is the massive
theatre that you will all have seen, which is an
armoured truck, but it is very good at defending
itself against anti-tank mines and the like; that is a
necessary step that we have to take. You then have
to have C-RAM, the system that is basically taking
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the Phalanx oV the ships we have brought in, which
defends against rockets coming into our base camps.
We have a raft of supporting and enabling functions
which are about protecting the force, not blindly so
that it becomes a self-licking lollipop but which
meets a requirement which we consider to be
appropriate for the risks that we are asking of our
soldiers, against the liability that sits with us with full
command and the political implications of us failing
to do that. The Americans have a fairly large tooth-
to-tail ratio. The Afghans can aVord to go a lot
lighter and that is the nature of the Afghan situation.

Q79 Mr Holloway: Returning to a point that is
relevant to this question and to Bernard Jenkin’s
point earlier, neither of us is surprised that General
Petraeus replies to your emails pretty rapidly
because many would say that you are the main driver
of some of the successful things that have happened
in Iraq recently. To what extent do you think we are
going to be able to help to drive policy in
Afghanistan and to what extent, given our
overstretch, do you think the Americans are
confident in our ability to play a part?
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: My sense
would be that if you elect not to be part of the
decision-making process, so issues about our force
elements at Task Force Helmand, RC-South, our
commitment of key staV oYcers into Kabul and the
ISAF headquarters, those are, from my point of
view, as a front-line soldier, very important if you
wish to engage and move the campaign forward in a
way which is about delivering success in current
operations, which is to do with strategy and the
MoD and the front-line command stand-by. If you
elect not to have those sort of representations, where
you are very much not only part of the fight but part
of how the fight should be conducted and engaged,
in a way that is substantial, then you will probably
lose the vote. So I think it is important from the
progress that has been made in Helmand, the
progress that has been made in Afghanistan in what
is a very complicated and diYcult fight, every bit a
match of Iraq, that from an Army perspective we
remain engaged in not only the doing but the
thinking in the nature of how that campaign evolves
and moves forward as America begins to turn its
attention north from Iraq.

Q80 Mr Holloway: Finally in your oYce I know that
there is a lot of debate about the war or a war. Is it
really sustainable to carry on as we are now? Do we
not at some point have to make a decision about
what we want our Armed Forces to do?
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: That is a
debate we have all alluded to down on the front. We
in the front-line look towards the nature of change,
the nature of conflict, which has moved from the
period in the Cold War from broad certainty, where
we could measure the size of the Third Shock Army
of Eighth Guards, we knew its capabilities, so one
was looking at the technology of the equipments,
into a period where uncertainty is the watchword,
where you have the confusion and complexities of

the whole government approach or, as the
Americans would put it, comprehensive approach,
tying together the Foreign OYce, DFID and
ourselves in the nature of these battles. We are
finding that fire power in this particular nature of the
fight is becoming less important than manpower.
Our ability to be alongside the Afghan Army or the
Afghan police is important. You lead; they do. It is
the nature of what the British Army has done these
last 300 years with Ghurkhas, with the Indian Army,
Burma, our history is littered with the approach, but
from the Army perspective my view is that it is an
issue of manpower. As I look towards the current
task—and reality, unsurprisingly, grips my daily
life—I keep an eye to the future and the
responsibilities of where we need to go. As I look
towards the realities that we face they are fairly
stark: I need more manpower. I think the Army
needs more manpower for what we are doing. For
instance, we commit a company of about 98 and that
is structured against the old establishment and
against the old organisations that existed in a certain
period of time, the Cold War. We are manned at the
moment because of undermanning at about 78. That
is improving because we have put considerable eVort
into that. The figure that we are sending out by
company to Afghanistan, as a broad order, is about
120. If I want to bring in career management and
education, which is an essential part of sophisticated
soldiering, and the nature of the contemporary
environment in which we find ourselves, I would
probably need to push that figure out to 132. If I look
at the equipment that we have currently on
operations, I have about 75% of the equipment I
need in the current fight. It is great stuV and I do not
want to under-estimate the eVort that has been put
in both by the Treasury and the Ministry and the
support we have been given by the other Services
because it would be to misunderstand that. I only
have 40% of that equipment available to prepare the
force for that fight. ***

Q81 Mr Holloway: It is a great shame you are
leaving then!
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: I have had a
long and hard paper round!

Q82 Chairman: You said you needed more men. Are
you able to quantify that?
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: The figures
that CGS has used in the past—and I know the
Commander-in-Chief is going to move to that
position shortly—has talked of figures of 112,000,
but at the moment it would be wrong for me to say
“And that is a figure the Army need.” I sense there is
a piece of work which is developing within defence,
and certainly within the Navy and the Air Force on
the nature of the future fight that we will find
ourselves in and the capabilities that we would
require to service that. It is a diVerent place to that
which I joined the Army in 1971 fit-for-purpose
quite clearly on the plains of Germany. This is a very
diVerent place which requires some quite diVerent
capabilities. That work is the development of a
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dialogue which we can read from Secretary of State
Robert Gates, the dialogue that has gone on with
America, the work that General Petraeus came out
with on the counter-insurgency doctrine and the
adjustments within that, the nature of technology
and how that is being brought to bear, and the issue
about the whole government approach and
comprehensive approach. So there is a piece of work
which is hugely complicated because it is dealing
with levels of uncertainty and of complexity, the likes
of which we in the Armed Forces—and I can only
speak for myself in the Army—we in the Army are
experiencing in Iraq and Afghanistan, and that
would test Job.

Q83 Mr Jenkin: I think I am beginning to
understand why this is such a sensitive briefing.
Forgive me for perhaps dramatising it but basically
you are saying we have very limited preparedness for
anything unexpected?
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: Again, I think
that would be to misrepresent it. We bring a unit
back from operations and we have this FORM cycle,
as people say. Actually it exists and it works and it is
quite a necessary process, but we bring people back,
we have a period of recuperation and then a period
where we reinforce basic skills and training. So, for
instance, a Warrior crew will go back on to the
Warrior, and whether it is at BATUS or in Salisbury
Plain or down at one of the firing camps, will go
through a series of exercises which will bring them up
to a competency which I am entirely comfortable
with and would have been considered fit-for-purpose
in the Cold War. They will then operate that at troop
and at squadron level and into a battle group level,
so a battalion’s worth, small-scale. Do we have the
time and the ability to train them as we would have
done to a brigade level of competency and a
divisional level? No, we do not. At the moment we
have taken that risk to the future because the time is
then available, because for many of our troops we
are well inside our harmony guidelines, which are
supposed to be six months in 24. I have people, for
instance, weapons intelligence specialists who are
running on a six-month tour, with a six-month
recovery and a six-month tour. I have people in a
technical role who have gone from a four-month
tour to a six-month tour to a 12-month recovery. I
have specialist nurses, ITU nurses etc., based upon a
pool of 40 of whom we require 18 in theatre. You can
work out the mass of how often they have to return
back to theatre. We are running people through in a
measure which is quite aggressive, but we have a
residual skills-set from which we can build which
allows us to meet those mandated training tasks or
the tasks that are set within the DPAs. It provides a
framework, I sense, which is helpful.

Q84 Mr Jenkin: On the DPAs, if you were required
to do a small-scale, focused intervention, power
projection and peace enforcement for six months at
short notice, you could not do it?
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: *** We could
pool together a small, skilled, focused—

Brigadier Everard: We could do it but we would have
to take equipment oV the training pool for current
operations and move a battalion up in the order of
battle to go back on operations earlier than anybody
would have expected, and so it is a penalty to current
operations.
Brigadier Abraham: That is the important point to
stress. In terms of our general preparedness for
contingent operations, anything we do beyond the
very, very benign will have an eVect on the enduring
operations across a wide range of things—provision
of air transport with defensive aid suites to get them
there, the provision of battlefield helicopters with
appropriate force protection, and so on and so on.
Our ability at the moment to do anything with
regard to the unexpected is largely only at the
expense of the current operations.

Q85 Mr Jenkin: I appreciate that the answer is much
more complicated than a plain no, but it is more on
the negative side than the positive side at the
moment?
Brigadier Abraham: I think the figure of serious and
critical weakness that the Chairman mentioned early
on is the assessment of that.

Q86 Chairman: General Lamb, just a quick question
on this. In view of the shortage of ITU nurses to
which you referred is this not a strange week to be
thinking about restricting the number of overseas
people who can join the Army Nursing Corps to
15%?
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: The 15% is a
view that was taken by the Army Board. I am unsure
where it now sits in policy but I believe it has been
endorsed. From a personal point of view I sense that
one has to be cautious that the British Army remains
the British Army. There are needs which are in many
ways extraordinarily well-supported by those from
overseas who are in the current fight with us, from
across the globe, which are important. At the same
time it would, I think, seem peculiar for us to have an
Army that was predominantly made up from people
overseas who came here, fighting for this nation in its
fights and battles as it sees fit. I sense the figure,
which was 10% and it is now 15%, is a discussion that
has been long-running. It is in no way to denigrate
those that are in the fight with us, Gambians,
Ghanaians, all these people who at the end of the day
not only do I see regularly being awarded significant
gallantry awards but being very much part of the
fabric of the British Army. I sense that all we are
trying to do, without being Luddite or old-fashioned
or lost in some history, is to be conscious that the
Britishness of the Army for the nation and for us is
not unimportant. We have pegged the figure at 15
but I sense that it is always open for debate.

Q87 Mr Havard: On this question about planning
assumptions, changes to these assumptions are
always taking place but whether they are formally
re-described or not is another matter. It partly
becomes a political discussion as to whether you
formally do so or not. In terms of our report, am I
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right that we should contextualise it in the sense that
your current recuperation eVorts are clearly set
against published declarations and are expedient in
the sense of they are what you need to do to get back
to a situation where your training is not below 50%,
or whatever it is, and so on, so there is the immediate
task of recuperation, but then that obviously feeds
into a broader discussion about what the future
recuperation might mean for moving forward, for
procurement, etc, etc. We need to contextualise our
report in terms of the immediate and short and
longer term, obviously. In doing that, the way in
which the measurements are changing to publicly
describe the debate, the weightings, the METS
method, all of this stuV, which is all very interesting
and all leads us into a description of what is
happening now, what can we say about what we need
to do in terms of separating the arguments out and
what we need to say about that broader debate as to
what recuperation means for assumptions in the
future?
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: Again, from
my perspective from the Army point of view, we are
not recuperating at the moment; we are repairing our
equipment which is in the fight. We are replacing that
in the fight.

Q88 Mr Havard: Part of my problem is you see all
these definitions and you report them to various
people and now all of a sudden they are changing.
Now we are repairing things, we are not
recuperating. I know what you mean by that, I think,
but when we describe this publicly we have got to be
a bit careful about what the hell we are talking about
here. When is repair part of recuperation? What the
hell is recuperation? It is partly repair but it is
broader than that.
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: You are
recuperating back to a standard which at the
moment is set both in the DPAs and against our
historic structures and organisation. The concern we
have would be that what we have learned from Iraq
and from Afghanistan, from the nature of the
contemporary fight, from the change in the enemies
that we face, is that the equipments that we are
currently comfortable with and use extensively daily
in Iraq and Afghanistan are not part of our current
structures and organisation, so it is readiness or
recuperation to what standard? If we recuperated
back to the standard of the Army that I joined then
the bill for that would be on what we have previously
used. It would then place us back in some place in
time and history which would be inappropriate, in
my professional view, for what we face for the future.
What we need to do is look at the equipments that
are battle ready, which are fully integrated, which
enable myself and Iain’s side of the house, in
particular, to be able to prosecute the nature of both
looking and then dealing with a fight. We have not
yet benchmarked where that standard sits as to
where it should sit. We have 240 major UORs in the
programme. We have not yet benchmarked what we
need into this future hybrid, whatever you want to
call it, contemporary operating environment we find

ourselves in. That, in my professional view, should
be the standard we should be recuperating to. It is as
yet undefined because it represents this future
environment debate on where we are going.

Q89 Chairman: What you are saying then is that the
Defence Planning Assumptions are inappropriate?
Brigadier Abraham: I do not think we are. The
Defence Planning Assumptions are very broad order
guidance and then there is a series of taxonomies
which seeks to add more detail and more granularity
the process. The big thing about the Defence
Planning Assumptions, summarised by General
Lamb, is their ability to undertake medium scale,
small scale, enduring small scale and one-oV etc.,
and then you populate the detail. The problem with
recuperation is two-fold. It is not to do with the
strategic choices of the Government as to what our
Defence Planning Assumptions are. If I go back to
Mr Havard’s point, our working definition of what
we mean by recuperation, which I hope might help,
is making good the impact of current operations. I
hope that helps. And in a sense, making good to
what standard? Our contingent force standard was
set out largely in the wake of the Strategic Defence
Review and it has been up-dated, but I think all of
us here would agree that what we have learned in the
contemporary operating environment in
Afghanistan and Iraq means that we need to think of
new things and address certain things with new
priorities, and that is emerging work to update our
contingent force elements at readiness to the
contemporary operating environment against the
standard, as we understood it, some 10 or 12 years
ago at about the time of the SDR. That is work that
will continue to go on.

Q90 Chairman: I understand your answer, Brigadier
Abraham, but I still think that General Lamb would
say that he thought the Defence Planning
Assumptions were inappropriate.
Brigadier Abraham: Okay.

Q91 Chairman: And he has not contradicted me so
far in saying that and he may well be right.
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: I think they
are assumptions, Chairman—

Q92 Chairman: Of course.
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: And therefore
for me to challenge them would be entirely suicidal.
They are assumptions and they are the theory under
which we manage the business. This is well above my
pay grade. For where I am, the question is “Are they
helpful?”

Q93 Chairman: “Not particularly” is presumably
the answer?
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: The answer is
they are not unhelpful. They give me a glide path,
but in current operations, working at the level at
which we are finding ourselves, and the tempo, the
assumptions are often challenged.
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Q94 Mr Jenkin: Is there not something
fundamentally more serious about the inability of
proving Planning Defence Assumptions, in that
presumably our national foreign and security
strategy is premised on those Defence Planning
Assumptions being deliverable, and if they are not
deliverable is not our foreign defence policy actually
out of kilter with what we can actually deliver?
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: Again, it is an
issue of risk. Where the Army is right now I have to
concentrate fairly wholeheartedly on the current
fight. I take at risk a level of preparedness/readiness
for our forces to be able to deliver on peace
enforcement, peace keeping, and the like. Those are
fully understood by the Ministry which has set
timelines as to when we should set ourselves a stall
of recovering to those levels. My view would be that
I have no diYculty with that. What we need to do is
make sure that when we recover to those levels, it is
at a standard which reflects the lessons hard-earned,
through blood and treasure, in Iraq and Afghanistan
which would be appropriate for the future fight we
find ourselves in.

Q95 Mr Jenkin: When you do your RCDS seminars
do you honestly believe that the Armed Forces are
ever going to be given the space to recuperate within
the time-frame that we know we have been given,
which can be projected, because are we not always
going to be required by the politicians to carry on
doing more than has been planned for, which seems
to be the experience for at least the last six or seven
years, a period longer than the Second World War?
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: I sense that
Iraq has been—

Q96 Chairman: We will come on to that.
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: As we draw
down it gives us an opportunity to get some balance
back in the pressure that we are feeling on breaking
harmony guidelines, to bring in some aspects of our
training, have a chance to reassess that which we
learned which we believe to be enduring and bring
that into our basic foundation training and the like,
to be able to change our training at Salisbury Plain,
BATUS and elsewhere where we train, to bring those
up so we can therefore address those issues. It will
reduce the overall pressures and allow us, at the same
time, to begin to reassess and, as we look towards all
those tasks which are placed upon us, begin to build
the foundations to be able to meet that particular
requirement.

Q97 Mr Havard: What I am trying to get to in my
own head here is that in terms of our report we have
got lots of detail that we will have to look at about
the current matrix, and all of the various weightings
and changes in terms of how this argument is
currently presented, as to whether you are achieving
or not achieving in terms of readiness and
recuperation (and that is recuperation from current
assumptions or whatever). You seem to be saying to
us that we also need to look then in terms of
understanding how we look at the future at this

argument about standards. Where do we find that
information in terms of being able to give us some
understanding as to what that debate look like, what
language is being used within it, and how we can
grapple with it?
Brigadier Abraham: Can I just clarify, where do you
find the information?
Mr Havard: There is a methodology, there are
weightings, there is a description of what that is
supposed to theoretically look like and, practically,
how you operate within it. This argument about
standards is slightly more diYcult to get a grip of
because it does cross over into the business of what
it is you are trying to do. It does start to cross over
into the assumptions, so there is a lot of discussion
going on. I read it in the press. I see what they are
saying in America or whatever. It is all pretty general
description that starts to drift back into what, rather
than how, as being able to describe to Parliament
that there is now a debate about standards that is
important in terms of performing the understanding
of whether or not you are achieving or not.
Chairman: Who are you going to choose to answer
that question?
Mr Havard: It is probably not a question that can be
answered in so many words.
Chairman: I think it would be quite diYcult to
answer the question, I must say.

Q98 Mr Havard: At some point later, if you would
give us some idea of how we should approach that
issue because in our report we are going to have to
address that question? Later if you could give us a
steer on what we should be looking at.
Vice Admiral Boissier: Can I clarify exactly what you
are after. My understanding is what you are after is
the delta between the standard assumptions and
what we believe warfare is going to look like in the
future and where that can be accessed.
Chairman: I think that should be taken as a warning
that it is a question that we will ask the Minister in
due course.
Mr Havard: You might not give me the chance.
Chairman: I will of course give you the chance; I
always do! Richard Younger-Ross?

Q99 Richard Younger-Ross: Dai was talking about
definitions, and it is what General Lamb was saying
about wanting to recuperate but then saying having
learned the lessons of what has happened in
Afghanistan and Iraq. Would it be reasonably fair to
say then that what we are not looking at is
recuperation, because that is going back to where we
were before, but actually looking to be somewhere
diVerent, and that does mean a change to the
analysis we have, these criteria for small scale,
medium scale and large scale.
Brigadier Abraham: Let me give you an example
which I hope might help. My own opinion is that one
of the things that we have learned a lot about in the
wake of Afghanistan and Iraq is the degree of force
protection we need to provide to troops, so for
example the fitting of defensive aid suites to large
passenger-carrying aircraft is something that we do.
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I suspect in the future that is a standard to which we
will want to adhere, but that does not actually
change the Defence Planning Assumptions nor does
it change the military tasks which are subordinate
parts of those Defence Planning Assumptions—
military tasks, the ability to do focused intervention
and small scale. What we are saying is in the course
of executing or being prepared to do that, we will
need to have people prepared to diVerent standards
with diVerent levels of equipment and so on in order
to be able to do the job better, given what we have
learned from Iraq and Afghanistan.
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: If I can give
you an example. I have 793 Warriors and 97 of those
are equipped to BGTI, which is a standard which we
use in the theatre of operation because they have
more sophisticated thermal imaging sights and they
have a better system they are able to operate, I have
a huge volume of vehicles which are available but are
not at the standard which we use in the current fight.
The lessons we have learned from that tell us do I
need to reequip all 793 to that standard? My view is
that we do not. However, I do need to identify how
many we will need in the contingent and the future
nature, structure and character of war which is
shifting and changing; it always does. We would be
held as donkeys if we did not.
Chairman: Can we move on to the air environment.

Q100 Mr Holloway: General, is not that the point?
When I joined the Army we had warriors, the Cold
War was just ending, and we were terribly excited
about this new toy. Now we have got literally
hundreds of these things, 10% of which we are using
in Afghanistan. We are looking at other equipment
programmes and it seems to me that we are still
planning for the wrong war. Is it not really quite
urgent that someone has a proper think about this?
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: You might
sense that I would naturally leap oV the table and
come back to you on the basis that people like myself
and David Richards—

Q101 Mr Holloway: I know you are.
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: —We are
actively engaged.

Q102 Mr Holloway: I am prompting you!
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: As we are with
the other Services. The nature of air/land integration
follows. We are in fantastic shape now with our FSTs
and how we manage air power and the like. The
debate is taking place. Is it clear? The answer is not
clear in America and it is not clear here. We do know
that it has changed. It is changing and how we
structure, organise and manage our manpower, our
equipment and training and sustainability pieces
which then fold into that, it is important that we
define and look at not what will be the only way of
warfare but something which in the contemporary
operating environment we sense will be an enduring
theme as we fight amongst and around the people, as
we find that the fragile and failing states are more of
a problem in many ways than the super states, the

asymmetric threat and all the rest of it and the nature
of those threats. People look at Georgia as an
example of saying this was clarity. The answer is the
forces that came across to Georgia had very little if
no night-fighting capability. If you had had a
squadron of Challenger 2 tanks it would have
destroyed that force at 2 o’clock in the morning.
What is really important is, if we look at the cyber
attack and the economic attack, to look at the
management of the propaganda and the other
associated parts which is this character of what we
find in the fight we are in.

Q103 Chairman: Changing the subject, what is the
eVect of having so many Chinooks on deployed
operations?
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: We have a
fleet of 50 (it is 49) of which 30 are forward ready and
of which 10 are committed to the operation. *** The
remainder are going through modifications and
training and, of course, if we are moving them you
have got to take the thing apart, take it out to
theatre, and put it back again, and the like. So by
having what we have forward, of which many we
could turn round and say we are able to sustain and
manage the fight as we have it now, if I were a
commander in Task Force Helmand and had
another five Chinooks I would have a chance to
manoeuvre in another way. That would be the choice
I would have. I do not have the choice because I do
not have five extra helicopters, but we are able to
sustain and manage the force without feeling we are
being shallowed out. What it means back on the
training fleet is that I have forces which are not as air
aware, other than that which they pick up in the
theatre of operations in Iraq and Afghanistan, as we
had in the Army in previous times.

Q104 Chairman: Thank you, we will be doing an
inquiry into Chinook helicopters in the next three
months or so. Is this a question, Bernard, which can
wait until that?
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: All I can say
is that I use them obviously extensively (I have
crashed in a few!) but the Commander of Joint
Helicopter Command is the expert on the technical
detail.

Q105 Mr Jenkin: May I just test your reaction. Very
simply, if you look at all the out-of-service dates for
our existing helicopter fleet and what is due to come
into service up to 2020, the number of helicopters in
the British Armed Forces will be less than half what
it is today in 2020 and we will only have 14
Chinooks. What is your reaction to that?
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: I would be
surprised if we allowed it to get to that. We would
have modification and extension programmes in.
Mr Jenkin: I totally agree with you but I think you
require more money than the Government has
currently got.
Chairman: We have gone into this with the Minister
and I want to move on now to the air environment
and David Borrow.
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Q106 Mr Borrow: Just to run briefly through a
number of points, mainly to Air Marshal McNicoll,
the first point is on Hercules which obviously does a
lot of work on current operations. Can you outline
the impact of this in terms of manpower, equipment,
training and support on your ability to maintain
target readiness.
Air Marshal McNicoll: Chairman, would it be
helpful if I gave a little bit of context before
answering directly the question on the C-130. The
first point I would make is that we are diVerent from
the land environment in that not all of the Air Force
is as heavily committed as land forces are. However,
some bits are particularly highly committed and the
C-130 is one; others are less so. The second point I
would make in relation to readiness is that in the air
environment you need to train continually to keep
any readiness at all. You cannot take a holiday from
it and still maintain some extended readiness easily.
As a result of these things there are three things that
we are trying to do to cope with the current pressure.
One of these is a manpower placement plan and that
means that some of the forces which are heavily
committed (and I can give you the exact percentages
at a classified level if you want but the general point
is easily made) are manned to over 100% in order to
sustain current operations, and others of course
have to be undermanned in order to free up the
manpower to go and do it. The C-130 force is heavily
committed in current operations and clearly has
more manpower assigned to it. *** Turning to the C-
130, did you want me to cover the so-called METS
for the C-130 force, so each aspect in turn?

Q107 Mr Borrow: Yes.
Air Marshal McNicoll: This is where I think we get
into the classification bit. If you include forces which
are assigned to current operations, the RAF is
currently able to meet the readiness standards in
Defence Planning Assumptions in all but three cases.
I could go into the detail of those three, but the C-
130 is one of these. I will just refer to the exact detail.
*** The C-130 force is manned to slightly over 100%
of its mission establishment. You might get slightly
diVering views from within the C-130 force if you
spoke to them because there have been changes in
the establishment of the force, so whether the
baseline has changed, and some would argue that we
are under the baseline, I would agree with that. I
think current operations are showing that we
probably need it slightly higher than even we have
got. ***

Q108 Mr Jenkin: How many?
Air Marshal McNicoll: *** The C-130J is well-fitted
for current operations. ***

Q109 Mr Jenkin: Can you jump out of a C-130J yet?
Air Marshal McNicoll: Can you jump out of a C-
130J?

Q110 Mr Jenkin: Or is there a problem with the
airflow interfering?

Air Marshal McNicoll: You can jump out of one bit
of it but not out of the other bit. Here is a man who
specialises in jumping out of aircraft!

Q111 Mr Jenkin: But we still cannot jump out of the
side door?
Air Marshal McNicoll: I believe that to be the case.
Brigadier Abraham: ***.

Q112 Mr Jenkin: ***
Air Marshal McNicoll: ***

Q113 Mr Holloway: It is not relevant to current
operations.
Air Marshal McNicoll: Exactly. If I just give you a
list of some of the things that we are not able to
do: ***

Q114 Chairman: So what is this list?
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: ***

Q115 Chairman: So these are in ***?
Air Marshal McNicoll: ***

Q116 Chairman: *** meaning exactly what?
Air Marshal McNicoll: ***

Q117 Chairman: Could you run through the list in
terms of importance?
Air Marshal McNicoll: *** So the readiness to do
what? We are ready to do what we are doing at the
moment. ***

Q118 Chairman: And this includes air-to-air
refuelling?
Air Marshal McNicoll: Let me give you the exact
figures on that. ***
Mr Jenkin: That is recorded as a serious critical
weakness.

Q119 Mr Borrow: The theatres in which we are
operating are particularly harsh and many of the
aircraft there are flying more hours than they were
planned to do or designed to do. I am interested in
terms of the impact of that both on readiness and
future recuperation, and it is particularly that aspect
about the toughness of the environment and this
issue of doing more hours than one would have
normally planned to do, just how that impacts.
Air Marshal McNicoll: Let me answer that in
relation to the C-130 because it does particularly
aVect that. The C-130J is currently flying the vast
majority of its hours on operations at a far higher
rate than was planned when we procured the
aircraft. They are producing therefore fatigue in
their wings faster than we expected, and the outcome
of that is that we will need to do something to
refurbish the wings of our C-130Js much earlier than
we would otherwise have to, probably around the
middle of the next decade, and that will be an
expensive business. There will have to be
considerable negotiation, I suspect, with the
Treasury to decide how much of that should fall to
contingency funds and how much of that is the
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responsibility of the MoD, given that at some stage
in the aircraft’s life that would have been necessary
anyway.

Q120 Mr Borrow: If I can touch on a diVerent aspect
again of current operations. We are using Harriers
on current operations. What impact does that have
on the training side in terms of training pilots to fly
oV aircraft carriers because of the way we are using
Harriers in current operations?
Air Marshal McNicoll: The Harrier force consists of
three front-line squadrons at the moment and they
are maintaining eVectively a squadron’s worth of
eVort. It is actually slightly less than that on
operations in Afghanistan, and the force is almost
entirely committed to supporting current operations
and has been for the past four and a half years. That
is why, as you may know, we are planning to relieve
the force this spring with Tornado because it is a
situation that cannot be allowed to continue
indefinitely. If I just give you the exact details on
Joint Force Harrier. *** There is no particular issue
with the fatigue life or long-term support of that, ***
Vice Admiral Boissier: I would support what Air
Marshal McNicoll has said. That is precisely where
we are with regard to capability. We deploy
Illustrious, our fleet aircraft carrier, as much as we
can to fit in with the availability of the aircraft to
maintain currency, but this is one of the areas where
our contingent capability is taking second place,
entirely justifiably, to the current capability.
Air Marshal McNicoll: I have now got the facts
helpfully supplied by my staV. ***

Q121 Chairman: Is that ***
Air Marshal McNicoll:***

Q122 Chairman: ***
Air Marshal McNicoll: ***

Q123 Mr Jenkin: Does this explain why it is essential
that we rotate Tornado into the Afghan theatre in
place of Harrier?
Air Marshal McNicoll: There are two factors at play.
One is the question of breaches of harmony and the
operational load being put on people within Joint
Force Harrier. The other is beyond a certain amount
of time you will end up not with the blind leading the
blind, that would be too harsh a way of putting it,
but you end up losing core capability experience at
even the supervisory level of the force. So after a
period of four and a half years in operations, and a
limited amount of other eVort being able to be
applied to the other possible roles of the aircraft, you
are beginning to find people getting into supervisory
positions on squadrons who have not themselves
experienced some of these contingent roles, so when
you try and rebuild it, it gets doubly diYcult.

Q124 Mr Jenkin: So Tornado needs operational
experience in order to maintain the skills base?
Air Marshal McNicoll: I was talking about the
Harrier.

Q125 Mr Jenkin: I thought we were talking about
operational experience?
Air Marshal McNicoll: No, I was talking about the
contingent task experience.
Mr Jenkin: I see. Thank you very much for that.

Q126 Mr Havard: Can I just be clear then the list that
you have given for those particular assets, you will
have similar things for each of the assets you have
got, presumably, so you do not have the same sort of
discussion about standards? You know what you are
trying to recuperate to and those are the standards
that you are trying to recuperate to; is that correct?
Air Marshal McNicoll: No, I would echo exactly
what Lieutenant General Lamb is saying which is
there is no going back to the future. We have learned
a tremendous amount from both the Iraq and
Afghanistan campaigns and the goal posts have
moved. The way in which we now do air/land
integration, the sort of equipment that we fit into our
aircraft, and the training that we have got with
forward air controllers is completely diVerent, so
there is no point in recovering to some point in the
past. Similarly, as was outlined earlier, with
defensive aids suites for our large aircraft we need to
keep them; there is no question of that.

Q127 Mr Borrow: Just to come back to the impact of
the current operations on training flying hours here
back in the UK, outside the aircraft you have spoken
about what impact current operations have had on
training available in the UK, but, in particular, have
you any comments in terms of fast jets and what
other factors in addition to current operations are
impacting there?
Air Marshal McNicoll: Training for the fast jet force
is skewed at the moment, both because of the
manpower placement plan I talked about earlier, but
also because of the current operations and the rate at
which flying hours have been used for current
operations. For example, the Tornado force over
Iraq has been doing a tremendous amount of flying
which is consuming out of the total, so if the total
flying bill for the force is 100%, there is quite a large
percentage consumed out of that not available for
training in the UK. That is not just because of the
impact on aircraft and ground crew and current ops,
it is also a question of depth maintenance capability
because aircraft need major maintenance at defined
intervals, and the quicker you use the flying hours
the more frequently you need to do that maintenance
and there is a finite for capacity that. *** This is
entirely coherent with what you have been hearing
from my two colleagues, because of course we are
not able to do some of these higher contingencies
until we have recuperated the entire force in the
timescale on which you have been briefed by Air
Vice Marshal Leeson.

Q128 Mr Crausby: What impact will the drawdown
from Iraq have on each of your Services and how will
that be felt?
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Air Marshal McNicoll: It will have an impact. I think
there will be very little air involvement beyond the
deadline currently agreed, which is the end of July, so
we will be able to, for example, get the Tornado
aircraft and the VC10 supporting tanker aircraft out
of theatre. In the land environment the support
helicopters, for which we have full command
responsibility, we will be able to take the Merlin
support helicopters out of theatre. They may of
course subsequently be deployed elsewhere. In terms
of people, we will be able to reduce the load to a
reasonable degree across a large number of people,
but some of these are likely to be required in
Afghanistan. So for example the Royal Air Force
regiment which provides the force protection and
guarding of Basra air station at the moment, when it
is no longer required there, there is a high probability
that Camp Bastion in Afghanistan will require an
increase in force protection capability there to match
that which is already given at Kandahar, because we
can see Camp Bastion being developed further and
it is already a very busy airfield becoming an even
busier airfield in future. It is a mixed bag. There will
be some relief in terms of what we are able to do but
also some bits which will, of necessity, have to be
transferred between theatres.
Vice Admiral Boissier: From my perspective the
great majority of our involvement currently is in
Afghanistan with the Royal Marines, *** and some
of our aircraft. With regard to the drawdown in Iraq
there will be some relief in terms of the Commandor
Helicopter Force but that may be deployed to
Afghanistan, or not, as the case may be. I would see
us providing substantially Britain’s enduring
commitment to the area through our maritime
presence in the Gulf, which has two elements: first of
all, our contribution to the Coalition in terms of
Task Force 158 and Task Force 152, both of which
are in the Gulf, our presence at one-star level in
Bahrain, and of course our presence for as long as we
are required in the Northern Gulf, where we are
undertaking the training of the Iraqi maritime
forces, so not a huge change from our perspective.

Q129 Mr Crausby: General Lamb?
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: We will pull
back about 24 sub-units or blocks, 100-men type
capabilities, and that will make an impact on our
current harmony guidelines which have been
broken. The Royal Artillery is breaking harmony
guidelines by 55% and the Infantry are breaking
harmony guidelines by 53%, so those figures get
rolled into diVerent roles which gives us therefore
some flexibility to reduce the harmony guideline.
The focus for the Army will remain unchanged in the
current operations; it will not relieve us. We will have
enough force to be able to recuperate or recover and
it will give us time to get involved in the discourse
and the dialogue about the character of the fight that
we find ourselves in, and take stock of that. Some of
the equipment we will bring into the shortfall that we
currently hold in our preparation training. We only
have 40% of equipment that we require from pre-
deployment training six months before a unit goes

to, in this case, Afghanistan. We will have a
sustained, small-scale element of the force
committed to Iraq for the foreseeable future. That
will change and adjust depending on conditions, the
Iraqis’ wishes, the Coalition and the like, so we will
improve our harmony guidelines. The focus will
remain broadly unchanged. It will bring some space
into our equipment programme and relieve some of
the pressures that we are currently feeling, but the
focus for the Army will remain still necessarily the
current fight.

Q130 Chairman: Could you possibly give us a list,
please, because I have not before heard that 55% of
the Royal Artillery were breaking harmony
guidelines. I knew that the Army itself was somehow
near the 30%.
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: Chairman, I
think that represents a general figure; what we have
is specific areas.

Q131 Chairman: It would be helpful with the specific
areas if those who are out of kilter with the rest if you
could give us a list, please.
Brigadier Everard: I was just going to say, General,
you said 24 sub-units back from Iraq. It is a 24%
reduction in sub-units. We will actually be bringing
back about 10 sub-units. It was just a Freudian slip.

Q132 Mr Havard: That is how many people?
Brigadier Everard: Well, we are as yet waiting
confirmation on our enduring strategic relationship
with Iraq, which will eat up a bit of manpower, but
I think that will be the bulk of the force, less about
500 people probably. That is combat units. You then
have to include combat service so that will be the
bulk of the force out, so the remaining 3,000 out of it.

Q133 Chairman: Brigadier Abraham, what is your
overview of all of this?
Brigadier Abraham: There is clearly some potential
in terms of the ability to reinvest from Iraq either to
Afghanistan, if required, or, secondly, into the
recuperation process of getting manpower suitably
trained and equipped, etc. to meet the contingent
tasks. One of the critical paths, though, is what you
might call joint enablers, and again it is back to
things like provision of tactical air transport, C-
130s, rotary wing and so on and so on, which are
required in great measure to train the force for
Afghanistan. Your ability to switch that and
generate training at the same time as generate this
big force for Afghanistan is to some extent
constrained, so overall there is some dividend, not
absolutely quantified yet, as Brigadier James
Everard says, but it is a long way from a one-for-one
manpower. It is a more complex relation than that.
To add to something that Air Marshal McNicoll said
earlier, for example the reinvestment of the Merlin
force, currently employed in Iraq, I think the
Secretary of State has already announced, and it
certainly is the plan, that that will be deployed in
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Afghanistan for a period after its withdrawal from
Iraq. That will be a good dividend reinvested in
Afghanistan.

Q134 Chairman: Okay, moving on to a diVerent
issue, in October 2001 there was the joint field
exercise Saif Sareea II. There has not been one since
then. Training exercises have in many cases been
cancelled because of TELIC or HERRICK over the
course of the last five years. What are the most
serious concerns that arise out of these cancellations
or inability to mount another joint field exercise like
Saif Sareea?
Brigadier Abraham: I can talk a little bit, Chairman,
about the future intent (it is not as firm as a plan)
which is to try and run a similar live exercise in not
before 2013. It has periodically slipped for the
reasons that you cite—HERRICK and TELIC.
2012 for the obvious Olympic reason would not have
been a good year. There is a target now to see
whether we can deliver this at the scale and resource
to do an exercise, because the value of the last Saif
Sareea, and particularly its relationship so soon after
the TELIC I operation, was very clear. We are trying
as best we can to get another exercise like that,
hopefully in 2013, although that is to be confirmed.
Air Marshal McNicoll: I might add to that although
it is a concern that we have not done this major live
exercise for some time, we have also set aside a
number of our exercises at a level below that, and, on
the light blue side, we historically—and I mean by
that four years or so ago—have been running eight
major flying exercises or exercises involved in flying
at the brigade-type level (if you compare it with the
Army) per year. We are now running five, possibly
four this year. Part of the recuperation would be to
regenerate these extra three exercises.

Q135 Chairman: That is not joint, is it?
Air Marshal McNicoll: A lot of them are. For
example the joint Neptune Warrior. Its name keeps
changing. It used to be Joint Maritime and it is Joint
Warrior now and it involves all three Services now.
It involves air deployment in a major, major form.

Q136 Mr Borrow: I would be interested to know
your assessment of the value of such an exercise in
the sense that such an exercise is something that
would normally be held when we were not involved
in operations in order to, if you like, give the three
Services a joint major operation to replicate in some
ways the stresses of being on operations. Given that
we have been in operations in two theatres for the
last five for six years, how valuable would such a
major exercise be, if we are still in Afghanistan in the
sort of numbers we are now?
Brigadier Abraham: I think the extent to which we
can do it will take second place to what we are
required to do in Afghanistan. There is no doubt
about that. How important is it? In broad terms, we
now have enormous experience nationally, in
defence and elsewhere in government, in running
operations because we have been doing it for some
time now. What we probably need to revitalise is our

ability, our skill sets, our thinking about how you
mount something ab initio, as it were, from a
relatively cold start, which is what force elements at
readiness and contingent readiness is all about.
Whether it is exercising a broader range of skill-sets
than are necessarily encountered on the current
operations, or whether it is extending a new line of
communication, and all the frictions and diYculties
that go with it, those are just two of many examples
of the many virtues of running major exercises like
that. You are quite right that there have been
cancellations and there has not been a live ex since
2001. There have been exercises set at that level
which are run by the Permanent Joint Headquarters
called exercise Joint Venture. They completed one
just before Christmas which they ran in Cyprus
which, aimed to address a lot of the conceptual
planning and integration aspects of it, but clearly
without the friction of deploying companies,
squadrons, ships, etc. which come with a live ex. In
short, they are very important indeed.

Q137 Mr Jenkin: I recall the then CDS having to go
to see the Prime Minister to prevent Saif Sareea II
from being cancelled. I was also very struck when I
spent a week on Saif Sareea how incredibly few, a
tiny fraction of the personnel of Saif Sareea II had
had anything to do with Gulf War I, which I suppose
was a comparable operation. What would be the
eVect if Saif Sareea III, if that is what we called it, did
not happen?
Brigadier Abraham: It would just extend the period
and increase the risk—I cannot put absolute values
on—of the period over which we do not practise
certain things.
Vice Admiral Boissier: It seems to me that the issue
here for any sort of exercise is to prepare your forces,
either in microcosm or, like Saif Sareea, across the
board, for an operation they are likely and
conceivably expected to do in the near future. The
sort of Saif Sareea exercise is preparation for a
medium-scale contingent operation. It strikes me
that when we get ready to do a medium-scale
contingent operation, that is exactly the right time to
do this exercise so we can validate the ideas and the
concepts. We are not there at the moment, and
indeed much of the skills and many of the units that
we would require to conduct this as a live ex rather
than a planning exercise are bought up in current
operations. I think this is an absolutely vital
precursor to when the time comes that we regenerate
our contingent capability at that level.

Q138 Mr Havard: Can I just be clear then in terms
of recuperation you are recouping to a position
whereby, as Graeme was just saying, in pre-
deployment training, you have got more equipment,
and that is great, you get back to a situation you
would like to have been in in the first place, so you
can actually do that properly, but where are you
recouping back to? Are you trying to recoup back to
a situation where you can do this live exercise or is it
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just somewhere underneath that so you can continue
improved exercises short of that and pre-deployment
and so on?
Brigadier Abraham: ***

Q139 Richard Younger-Ross: We discussed earlier
particularly the naval situation with stockholdings.
This is not just naval but for all of you: in terms of
reductions in stockholdings and in terms of
cannibalisation, how is that limiting your ability to
recuperate and which capabilities are actually
hardest hit by that?
Vice Admiral Boissier: I will start from the naval
side. Cannibalisation is a tough business. It is tough
on the equipment. It is actually quite tough on the
poor old maintainer who has looked after it and then
hands it over to his buddy. It undoubtedly has an
eVect on our capacity to recuperate and our
readiness because only one of those two ships has it
as a permanent fixture on board. I think really,
though, more broadly from the naval perspective on
stockholdings, we are becoming cleverer at it, we are
buying the stuV that we need and not buying so
much of the stuV that is of less importance or less
frequently used. There is a major strand of work, and
this may be something that you can take up next
week, just looking at this, which is a rather rambling
way of saying that there is an eVect of
cannibalisation on readiness and it is one of those
things that we have got to have in our sights and we
are trying to manage as well as we possibly can.

Q140 Richard Younger-Ross: Which capabilities
would you say in naval terms are hardest hit?
Vice Admiral Boissier: Gosh, I think I would need
advice from technical colleagues, but some of the
sensors on our equipments probably, some of the
communication intelligence support equipment that
we are taking into the Gulf, stuV like Centrix, which
is just going from one ship to another the whole time.
That sort of thing oV the top of my head. Forgive
me, that is not a full answer at all.

Q141 Chairman: Air Marshal?
Air Marshal McNicoll: There are two parts to the
question. The first is on the weapons sides of things.
We will need to recover our weapons stocks on a
rolling basis, but some of these will end up being
slightly less expensive. For example, we have being
using the so-called enhanced Paveway II! laser-
guided bombs and also the GPS facility as well. The

new one now being used is the Paveway IV, which
has got both of these, and it is very slightly cheaper
than its predecessor. We will need to recover these
stocks in due course to be able to meet the contingent
liabilities in the same timescale that has been
described. On cannibalisation, or robbing as it is
often called in the Air Force, it is a real pain. It
eVectively means double work. You have taken
something out of one aeroplane and put it into
another aeroplane and done the same again for the
aeroplane that you have taken it from, so it is double
work and, when you have aircraft deployed on
operations and consume spares which must be
supplied, the proportion, or the amount of robbing
or cannibalisation you have to do goes up slightly. It
is not at unmanageable levels but it does put added
strain on the system because you are doing double
work to achieve the same objective.
Lieutenant General Sir Graeme Lamb: On the
question of stocks there are obviously stocks we are
using which are aVected—60 mm mortar rounds,
Javelin missiles and the like—so there are some stock
issues to the fight we are in. On cannibalisation I
think we have only cannibalised two Challenger 2s.
This is not like Gulf War I, Granby, where we
cannibalised a great number of our vehicles in order
to provide the force in relation to two armoured
brigades into that particular operation. As I said, I
have a fleet of 793 Warriors and we only have in
operation 97, so I do not need to cannibalise the
others. What I do need to do is put on new kit to the
97 that I have, which is the UOR issue, and I have to
manage my equipment back here in the UK for
training and therefore throughput to operations, but
cannibalisation for the Army is not an issue. The
management of the equipment is something which is
the issue, and the stock issue is one. Again I think
General Applegate, who comes here next week,
without question of doubt is the man to ask.
Chairman: Thank you very much. It is now past one
o’clock and we have never before gone past one
o’clock; I am afraid you are too interesting! Thank
you very much indeed. I am conscious of the eVort,
given the conditions over the last couple of days, that
it has taken you to get here and we are extremely
grateful. I would remind members of the Committee
that this has been a private session so any notes that
you have please keep in your classified folders. And
to the witnesses for a very interesting and very
helpful beginning to our evidence sessions, many
thanks indeed.
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Chairman: Good morning. Thank you very much for
coming—many of you to return—to the Committee.
This is a second evidence session on recuperation
and readiness. This evidence session will be in
private and, therefore, I will confirm that from the
Committee’s side everybody here is people who
ought to be here and, Sharon, can you confirm that
the witnesses, obviously, and the public gallery are
all known?
Ms Wroe: Yes.

Q142 Chairman: Could I ask if you still have mobile
telephones to please take the batteries out. Thank
you. Please do not take notes, except for Karen who
will be taking notes which will be kept in the safe. If
you do take any notes about questions you want to
ask and stuV like that, it will be held in your classified
folders which will be kept in the safe. Please do not
talk about this session outside the meeting. Who
would like to begin?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: Shall I start, Chairman?

Q143 Chairman: Would you, please? If you would
each introduce yourselves and say what your role is,
that would be very helpful.
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: Thank you, Chairman. I
am Kevin Leeson, the Assistant Chief of Defence
StaV for Strategy and Plans. My responsibility, for
the last 18 months, has been to set the readiness
requirement for the force structure and managing
the resourcing, prioritisation and reporting.
Air Vice-Marshal Bollom: Good morning. Air Vice-
Marshal Simon Bollom. I am currently employed as
Director General Combat (Air) in the Defence
Equipment and Support organisation, responsible
for the acquisition of support and upgrades for air
combat aircraft. I am representing the Chief of
Materiel (Air) today, so I will be looking across the
whole of the air capability sector.
Vice Admiral Sir Trevor Soar: Trevor Soar. I am
Chief of Materiel (Fleet), so within Defence
Equipment and Support; I sit on the Board of
DE&S, Navy Board and, really, have responsibilities
for procurement and support for the Navy.

Lieutenant General Applegate: Dick Applegate.
Chief of Materiel (Land). Rather like Trevor, I also
sit on the DE&S Board and sit on the Army Board
where I am Quartermaster General. As far as DE&S
responsibilities are concerned, in addition to general
responsibilities I have particular responsibilities for
operations and I also run the Defence Logistics
Grouping.

Q144 Chairman: Thank you. Can I begin with you,
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson? In the session we had last
week—I do not know whether it is fair for me to
describe it as this—I sensed a slight diVerence in the
view amongst our witnesses as to whether the levels
of capability that we had in 2003 were the levels to
which the Ministry of Defence wished to recuperate.
What I would like to find out from you is what level
of capability would you say the MoD is intending
and planning to recuperate to?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: In the simplest,
mathematical terms, we aspire to recuperate to the
position we were in before the period of operations
that, in the case of the TELIC theatre, are about to
come to an end. That is our planning constraint and
what we would wish to recuperate to, clearly the
detail of force structure that existed in 2003 as we
presented it to you in previous written evidence, has
changed slightly over that period for all sorts of
practical and normal reasons. There has been
development in the force structure to deal with what
is going on in the ever-changing world and the
threats that are in it. So, clearly, what we have to
deliver in recuperation planning is something that
we can identify in a financial context and that has a
baseline in the previously funded core programme.
So we have done a piece of work which actually
looks and takes as its start line 2003 and then looks
at how we recover back to that position. That allows
us to do the financial assessment, and obviously, the
delta assessment, on the recuperation levels we need
to achieve. What we will then do is issue a detailed
directive, that will engage the gentlemen joining me
on the panel today, which will be flexed to reflect
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what will be a sensible force structure to actually
recuperate to reflect the position we are in now, and
the forces that we need into the future.

Q145 Chairman: How would you quantify that, in
terms of the Defence Planning Assumptions?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: In terms of the Defence
Planning Assumptions, they are updated at periodic
intervals as part of the programming round. So what
the recuperation definition will be is in terms of
range of quantity of equipment related against the
planning assumptions as they are currently
published.

Q146 Chairman: You said what the recuperation
level will be was a range of—equipment?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: What we will issue by way
of a directive, will be a thought-through set of
equipment and force capability priorities and a
sequence, because it will be necessary to tell all
involved in the chain to actually recuperate the
systems that we need most fastest and the system
that we need least slowest, so that all eVorts can be
brought to bear for bringing the capabilities that we
need in the best possible profile. That will be our
responsibility to set that as a detailed set of
requirements on both Front Line commands and
from the manpower and training position, and to
our colleagues from the DE&S in terms of the
equipment that we need to be delivered for that
period.

Q147 Chairman: Are you suggesting that the
recuperation levels you are aiming at are based on
equipment rather than on capability?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: No, no. The directive will
clearly cover recovery of capability. In the context of
this session, clearly, that will need to be translated
into a range of equipment recovering priorities.

Q148 Chairman: How do you prioritise drawing up
your plans for the various force elements?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: We have not delivered that
plan yet. Where we are, at the moment is, having
established in the period running up to the end of
2008 that we actually have a start line to work
from—i.e. assumptions for the drawdown in Iraq—
we have then done a degree of assessment of the
recuperation of those assets to recover the readiness
levels that we should have for an eVective and second
medium-scale—and we briefed the Committee on
that in our briefing session. We have delivered,
therefore, across a range of analyses, munitions, the
air sector, the maritime and the land sector, a series
of issues where recuperation eVort, both in resource
and time, is needed. We will then discuss that
quantification with our colleagues in the Treasury
and establish what resource profile is then made
available for it, and then issue the plan against where
will we want to be. So we will then have an order of
priorities on our scales of eVort for what we would
wish to recover. We would wish to have a small-scale
focused intervention capability recovered first,
because that is the highest readiness and the most

likely to be used forces, then moving through the
various categories of medium scale forces, and
eventually, perhaps at a later point, aim towards
the large.

Q149 Chairman: I was going to ask you what will be
the timescales for recuperation. However, if you do
not yet know what the level of recuperation is going
to be, I have to ask you instead what will be the
timescales for deciding the level of recuperation?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: Our current programme
assumption, as delivered in the previous
programming round—the Department’s annual
programming round—***. So that is the
programme the Department is currently working to.
Now we have the drawdown plan established for
Iraq, we, clearly, as part of the programming round,
will revisit that. We will then, once we have had the
discussions with the Treasury to establish what
resourcing will be delivered, check back against
those dates to see if anything needs to be modified.
That will be done as part of the programming round
that is going on at the moment. So by the end of
March we should have a clear indication of whether
those dates can be held or whether there have been
any changes to them.

Q150 Chairman: We will come back, towards the end
of the session, to the consequences of Iraq and
Afghanistan, in terms of troop levels. This is a
diVerent question from that. What about the force
elements and their constituent parts? What lessons
have been learned about those from Iraq and
Afghanistan?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: The Defence Board took
a new Defence Strategic Guidance last year
published as DSG08, which identified that the
nature of the conflict in Iraq and Afghanistan had
placed, if you like, diVering pressures on us to that
which were previously captured in the Military Tasks
within the Defence Planning Assumptions. So a new
Military Task was introduced, Military Aid to
Stabilisation and Development, to reflect very much
broader, across all strands of security and
government, that more capabilities were needed in
those areas. Part of what we have to do in
Programming Round is to analyse that principal
change, to see, therefore, what formal elements of
force structure modification will be needed. These,
clearly will be, in some part, already implemented as
a result of our responses to the changing factors on
the ground in Afghanistan and Iraq, but across the
force structure we need to take matters more
methodically through and institute the adjustments.

Q151 Chairman: Again, when do you expect those
decisions to be made about force elements?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: I think that will be a
rolling process over a number of Programming
Rounds. There will be some element of adjustment
in Programming Round 09 and, obviously is
happening at the moment, but the inevitable
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complexities of that will require us to, in some cases,
be rather more measured in how we implement those
adjustments.

Q152 Chairman: ***

Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: ***.

Q153 Chairman: ***
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: ***

Q154 Chairman: ***
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: ***

Q155 Chairman: Even though our Ambassador to
Afghanistan says that he expects the West to be there
for 30 years.
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: You will understand why,
in this session, I would not want to be drawn on that.

Q156 Chairman: I do understand that, yes. This is
what you are currently working towards, but you
have not had your discussions with the Treasury and
you will not have had those until March. Is that
right?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: No, no, we have had
opening discussions with the Treasury on the
recuperation element. The March date was,
eVectively, the conclusion of Programming Round
09, because, you will understand, there are
essentially two tracks of what is going on here: there
is the recuperation eVort brought about by the fact
that operations in Iraq will cease, and there is the
annual Programming Round where we routinely
adjust the force structure to reflect all other factors.

Q157 Chairman: When, do you think, will all of this
be significantly clearer?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: Clearly, we need to
commence recuperation as quickly as we possibly
can. So the intention will certainly be to have the
directive on colleagues here and who you spoke to
earlier, in the first evidence session, by the end of
March.

Q158 Chairman: It seems strange that this is not a
rolling matter. The notion of being able to do what
the defence forces of this country are essentially
there to provide is something that cannot just wait
until you are ready to discuss it. Can it?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: No. Recuperation has two
facets: there is rolling recuperation as the operation
continues, so throughout the Iraq conflict and the
current Afghanistan activity we have, as a net
additional cost of operations, continuously charged
the Treasury Reserve for a whole rolling period of
recuperation. My colleagues will, perhaps, talk to
some of the details, but for example when equipment
suVers attrition losses we buy replacement
equipment in the appropriate quantities for
aeroplanes, for example, that have suVered fatigue
usage beyond the planned profile. We have had a
rolling period of replacement of those items. What
we are now talking about in terms of this phase is the

end-of-operation, residual recuperation element
that is needed for equipment that has been
committed to the Iraq theatre.

Q159 Chairman: Which, in your analysis, requires an
end of the operation.
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: Indeed so.

Q160 Chairman: To be properly thought about.
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: Yes, to ensure that our
core contingent capability within the Department is
restored to the level of funding we have delivered.

Q161 Mr Jenkin: ***
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: ***

Q162 Mr Jenkin: That does beg the question as to
whether Afghanistan should be treated as a standing
commitment in Defence Planning Assumptions
rather than as a contingent operation. Does it not?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: That is an interesting
point.
Chairman: Is that an answer?

Q163 Mr Jenkin: I accept that.
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: It is something we can
develop. I am sure all my colleagues will have a view
on that. In many respects, the Afghanistan
campaign is a classic response to a contingent event.
Clearly, it is a long-term undertaking which requires
a degree of campaign footing to it. Whether or not it
lends itself to being handled rather like the Northern
Ireland issue was, where it became a standing
commitment and resources were permanently
defined in the programme for it and it was managed
as a top level budget, for example. It does not feel
quite right, in that respect, to me, because I think the
degree and flexibilities within the theatre and the
threat are rather more akin to a rolling contingent
eVort, and probably, therefore, in terms of straight
management process in financial resources terms, it
feels rather better to me to continue to manage it in
that way, rather than trying to put it on some other
arrangement. Certainly, in terms of dealing with it as
a long-term event, the campaign footing issue is very
important—therefore, for example, ensuring that
infrastructure resources in theatre allow us to
operate as eYciently as possible rather than in an
unnecessary, manpower-intensive way, for example.

Q164 Mr Jenkin: The point I was going to make is
I can see every incentive not to make Afghanistan a
standing commitment in the traditional sense. ***
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: ***

Q165 Mr Jenkin: The timing of recuperation and
your inability to decide at this stage—presumably,
that is a money question, is it? You do not know
what resource you have got to recuperate with.
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: That is probably a
significant part of the equation on why one cannot
issue a directive right here and now saying: “Here are
exactly the things I want you to do and in this order”,
until we have established exactly the financial
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position that goes with that. Without it that will
possibly not be a terribly helpful piece of work to do
for the gentlemen beside me. In practice, of course,
we are pretty clear what the capabilities that we
would wish to deliver first are likely to be, because
the very definition of “readiness” tells us that. The
next aspect that has to be brought into play is, of
course, the art of the possible. Some of these things
are logistic enablers, which are heavily committed
elsewhere, and therefore there could be little point
producing a teeth-element capability which relies on
a certain enabler that we cannot recuperate, so it
would be a prioritisation issue. In that respect,
therefore, we have to play in other factors, which is
why at the end of the Programming Round the
discussions are over the resourcing and then the
practicalities that I know you discussed with deputy
the Deputy Commands-in-Chief last week.

Q166 Mr Jenkin: Can you quantify what you need
in financial terms that you have not got, that you are
bidding for in 2009?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: We are pretty well at
that stage.

Q167 Mr Jenkin: Are you able to put any kind of
numbers to that? How far out are we?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: The broad order costings
are of the order of £800 to £900 million over about
the next four years.

Q168 Mr Jenkin: In order to be able to recuperate on
a satisfactory programme?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: Yes.

Q169 Mr Jenkin: That is very useful, thank you. If
you do not get the money what would be delayed?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: I hope that is a
hypothetical question. I see no evidence at the
moment, from the Treasury that “if we do not get the
money” is an issue; it is perceived to be, I think, a
reasonable ask for what is on our list at the moment.
The debate will clearly have to go against the overall
fiscal position, at the moment, for both the main
programme and the Reserve. We will need to do an
element of prioritisation within that, I am sure, once
we get into the detailed approval stage with HMT.
***
Mr Jenkin: I do appreciate my questions may seem
hypothetical but defence planning is about
hypothetical situations.

Q170 Mr Hancock: I just wanted to ask one question
about the money side of it, the £800 million. Are the
Treasury giving you the indication that this has to be
absorbed out of a very minor growth in defence
expenditure or are they, at the present time,
considering recuperation over a four-year, or
whatever period of time it is, and say £100,000 is
going to be on top of any normal increase that the
Defence Board would have expected?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: In the context of the
discussion, it is absolutely in terms of the charge to
the Reserve. It is net additional cost.

Chairman: We will come back to the issue of the
Reserve in a moment.

Q171 Mr Jenkin: In the hypothetical situation that
you do not get allocated what you need out of the
Reserve, will it simply be part of the programme?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: We will have to face that
if we get to it, clearly. If the Reserve does not fund
that delta then the choice is quite stark; either, we do
not recuperate to that level or if it clearly is an
absolute priority that you must, then you will have
to find the resource from somewhere else.

Q172 Mr Jenkin: ***
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: ***

Q173 Mr Jenkin: Can you give a land or a maritime
example?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: ***
Lieutenant General Applegate: ***

Q174 Mr Jenkin: And maritime?
Vice Admiral Sir Trevor Soar: Maritime, clearly our
focus is support to current operations, 3 Commando
Brigade, in particular. *** so we will have to have a
debate as well to see what is part of the
recuperation bill.

Q175 Mr Jenkin: In absolute terms—I appreciate it
is all shades of grey and balancing risks—we are
compromising future capability in order to support
current operations?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: In absolute terms, our
contingent capability is certainly much reduced
because of the pressures of current operations.

Q176 Mr Holloway: I am not quite sure why we are
calling it recuperation when we are not really going
to be able to do anything meaningful whilst we are
fighting a medium-plus thing in Afghanistan. Surely,
your priority is always going to be to make sure that
you have the right people there with the right
equipment, and so on. That is going to be the
overriding priority for everyone in the MoD. So the
thought of recuperation really is not meaningful
when that is still your focus, is it?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: I think it is. As we
described in the initial briefing (which I know not all
Members of the Committee were present for), the
key capability in terms of, perhaps, the likelihood of
something happening is that we can deliver the
medium and the small scales range of eVort.
Afghanistan, subject to what size it is, hovers around
a medium. ***

Q177 Chairman: ***
Vice Admiral Sir Trevor Soar: ***

Q178 Chairman: ***
Vice Admiral Sir Trevor Soar: ***

Q179 Mr Jenkin: ***
Vice Admiral Sir Trevor Soar: ***
Chairman: ***
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Q180 Mr Jenkin: ***
Vice Admiral Sir Trevor Soar: ***

Q181 Mr Hancock: Can I ask a question relating to
what you have just said, Air Vice-Marshal, about the
issue of priorities within the various categories you
identify? One of them was manpower. If you do not
have the resources to actually get the manpower you
need and to get them trained, then you do have a
problem, do you not? Recuperation becomes
pointless, because it is one thing having the
equipment but you have still got to have people who
have the ability to use them and to keep them in the
Services. How are you going to deal with the
priorities within those four or five categories you
indicated?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: As I understand it, you
must have all: you have to have the manpower, you
have to have the equipment, you have to have the
training and you have to have the sustainability. Any
bit of that missing and you do not actually achieve
useful eVect. That is why we have to be very
methodical in the directive to make sure that all of
those things are in place and we get, eVectively, the
best bang for the buck in the time available.

Q182 Mr Jenkin: How is the money split between
those four elements you have just described? Does
most of the money go on equipment, a bit of the
money on manpower? Can you give us an idea of the
balance of expenditure?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: Very broadly, the
munitions recovery element is the single biggest
chunk. ***

Q183 Mr Jenkin: What about all the men who are
now unfit for service because of combat injuries and
death? Is that not quite expensive?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: In terms of the charge to
the Reserve, that is not part of the quantification, at
the moment, because we would seek to deal with—
forgive me being rather clinical about this—

Q184 Mr Jenkin: So casualties, injuries and fatalities
do not come out of the Reserve; you have to fund
that out of the core budget?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: A number of issues
associated with covering the cost of bearing
casualties—

Q185 Mr Jenkin: Unbelievable.
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson:—are actually charged to
the Reserve because what we are talking about in
recuperation, in this section of work that we are in at
the moment, is because of Iraq activity stopping and
calculating the delta to get back, I pointed out there
is a rolling recuperation that is always going on with
net additional costs being charged to the Reserve.
So, essentially, all of the additional costs to a
peacetime core programme for the delivery of
support to casualties, injures and the like, are
charged on a rolling basis.

Q186 Mr Jenkin: But in terms of replacing people
who need to be replaced, that is not funded out of
the Reserve?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: There is nothing to stop us
if we, for example, have to increase the volume of the
training pipeline to deal with a greater amount of
service capability on a certain range of specialisms,
to be charging that as part of rolling recuperation to
the Reserve, as the need arises.
Mr Jenkin: I am not clear on this. Is anybody else?
Mr Hancock: Nor am I. My question is: a member
of my family is involved and has come back, and five
of his colleagues are still in the military but they will
not be fit enough to return to active service in either
Iraq or Afghanistan because of problems that they
acquired there. At the current time, their ambition is
to stay in the Service. How can you aVord to keep
people in the Service who have no realistic, medical
possibility of going back into active service, and yet
these men will have to be replaced in some way by
others who will be. What does that do to this
recuperation?
Mr Jenkin: And why does that not come out of the
Reserve?

Q187 Mr Hancock: That is what I do not
understand—why that is not a key Reserve
component. The Army must be particularly hit by
this.
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: The actual costs of dealing
with those casualties—so, for example, taking the
whole recovery pipeline, bringing them back to the
United Kingdom and the additional medical care—

Q188 Mr Jenkin: We understand that point, but it is
a question of recruiting new people to replace the
people who are no longer fit for active service. That
is additional recruitment now required, and
additional training that would not have been
required if that person—
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: If you have an additional
cost because you wish to, for example, have more
capacity in the recruiting machine to actually deal
with increased throughputs, that will be charged to
the Reserve. The manpower cost, however, to
maintain, for example, a 102,000 manned Army is
actually part of the core programme. So people will
move through a recovery sequence or not, or a
discharge to the Reserve or indeed to civilian life. As
they move through, eVectively, the resource follows
the man and another one enters the front. So the core
programme is supposed to have enough money in it
to deal with the 36,000 Navy, 42,000 Air Force and
the 102,000 Army.
Lieutenant General Applegate: It is a concern, and I
cannot pretend we have got an easy answer to that
because we have to treat these people sensitively
considering the commitment they have made to the
nation. At the moment, we are committed to employ
those people as much as we can in-service doing
particular jobs which would make sense, in the sense
of self-worth and enabling the recovery process.
From my perspective the jury is still out about the
longer-term consequences of that on funding for the
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sorts of levels of expenditure required to provide the
support we would hope those people would have.
From an Army perspective, we are having those
discussions at the moment as to how we can
maintain and give a future to those we can and how
we sensitively handle those who, eVectively, will have
to return to civilian life. I cannot give you an easy
answer.
Mr Jenkin: You have been very helpful, but you are
eVectively saying that the Treasury assumption is
that you are encouraged to get people who are unfit
oV the payroll and to replace them with somebody
who will be fit for service.
Mr Hancock: No, they are not.

Q189 Mr Borrow: I just want to clarify because I was
a bit confused. I can understand that if someone has
been injured he is not going to be capable in the long
term of returning to active duty in Afghanistan, or
working at that level. There has always been a
tradition in the military that if there were other posts
that they could do and be productive, they should be
found for them—as long as that can be done within
the existing staYng complement and they were
doing productive work there ought not to be any
problem, apart from making life a bit more diYcult
in the HR department, and so on. When it does
become a problem is if the military start employing
people in posts that are not necessary in order to
keep within the Armed Forces individuals who are
capable of working but not capable of working
within an operational environment. I would be
interested in have we got to that stage, or are you
indicating that we are approaching that stage and it
is something which the MoD needs to look at and
make some harsh decisions, or hard decisions, as to
whether those people should continue to be
employed in jobs that are being created for them or
whether another system needs to be put in place
which means they are helped into civilian jobs that
they are capable of doing but they need more
support?
Lieutenant General Applegate: As an Army issue it is
very much a concern for us because, as you will
appreciate, we have got to try and maximise the
ability of the resource we have (the human resource)
to deploy on operations. If there is a limit to that,
and we are finding increasing numbers who are unfit,
that can only put pressure on those who are required
to deploy. I do not know quite where we will find
ourselves over this, but this is a very important issue.

Q190 Mr Jenkin: But is it a money issue?
Lieutenant General Applegate: I think there is an
element of that because of the sorts of things that
you need (and Kevin can come back in and give a
particular view on this) but there is a money issue in
terms of the resources that you want. There are areas
where we have found the Treasury are willing to fund
an element, but I think we probably have to present
a better case.

Q191 Mr Jenkin: What are they not funding, which
you have asked for?

Lieutenant General Applegate: I think I have got to
wait out, really, on that. There are some things we
will be asking for in terms of care and support to
people. There is a debate about how much of that
can be found in the core programme, or how much
we might decide to claim upon the Reserve.

Q192 Chairman: Is it possible to distinguish between
the costs of the past and the costs of the current
defence? If the costs of the past over the coming
years and decades escalate, then even if our current
defence costs are falling, it will appear as though the
defence budget is rising. Is that a fair point?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: Can I try to come back
from a slightly diVerent direction on the manpower
issue, particularly, to give some clarity, I hope, on
this issue for the Committee. We have not
traditionally, when charging to the Reserve, looked
particularly at charging manpower costs, because
the technique with charging to the Reserve tends to
be net additional costs identified in-year of an
operation. The diYculty with manpower, and
military manpower particularly, of course, is that
not a lot changes in the year; it takes you four or five
years to create a trained and experienced individual.
Therefore, the core programme has been the vehicle
that actually deals with ensuring we have the right
number of trained and qualified people to do a task,
and we have only ever hit the Reserve for things like
incremental training needed for a specific operation
rather than general operations and contingent
operations. So manpower has required us, therefore,
to look progressively over the years at how do we
need to change the regular manpower structure, or
indeed the reserve manpower structure, to deal with
the current operations? We have done a little piece of
work as part of Programming Round 09 to look at
the casualty rates and how they diVer to what the
planning assumption was that created the various
margins in the force structure which dealt with
routine, peacetime casualty rates and sickness
rates—that sort of manpower non-availability
factored within the calculation. We have modified
those a little bit this year to reflect a rather more
realistic number of people in the injured and
recovering pool and not able to be used in the regular
force structure pool. So there will be, hopefully, by
the end of the Programming Round, incremental
adjustments to the authorised manpower level in the
three Services to deal with an increased number of
casualties that are not used but are on the books, but
that will be core programme funded.

Q193 Linda Gilroy: To put that into real terms,
which is what I am trying to do in my own mind but,
sadly, am unable to do because of the high rate of
casualties from units deployed from Plymouth, at
the moment. There are two extraordinary young
men that we know of, Marine Ormrod and Marine
Ben McBean, who have recovered to such an
extraordinary level that when I phoned to speak to
one of them the other day he had gone skiing, despite
the fact that he has lost both legs. They are going to
be doing work, administrative and, perhaps,
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recruitment work, within their units, and will
therefore have a useful life within their units.
However, they will have to be replaced in terms of
active manpower, with all the costs of training
associated with that. That, also, of course, will apply
to increased rates of training for the number of
fatalities that there have been in recent months,
which are pretty high at the moment. So in terms of
what you were saying just now, I was not quite sure
how the costs of replacing that sort of capability will
be covered, whether it will come from the reserve or
whether an element of it will come from the core
funding.
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: Ms Gilroy, it is a mix. So
the fact that we need an increased margin in the
Marines to deal with an increased residual level of
non-employable manpower, our current approach
would be that that is charged to the core programme.

Q194 Linda Gilroy: Which are jobs which would
have to be being done by somebody anyway. So part
of that is reasonable but then part of it is not.
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: That will be worked
through in the detail of what it is exactly you have
done. For example, if we are saying that there is a
percentage casualty non-eVective factor that goes
from x per cent to x!1 per cent, then we will be
paying from the core programme for those extra
bodies. However, clearly, if we now are using those
bodies to do a non-war fighting task, then it is
conceivable under those circumstances that,
perhaps, a civil servant or a contractor task or
something has been displaced and therefore there
would be an oVset to that.

Q195 Linda Gilroy: But maybe not to the extent of
the cost of maintaining—
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: Indeed, so these will be
worked through in detail by the Front Line
Commands as we actually make the proposals for
what we will be doing at a global defence programme
level, and a certain percentage adjustment to the
total strength.

Q196 Linda Gilroy: And the training will be fully
covered from the Reserve.
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: Certainly incremental
training on occasion by operations is something that
we would definitely aim to charge to the Reserve.
There are, clearly, interesting practical moments,
therefore, in a large organisation in making sure you
identify that alternative charging opportunity. That
is something I am constantly having to stress to the
Front Line Commands to be on the look out for,
because we do have a pretty receptive Treasury when
we advance cases to them. Indeed, those sorts of
cases, quite frankly, do not get to the Treasury; they
are dealt with by my own staV at three ring level in
terms of approving such charges to the reserve.

Q197 Mr Holloway: Is PVR a big issue? I ran into a
couple of warrant oYcers from my old regiment the
Grenadier Guards who said that quite a lot of the
guys would be going because they felt that after a

tour in Helmand they had done the business. Is there
a significant cost to this, and are you worried
about it?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: At all three services’
global levels we are not adjusting our overall defence
programming assumptions because of operation-
driven outflow change. Indeed, the statistics
continue to show, really, across almost all training
specialisations, we are vastly more driven in terms of
management of inflows and outflows by background
economic conditions in the nation, than any
operational matter.

Q198 Mr Hancock: You cannot do anything else,
can you?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: No, it is extraordinarily
diYcult to discriminate. We do have continuous
attitude recording of people, trying to find out the
reasons for going.

Q199 Mr Holloway: Are you really not seeing an
issue with people from infantry units leaving after
their tour?
Lieutenant General Applegate: Of course this is an
extra factor, the fact that you have done three or four
operations, for example; you might feel that a fifth
might just mean your luck runs out, and there is
pressure, obviously, from those who you live with. At
the moment, what we know we will be attempting to
do, from an Army perspective, is to try and do all we
can within the core programme and, in the way we
do our routine business, to actually relieve the
pressure. There is no one, simple answer to the things
we have just been talking about; we are making sure
we make the best use of the people we have got. I
would support what Kevin Leeson said with regards
to: is it a discriminating factor? No, it is not, but it is
worrying.

Q200 Mr Jenkin: We know that equipment bought
on UORs that you keep then has to be taken into the
core budget. What eVect is that having on
recuperation? Does that distort recuperation?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: The extent of the
assessment, at the moment, that we have done on the
equipment that will be recovered from Iraq that is
now carrying UOR delivered equipment and how we
bring that back into the core programme, is that for
Programming Round 09 we have identified the
extremely important items that are applicable to the
Afghanistan theatre or to training for the
Afghanistan theatre. A package of options will be
running in the Programme to bring those key
systems into the core programme, to ensure we can
retain them.

Q201 Mr Jenkin: Surely, if they are being transferred
from one contingent operation to another
contingent operation they should remain on the
UOR rather than being taken into the core?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: The technicalities of the
rules is that it is not immediately in my gift; I need to
discuss with the Treasury the transfer from one
theatre to another because the Treasury would
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generally encourage us to deliver a core equipment
programme that is actually configured to the nature
of the operations we are likely to be in, in the short
to medium term. So there is a principle that does not
allow us to eVectively “willy-nilly” transfer
equipment from one theatre to the next without it
becoming part of the core programme.

Q202 Mr Jenkin: Again, can you give us an idea of
the figures? Are we talking tens of millions, hundreds
of millions of equipment that has been taken into the
core programme as it comes back from Iraq?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: ***

Q203 Mr Jenkin: Where does that money come
from? Presumably, it has to come out of other
capabilities.
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: That is the next stage of
the analysis that comes out of the directive I was
talking about, because in some cases that equipment
is not essential for contingent activity; the
contingent forces are sitting there because it is very,
very theatre specific. In some cases it is the sort of
equipment that we will not have a significant need to
use for training purposes, so it can be, eVectively,
secured and protected for contingent operations
when called. In some cases it is fitted to equipment
and has to be eVectively maintained and supported
because it will be in operation on a daily basis. That
prioritisation will flow from the directive when we
issue it. ***

Q204 Mr Hancock: Can I ask, for the Committee’s
benefit, can you give us an indication of the amount
of manpower—the numbers in each of the
Services—who have been deemed in one way or
another unfit for a return to active duty? It would be
enormously helpful because there is a lot of
speculation in the press about the number of
soldiers, in particular, who are no longer able to
return to theatre, but will remain in the Army. I think
it is good that you are doing that. The second point is
related to equipment that is coming out of Iraq. Will
some of that equipment go direct from Iraq to
Afghanistan? Some of it, obviously, will be returned
to the UK but can some of it be re-engineered and
tidied up outside of the UK but somewhere in that
area? Is the plan in place for that to be done rather
than having to bring everything back here and ship
it all again to the other side of the world, to
Afghanistan?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: Certainly we will give you
a note to deal with the casualty figures. I am afraid I
simply do not have those to hand. There is a mix of
what will happen, and the detailed recuperation
planning by the Joint Headquarters, at the moment,
is doing exactly that. Some equipment will move
directly. For a range of stuV—certainly, for example,
consumables—it clearly makes a great deal of sense
to go through Karachi and up through the formal
lines of communication to where it is going to be
needed. Some will be stored for a brief time locally
in Kuwait before then being onward moved. Some
will, in fact, be transferred to the Americans because

they have a particular requirement for maintaining
operations at the COB (Consolidated Operating
Base), and there will be various arrangements for
both gifting and sale, whatever we will apply, and
then some will come back where, clearly, detailed
engineering activity is required to return it to
contingent stock. We would certainly aim to do that
in the most eVective way possible, so the Logistic
Support Regiment teams are in place, at the
moment, in Iraq assessing which categories apply,
and in some cases in-theatre repair generally will be
attempted.
Lieutenant General Applegate: But I think we should
be realistic. Where there is serious engineering
required we will be bringing them back to the UK.
That is exactly what we are doing, at the moment, in
terms of working out which equipment is required
where and where the work is best done, or whether
it is going to be put into unit holdings*** I suppose
one of the things that will worry me more is about
the ancillaries in terms of the Bowman and electronic
counter-measures which, again, we need to ensure
what state they are in, whether they are fit for
purpose and whether we can do that work.

Q205 Mr Hamilton: Chairman, you said in that
information on the casualty lists that one of the
relevant factors will be how they may be retained
within the Armed Forces. Is there any real problem
with anybody not being retained after injury?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: I will add that to the list.
It is not my area of expertise.

Q206 Mr Holloway: With all this planning you are
doing, you must have a range of numbers from x to
y that you might need to send to Afghanistan. Can
you tell us what that is?
Lieutenant General Applegate: ***

Q207 Mr Holloway: I mean men.
Lieutenant General Applegate: In terms of the men
transferred?

Q208 Mr Holloway: From what to what? You are
making certain assumptions. Presumably there is a
bracket in the numbers of men that may be
redeployed to Afghanistan that you are working on.
What is the sort of minimum and what is the
maximum? What is the size of the envelope?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: No, this increment of
recuperation assumes the existing force levels in
Afghanistan—no change. Clearly, if there is a
change we will need to re-factor that.
Chairman: We will come on to that later.

Q209 Mr Hancock: First of all, congratulations on
your future promotion to Admiral and your new role
as Commander-in-Chief later in the year. It is nice
that you have got that. What are the priorities for
recuperation as far as the maritime environment is
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concerned? Where are you particularly worried
about situations that you have had to cope with
because of redeployment of resources within the
Navy over the last couple of years to cover
operational needs?
Vice Admiral Sir Trevor Soar: I think the first point
I would like to make is that the articulation of those
priorities between DE&S and Navy command is
written in our Joint Business Agreement, which is a
flexible agreement which we review almost on a daily
but certainly on a monthly basis. The first priority is
the maintenance of our standing commitments. We
have eight standing commitments, so above and
beyond obvious ones like TELIC and Calash, they
are Standing Naval activities, Atlantic patrol tasks,
standing NATO forces, etc., so from my perspective
I have got to make sure that we deliver the right
levels of support to meet that. The second element of
this is to recover the current under-performance. We
know, and you heard evidence last week about the
reduced support period and the impact that had had
on the overall readiness of the fleet. I have a focus in
the recovery of the fleet’s readiness position. I think
the third area, and one we have already discussed, is
to achieve recuperation to the mandated readiness in
relation to small scale, medium scale, etc. These are
articulated in our Joint Business Agreement. We also
recognise that the operational tempo of the fleet,
because we have seen increased readiness with a
greater the number of units deployed, all adds to that
constraint. These are the priorities between DE&S
and the Front Line Command (Navy command),
and those priorities are clear. If those priorities
change, so for instance the EU military task for
piracy, then we can look to flex how we deal with
those priorities. The relationship between DE&S,
which is really what I am engaged in, and the Navy
command, is in this Joint Business Agreement, and
it is a joint team that looks at that.

Q210 Mr Hancock: Come July, after you have been
in command for a month, will you say, “I wish I had
done more in my previous job to make sure that I
have an easier job than I have now because I am now
going to have to tell Ministers I cannot do all the jobs
they want us to do”?
Vice Admiral Sir Trevor Soar: One of the key
elements of this is actually recovering the under-
performance of the Navy at the moment. We have
clearly articulated where our concerns are. One of
the principal challenges of this, of which some of the
members here are aware, is the Maritime Change
Programme. The Maritime Change Programme—
and I can go into the detail if you wish—is really
about changing the face of industry and the
relationship with the Navy in delivering a much
more improved and eVective support arena to the
fleet.

Q211 Mr Hancock: So what would you say the
biggest challenge is for the Navy?
Vice Admiral Sir Trevor Soar: The biggest challenge
I have at the moment from a support perspective is
really the destroyer and frigate force. We have

fragility in the force; there is a high operational
tempo with the force; we are seeing an ageing fleet,
and in some elements we are dealing with the
obsolescence; and we have seen some delays of
replacement of those in both the Type-45 and Astute
submarines, so managing that and ensuring that we
maximise the resources we have to recover some of
that fragility is one of the key elements on which I
focus.

Q212 Mr Hancock: How much help are you getting
financially to help in replacement? It is one thing
having an obsolete ship or a ship going out of
service, but it is when the equipment fails on that
ship and you cannot actually replace it like-for-like,
and you are having to buy very expensive other
equipment to come on board a ship. Are you getting
support and help to replace that sort of equipment
or are some ships at sea without the right equipment?
Vice Admiral Sir Trevor Soar: There are some ships
that are at sea with fragility at platform level unable
to meet the level of readiness required. The overall
fleet readiness sits at around 70% when it should be
95%, so there has to be prioritisation and there has
to be an element of choice within that. What I aim to
do, and what I have done in this particular job is to
make sure that within the resources the fleet have
they can prioritise appropriately and make sure that
the ships that are deployed in areas of high risk have
the appropriate equipment to meet that risk.
Chairman: Can I break in there; Linda Gilroy?

Q213 Linda Gilroy: You mentioned the Maritime
Change Programme just now. My understanding of
that is that is what will shape the future of the Royal
Navy’s infrastructure and maritime industrial base
over the next 10 to 15 years. Key to that is retaining
the skills base and a part of that is the Surface Ships
Support Programme, as it is now called (it was the
Alliance). To what extent have the decisions about
the future carrier put at risk the maintenance of the
skills base basis relevant to both the carrier and to
the deterrent?
Vice Admiral Sir Trevor Soar: If I deal with the
carrier first of all. Clearly the slipping of the carrier
has changed some of the assumptions in relation to
how the carrier alliance was going to deliver the
carrier build and therefore its relationship with the
volume of work, but we are bottoming that out with
the alliance. It has been very positive in our
relationship because of the Maritime Change
Programme and our ability to understand what we
call the key industrial capabilities required under the
Defence Industrial Strategy to deliver our strategic
capabilities of both building, in this case, the carrier,
or supporting our ships and submarines in the
future. Again, as you are acutely aware because we
are having a debate this week in Plymouth on this, it
has had some impact, but what we are doing is,
because we have got a clear view of what the
industrial capabilities required are, and we are in a
very open debate with both Babcock Marine, BVT
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and BAE Systems, working through that in relation
to the Maritime Change Programme. We do have an
issue of about seven years downstream, and that is
why we have a number of options to deal with that
reduction in volume that emerges from the change of
the programme. If you consider the overall
programme, we have to look at both the build
programme and the support programme. We have to
look across the whole arena of the industrial
capabilities and the volume of people we have, and
how we manage that in the most appropriate
manner. In the case of Devonport, we have a very
clear programme in relation to the submarine
refitting programme, and what we are doing now, in
debate with Babcock Marine, is looking at how we
maintain volume between the dips. The submarine
programme is lumpy, and it is important we
maintain the industrial capabilities in between those
dips. That is where the Surface Ships Support
Programme comes into its own, and that is really a
debate that we are now having with the two
companies.

Q214 Linda Gilroy: I understand the debate but the
question was: are the tensions now so great because
the carrier programme has been slipped? The way I
visualise it is that you say it is lumpy and there are
the troughs, the dips, and the work that was destined
to be for Plymouth on deep maintenance of frigates
seems to be now slipped with the carriers to staying
in Rosyth, so how can you maintain both skills bases
with the same amount of work on the frigates but the
troughs being aVected?
Vice Admiral Sir Trevor Soar: Again, when we meet
later this week we can go into a much greater level of
detail, but, in some ways, the slippage of the carrier
means that we do not need to build the work force
levels up to a much higher peak than they were
before, and so the carrier alliance has come up with,
first of all, their means of delivering the carriers with
a smaller force level of industrial workers than we
were planning before. That does not mean there is a
redundancy aspect. This is about how much extra
recruiting they had to do previously vis-à-vis how
much they can manage the programme now. So the
first key building block to look at is the overall
volume required for the carrier build, and that work
is still on-going, and will be finished by the end of
March. When we have got that clarity, then we will
start to look at how we maintain those industrial
capabilities, and that will have to be then a
rebalancing of what ships we need to put into Rosyth
for refit and what ships fit into Devonport and
Portsmouth. What we are doing with the Maritime
Change Programme is having a much more
informed debate. It is going to be an alliance in
surface ships, but from a Devonport perspective we
have to categorically remove the dips in the load
because otherwise defence is paying for an overhead
which is not being utilised, and then we have to say
what is left over and how do we apportion that
between Rosyth, to maintain the industrial

capabilities to build the carrier, and Portsmouth and
Devonport for support. We have got a meeting this
week to go into a level of detail on that.
Mr Hancock: But (i) you do not have enough ships
to satisfy that and (ii) you do not have enough
money to do it, because it is obvious, is it not, that
some of the dips have been because ships have stayed
in service longer because there have not been the
resources there to refit them in the way that should
have been done, and that is one of the problems with
the equipment. The workforce in Portsmouth, as I
am sure the workforce in Devonport will tell Linda
the same, see it when the ships come in, the amount
of work that needs to be done is far greater than they
would have anticipated in the past when ships
came in.

Q215 Chairman: Is that correct?
Vice Admiral Sir Trevor Soar: It is correct that the
levels of emerging work are greater than we had
planned for. That comes down to the fragility of the
fleet. That is why the Maritime Change Programme
is absolutely fundamental because industry also
recognises that whilst over the last 10 or 15 years we
have reduced the number of ships and submarines,
we have not reduced the infrastructure that meets the
support and the build. We have a position at the
moment where industry understands that the
volume of work downstream beyond the carrier will
reduce. What we are doing now with the Maritime
Change Programme is working with industry
eVectively to mend the roof while the sun is shining
at the moment. We are now into the detail, which is
why we are seeing some negotiation strategies
emerging from certain companies. We are now at a
level of detail where we have agreed the volume of
work required, we have agreed what are the
minimum key industrial capabilities to meet that,
and we are in the negotiation position now of how
do we best balance that between the build and the
support yards. I am quite positive about the
Maritime Change Programme, but we are now in a
level of detail where we have got to make sure that
we are absolutely clear on how we take this forward.
As I say, the first building block is the carrier build
programme. We are close now to getting agreements
with the carrier alliance on how they are going to
build the carrier under the revised assumptions that
came out of the equipment examination.
Linda Gilroy: I am glad to hear you say that you are
confident about the Maritime Change Programme,
but for the reasons that Mr Hancock has just given,
it is a little diYcult for people to see how the same
number of ships in the Surface Ships Support
Programme, with the slipping of the carriers, can
maintain the skills base. It is not just the overhead
issue as far as the submarines are concerned, it is
actually, as this Committee’s report on the skills and
the deterrent showed, absolutely critical to
maintaining the confidence of the workforce to stay
where they are to do the very skilled work that they
need to do. Certainly your confidence is not shared
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widely at the moment that that is fully appreciated
and properly planned for. If I may just ask one
question rather than an observation —
Chairman: I am pleased about that because it seems
to have been a comment rather than a question.
Linda Gilroy: It is an observation, you are right.
Chairman: So you do not have to answer it!

Q216 Linda Gilroy: The question flows from one
which Mr Holloway asked earlier which is the extent
to which all of these pressures play into the
capability that is required to support the fleet in the
future. We had a discussion—and no doubt you have
read Mr Hamilton’s questions and answers last week
on the carrier—about whether we have suYcient
capability to match the future carrier, and so I would
appreciate your comments on that and some insight
into what is happening to the Future Surface
Combatant Programme and whether that, too, is
slipping in line with the slip dates of the carrier and
the stretch in the budget?
Vice Admiral Sir Trevor Soar: We are having a very
close debate with industry in relation to the terms of
the business agreement, both with Babcock Marine
and BVT, and commercially we are at a very sensitive
stage at the moment where we are close to reaching
agreement on that. The key principles of those
agreements are long-term sustainability of the right
size infrastructure and workforce to deliver the
support and build requirement of the future Navy.
That is fundamental because we cannot stay as we
are because we know our overheads, our
infrastructure, et cetera, are greater than we can
aVord and it would be irresponsible for defence not
to change. What we do have under the Maritime
Change Programme is a recognition and a
willingness by industry to change and to take a
longer term view on providing support and
procurement for the Navy now and in the future.
Equally, I would say that the Treasury has been
engaged in this, and we have regular discussions with
the Treasury in how we best deliver this programme.
So the Maritime Change Programme is the key to
delivery of an aVordable and long-term enterprise as
a partnership between the Ministry of Defence and
industry in delivering the support and build
infrastructure we need for the future. I am absolutely
convinced about that. Industry, equally, understands
that. However, we are going through some very
diYcult commercial negotiations at that stage,
which is why I am going down to Devonport this
week to see you.

Q217 Mr Hancock: I wish you luck in your meeting
in Devonport and I am sure we will get a note of
whatever transpires from it. What about the future
of the Royal Fleet Auxiliary? Are we really able to
sustain that for much longer?
Vice Admiral Sir Trevor Soar: The Royal Fleet
Auxiliary is first of all operationally very busy
because of the operational tempo, and that adds
pressure, if you like, to our ability to recuperate. The
second point is that the equipment examination, the
MARS programme, was deferred, and so we were

invited to re-examine the programme, and that
debate is now going on as to how we deal with the
diYcult issue of single hull tankers. I am not sure
whether this came up in the evidence previously.

Q218 Mr Hancock: No it has not.
Vice Admiral Sir Trevor Soar: It is a real concern.

Q219 Mr Hancock: It is a real issue.
Vice Admiral Sir Trevor Soar: It is a real issue for
both the Navy and I would suggest to defence, and
we have to resolve that issue. We are looking now at
how we are going to deal with that, both in the
interim and in the longer term. What are we going to
do to recover and get in a position of bringing afloat
support into a long-term manageable and
supportable arena. At the moment we are managing
that and we are looking very carefully at what
options we have, and this will then form part of the
planning round that is going on in relation to
delivering the support that is needed over the longer
term, in particular the single hull tanker issue.
Mr Hancock: I think Chairman if we go on much
longer with the Navy, the Army the Air Force are not
going to get a look in.
Chairman: Let us move on to the Army then and
Adam Holloway

Q220 Mr Holloway: What are your priorities for
recuperating in the land environment? Are there any
particular areas that concern you?
Lieutenant General Applegate: First of all, rolling
recuperation is the issue that exercises most of my
time. In other words, making sure that those items of
equipment out on operations are kept fit for purpose
and also making the most of the opportunities to
keep the fleet up to an acceptable standard to
support those ops, rather than waiting for, as you
have heard, broader direction of recuperation over
the longer term. So rolling recuperation is my first
priority to support those operations. Next is the
recuperation, specifically, of the items from Iraq that
need to be deployed to HERRICK. *** As I said,
there is a much trickier area which lies in the area of
Bowman and electronic counter-measures
equipment which we want to see transferred between
theatres. That is recuperation, again, in order to
support current operations. Then it is the business of
recuperating in time for the small-scale focused
intervention operations. That is a decision which I
would hope for this year—which I can develop
further if you want me to—in order to give me
confidence that we can reach that. I am also keen to
see how we can improve our general sustainability of
force elements at readiness. *** and I would like to
see that actually rebuilt and the money applied for it.
In the slightly longer term, once I get departmental
advice, I would hope to ***.

Q221 Mr Holloway: You mentioned helicopters. Are
there any other types of equipment that are
particularly knackered?
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Lieutenant General Applegate: Picking up your term
which is most eloquent, knackered is a good word
considering how hard some of this equipment is
being used. In no particular order, but certainly to
give you the priorities, I would be worried about
making sure the Warrior that come back are
returned to the state which we would wish them so
we can use them more fully. There are some
Challenger which I want to see done, Bowman and
electronic counter-measures equipment, to repeat
once again, and of course, as you would expect in
terms of Merlin, to make sure that the Merlin work
is complete before it is redeployed to Afghanistan.
That gives you a flavour of some of the things which
are of most concern as far as the current equipment
is concerned.

Q222 Mr Holloway: Just on the specific point of
Warrior, we have got 700 of these and only 100
deployed. Surely we have 600 others that are not too
knackered?
Lieutenant General Applegate: ***

Q223 Mr Holloway: So these are a diVerent
category then?
Lieutenant General Applegate: Yes, the problem
about dealing with operations, and focusing on
operations, which is obviously from a land
perspective the main priority, is that you have quite
a lot of fleets within fleets, and you have small
elements of those fleets which are at a high standard.
One of the challenges is to manage those small
elements, both in order to carry on using them in
operations, and to ensure that they can be
recuperated where we have flexibility because that is
the sort of equipment we want for the future.

Q224 Mr Holloway: Have reductions in stock
holding of munitions and spares damaged your
ability to recuperate?
Lieutenant General Applegate: They have presented
a bigger recuperation challenge, without sounding
too mealy mouthed about this. Where we have had
this is in the provision of spares, which is a priority
to the operational theatres, which has had an impact
on those elements in the UK. To give you an
example, with regard to Merlin, we have used
something like 50% of the spares to support 20% of
the fleet. Naturally enough, the priority has gone to
theatre and those left behind are at a lower standard,
and we need to do something to bring those back up.
In terms of the armoured vehicles, roughly
availability is hovering, depending on which type, at
about 50%. That worries me because that is quite a
large level to build up from. It picks up on your
Warrior point. We need to do some work on that. In
particular, I would like to see us managing to catch
up on some of the base overhaul activity. *** The
impact of that is that we should not be carrying on
using them on training and therefore there is an
impact on pre-deployment training, etc. Munitions,
as you have already heard, is an issue because they
are being used a lot, and on current usage rates, I
would wish to be seeing decisions taken this year in

order to see stocks built back up, *** So far as the
three main areas that I would pick up, they would be
guided MLRS. I think I am pretty happy with the
rolling approach we have for that. We are using lots
of those. Javelin and Hellfire would be the other two
where I think we particularly need decisions on this
year, not least because of the very long lead times ***

Q225 Mr Holloway: On that, you mentioned the
figure of £500 million worth of stuV. Is that roughly
what we have used in Iraq or Afghanistan or is it
more than that?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: No, that is a figure on the
capital weapons, forgive me.

Q226 Mr Holloway: That is diVerent from the
ammunition?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: There is a minor technical
moment in terms of resource accounting codes here,
but literally all of that what you would call ammo (50
cal and all that kind of stuV) is in a particular
category where we are authorised to replenish on a
rolling basis, and it has already been charged to the
Reserve Stocks and being kept at the levels needed.
It is the capital assets, and the General mentioned
three key ones, Hellfire GMLRS and Javelin, where
we have been specifically dealing with the Treasury,
and have in place this week the required forward
order authorities to actually restore those stocks.
The other classic items are rather more on AVM
Bollom’s side of the house,***

Q227 Mr Holloway: I appreciate that these are
extremely expensive but there is not some question
of not restocking to the same level? You are not
going to have a situation where commanders on the
ground are saying, “We can only fire three Javelins,
boys”?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: No
Lieutenant General Applegate: I hope not.
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: No, it is fine.

Q228 Mr Jenkin: Before you leave that point, why is
there any question about restocking the levels of
these weapons? Surely, it is a no-brainer and if we
needed them before we need them now?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: Because our stock holding
numbers policy for replenishment is geared against
one of the most demanding scenarios, *** and the
rates of consumption that would be implied in those.
Clearly, as you mentioned, these weapons have a
long lead time and are extremely expensive things,
and technology moves on, so the logic of not actually
recovering on a rolling basis as each one gets used,
to go and buy another one, is, firstly, not a sensible
way of ordering these things and, secondly, you
might not actually want those. *** That was back to
the Chairman’s earlier point of whether we are
trying to recover to the 2003 level. The answer was of
course in principle yes, but as modified by what you
really need in today’s world.
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Q229 Mr Hamilton: So doing it that way allows you
also to take account of new developments that have
taken place in that field?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: Correct. The absolute
classic of course would be where we have lost C-
130K Hercules, we have not, under our insurance
policy with the Treasury, had an old-for-old
replacement. We have used that funding for what a
new Hercules of that type would have cost, but used
it to buy a third of a C-17.

Q230 Chairman: Then you have a discussion with
the Treasury, do you, about which element of that
enhancement of the capability comes out of the
reserve and which element comes out of the core
budget?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: What is appropriate,
absolutely.
Mr Hamilton: That makes sense.

Q231 Mr Havard: Apologies for being late. You may
have covered this but this is exactly the point that I
was trying to get at at a private briefing we had about
standards. The language seems to change. It is about
recuperation but it is the standards to which you
recuperate. Is each one done on a case-by-case in
that discussion with the Treasury, or is there going to
be some list of new standards, as it were, as to what
armoured vehicles are going to be looking like into
the future? Is it done case-by-case as they come
along, currently presumably it is on that basis?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: It depends on the urgency
of need. We have a rolling recuperation programme
which eVectively runs automatically and replaces
things that have been used. We have this moment-in-
time recuperation where one operation is finishing
and we are now trying to restore the contingent level
previously held, but then within the totality of that
we will have discussions with the Treasury and
obviously fellow colleagues in the Ministry of
Defence, on what then is the best use of that funding
to replace that missing gap and how it should be
used, is it the current position or just to restore us to
the standard that we were previously at because that
is satisfactory.

Q232 Mr Holloway: Just finally on the land side,
Merlin and Chinooks are so important to land
forces; what is going to happen vis-à-vis
recuperation?
Lieutenant General Applegate: Primarily on a rolling
basis. That is a classic example of where we ensure
we keep flying hours under control. Actually we are
bringing them back down at the moment. Because of
some measures we took to increase spares for the
Merlin, I am pretty content that these will be
available for operations. There is one area which is
still a little bit of a worry to me and that is we need
to conduct some operational data recording on all of
our helicopters just to see what the eVect is on the
handling flight characteristics and general safety,
because we have had lots of UORs. In some
instances we have changed the centre of gravity for

example. That would be my particular concern, but I
am pretty happy that we are on top of the helicopter
issues to meet immediate needs.

Q233 Mr Holloway: Just on numbers of personnel,
are PVRs an issue or not? The economy may be
going in your favour at the moment in terms of
recruiting. How is that going to aVect your
recuperation if it is diYcult to get enough people in?
Lieutenant General Applegate: I would find it
diYcult at the moment to put my finger on a
particular gap. I watch quite carefully some of our
avionics people who are being used a lot by
helicopters and for supporting UAVs for example,
across the force, to make sure that we are not losing
too many of those. There the pressures are somewhat
diVerent. I cannot put my finger on anything at the
moment that causes me concern as far as internal
capability is concerned to aid recuperation on an
equipment basis.
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: Probably medical
manpower would continue to be the significant
stress for the Department at large, so the ability to
recover a medium-scale capability with full medical
coverage and the deficiencies and pinch point trades
in medical would be a hazard there.

Q234 Chairman: Getting back to Merlins and
Chinooks, you said that 50% of spares were going on
20% of the Merlins.
Lieutenant General Applegate: Correct.

Q235 Chairman: Does the same proportion apply to
the Chinooks?
Lieutenant General Applegate: No, partly because of
Merlin being newer and partly because of some of
the problems we had earlier on with quality issues,
people getting used to managing aircraft. It has been
a more fragile fleet to develop, but I am happier
now—

Q236 Chairman: For the Chinooks?
Lieutenant General Applegate: No, the Merlin. I am
happier now that it is getting better in terms of
quality and capacity. A lot of eVort has been put in.

Q237 Chairman: In Iraq they were flying 85% flying
hours, 85% of availability of the Merlin fleet, which
was fantastically high.
Lieutenant General Applegate: It is one of those
things, again, which one monitors. It dipped down
at various times for a variety of reasons. The average
is around about 75%, which requires us to put spares
in in the way I explained earlier on, in other words
using the Merlin fleet in the UK to ensure that there
is availability in theatre to make sure that we have
spares.

Q238 Chairman: So what is the availability of
Chinooks?
Lieutenant General Applegate: I cannot give you the
actual figure. I will find out and I will ask them to dig
it out for you. As far as Chinook is concerned, I
think you have heard, the amount of hours we are
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getting out of our Chinooks is incredible. I think
there is only one small company in the world which
gets more hours out of their helicopter fleet and they
do logging activity in Canada. The combination of
working with Boeing and the user has been
remarkable in order to increase the numbers. I
cannot give you the actual availability at this
moment.

Q239 Chairman: What about the use of spares in
Chinook?
Lieutenant General Applegate: Again of course the
important thing about that, first of all, is that there
are more spares in the world which we have used our
influence to gain, in discussion with Boeing, and
hence the relationship with Boeing and maturity of
our relationship with Boeing and the through-life
support arrangements we have are hugely beneficial
in keeping helicopters flying. With Merlin there is a
smaller global fleet so we have been going around
trying to find more airframes and the necessary
support. Of course, we are using them at a rate we
did not expect, so our recovery trajectory with
Merlin is steeper, rather than with Chinook where
we are happy where we are. We are maintaining a
watching brief.

Q240 Mr Jenkin: On the Chinook there are quite a
number of out-of-service dates up to 2017 and
immediately beyond. I understand that at about
2020 we will only have 14 Chinooks left in the British
Army. How does that leave us managing a large-
scale operation?
Lieutenant General Applegate: I am not aware of
those figures. On out-of-service dates generally,
some things are obviously fatigue-critical, and it is
primarily a matter of how much resource is put in to
maintaining the capability. So if you are talking
about recuperation, from a land perspective, I would
wish to see an uplift in in-service support funding in
order to maintain the OSD dates of helicopters, or
any other piece of equipment. I am not aware of the
figures you have just told me.

Q241 Mr Jenkin: ***
Lieutenant General Applegate: I can give you the
detail, bear with me. I can give you the various
numbers that we would be wanting to have in order
to support particular scales of eVort. *** The issue,
as far as I am concerned is, as we have mentioned on
a couple of occasions, maintenance of support
operations in Afghanistan and then the recuperation
for contingent tasks. That presents a very diVerent
question. ***

Q242 Mr Jenkin: I would advise you to check the
oYcial out-of-service dates; they may change I
suppose.
Lieutenant General Applegate: Thanks for your
advice!

Q243 Chairman: Were the out-of-service dates
chosen before the Chinooks began to be flown so
intensively?

Lieutenant General Applegate: Yes, but helicopters
are not the only thing. We have planning dates, as
you know, in term of the overall programme to
ensure when those capabilities are likely to be
replaced. As I said earlier on, the issue for me is
retaining those out-of-service dates through
adequate provision of resources to replace the worn
out bits, at its simplest. If that money is not
forthcoming it may well mean to say that the OSDs
will be brought forward, and then we have to decide
whether we are going to have new money to replace
that fleet or we will take a capability gap. At the
moment my main concern is to get the money into
the programme to maintain those OSD dates.
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: We have analysed, as part
of the recuperation work, the changes to out-of-
service dates for the systems that are now freed up
from TELIC, and actually there are no significant
OSD adjustments that we need to make and
therefore now charge for. Essentially, for example,
C-130K has had considerable extra work done on it
and while therefore its out-of-service date did move
forward, but that has been adjusted by the rolling
recuperation programme in that we bought new
outer wing sets to bring them back to the out-of-
service date that was previously planned for them,
and therefore we know the Reserve is dealt with the
C-130K OSD issue already. On C-130J, there is no
doubt the work that is currently going on in
Afghanistan is continuing to advance that out-of-
service date, but it is still such a long way oV that it
is not actually at this stage of the recuperation
discussions with the Treasury that we need to take
that into account. That will be for the post-
Afghanistan phase rather than the Iraq phase.
Simon is rather more of an expert on helicopter
engineering than I am, but of course their OSD is
more malleable in so far as you continuously replace
the bits that wear out, the gear boxes and the
engines, and that sort of thing, and the rest is a
cardboard box that hangs around it really, therefore
it is more able to be dealt with.

Q244 Mr Jenkin: You are a fast jet man yourself!
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: Quite a lot of that
background, yes. But I think in the point you were
making on the helicopter numbers, you are quoting
the current published OSDs for existing systems
without reflecting Future Medium Lift and Future
Heavy Lift helicopter programmes. We have not yet
fully defined what those will be and therefore what
the particular mix is that will then therefore give us
a whole set of new dates to reflect those programmes
because they are not yet in place.

Q245 Mr Jenkin: How important are they for
achieving recuperation programmes beyond 2017?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: I think I hide behind the
previous answer there—until such time as we know
what the Afghanistan position is, that is a very
diYcult one to answer.
Chairman: A very sensible thing to do! Adam
Holloway?
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Mr Holloway: Can I ask Simon Bollom this
question.
Chairman: You have been sitting here for an hour
and a half without being asked a question and we are
just about to break that now!

Q246 Mr Holloway: Based upon my ignorance and
my terror of flying, surely a knackered old Chinook
or Tristar has got to be more dangerous than a
newer aircraft?
Air Vice-Marshal Bollom: No is the simple answer. If
I pick up the Chinook example in the first instance,
there are certain what we describe as fatigue-critical
lifed components that have been analysed, and their
behaviours are well-understood, and provided they
are replaced at the time set by the designer, by the
manufacturer, there is absolutely no reason why it
cannot keep going and replacing those items. The
General mentioned earlier on another thing that we
do which is called operational loads measurement,
so from time to time you actually instrument that
aircraft and record the sort of flying and the sorts of
stresses that they are undergoing to check that they
are actually representative of what you have got in
your design models. Then of course you have got the
experience of actually doing the deep maintenance
itself, which helps to provide an indication of those
items that are wearing out more quickly, where you
might have technical issues, and where you might
need to put in a focused engineering campaign. We
are very clear that in terms of the safety standards
that we apply to an aircraft, whatever age it is, it is
the same for whether it is a new aircraft or one that
has been in service for some time. Indeed, if you look
at our current arising rates, actually the higher risk
area is probably for aircraft that you have just
introduced into service where you have got less
experience of how they behave and how they are
being used.
Chairman: We seem to be moving seamlessly in the
air environment. David Borrow?

Q247 Mr Borrow: If I start oV with the sort of
question that my colleagues have asked of the other
two Services, which is: what are the priorities for
recuperation and which parts of the RAF give you
most worry?
Air Vice-Marshal Bollom: ***

Q248 Mr Borrow: Is that a mixture of capability
within the RAF itself as well as the capability within
the supplier?
Air Vice-Marshal Bollom: Yes. In the way in which
we support most of our aircraft now, it is a
combination of industry providing, if you like, some
of the deeper technical skills and indeed their
management of the wider support chain. We tend to
place a certain amount of Servicemen in our deep
repair organisations for two reasons, really. Firstly,
it is to provide some recuperation from deployed
operations, not necessarily a rest but recuperation
from being away, and secondly it also provides the

Service people with the deep skills necessary to be
able to support smaller detachments of aircraft when
they are in the forward domain.

Q249 Mr Borrow: So is part of your concern over the
type in particular, that once the production of
Typhoon comes to an end and we move on to JSF,
then there will not be that level of expertise within
the company that there would be now? Is that an
issue?
Air Vice-Marshal Bollom: Clearly the production
element is manpower intensive and there is an issue
there about deployment of skilled labour. I think as
important for sustainability are the design and
engineering capabilities that are being used to design
new aircraft and design new upgrades. They are
high-end skills and we need to make sure that our
programme is configured so that we retain those
people.

Q250 Mr Havard: You say that an air sector strategy
is required to do all of this?
Air Vice-Marshal Bollom: Yes.

Q251 Mr Havard: Is there a particular workstream
going on to do exactly that, because we have been
told with DIS there is not going to be a DIS2 and all
the rest of it so these strategic views of the
relationship with industry seem to be problematic
across the piece. Is there some specific work being
done and what is the crucial date by which such work
would need to be done? Is there a crucial piece of
timing?
Air Vice-Marshal Bollom: DIS one set the tone in
terms of our partnerships with industry. Rather than
being a strategy that has got to be in place by a
certain date, what we have done is put the processes
in now so that we can sit down with those major
manufacturers—BAE Systems, AgustaWestland,
for example—and as a team we look at those issues
and we manage the programmes to meet those.

Q252 Mr Havard: So that is an iterative programme
that goes on all the time?
Air Vice-Marshal Bollom: It is iterative, yes.

Q253 Mr Jenkin: To come back to the question of
old airframes, we are in private and I have got no
intention of stoking this issue in public, but we have
already had one tragedy with the Nimrod through
mechanical failure and it stretches credulity to insist
on the textbook answer that there is no additional
risk with an older airframe, A former commander
(Joint Helicopter Command) has said to me in
private that he loses sleep over the aged SF Chinooks
because they should have been replaced some years
ago. Surely this has to have an eVect on what you
describe as capability in terms of this additional risk?
Air Vice-Marshal Bollom: I think it is a bit like any
equipment that has run on a while; you have to take
extra care. I do not accept the premise that we are
taking more risk because I do not think we are.
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Q254 Mr Jenkin: But there are more unknown
factors.
Air Vice-Marshal Bollom: You say that but actually
I would turn it on its head and say there are more
known factors, provided you have got the systems in
place to monitor the health of those airframes, that
you are doing your maintenance very carefully, and
you do not suddenly change the environment in
which they are used. I think perhaps what recent
events have shown us is that you require with older
aircraft that high degree of attention to detail and,
provided you do the right things, I do not see any
major issues with running on aircraft for long
periods. We brought the Chinook in 1978 and that
has run on and it remains the work horse for the
fleet. It has had a mid-life upgrade in the mid-1990s
and it can go on. Similarly, if we look at helicopters,
with Sea King and Wessex, they have run on very,
very successfully.

Q255 Chairman: So if you have the systems in place
to monitor the health of Chinooks they are okay? Do
they all have cockpit voice recorders?
Air Vice-Marshal Bollom: They do now, yes.

Q256 Chairman: Do they all have black boxes?
Air Vice-Marshal Bollom: My understanding is that
they do but this is not my particular area and it
would be better if I came back to you with a
definitive answer on that.
Chairman: I would like to know the answer on
that. David?

Q257 Mr Hamilton: I agree with the last comments
about actually knowing, and the maintenance that
you are doing that actually helps you, and therefore
it becomes safer rather than not safer, but there does
come a time on downtime with the amount of
maintenance that you are doing, at which point does
that downtime gets to the mark and you say that this
cannot get on?
Air Vice-Marshal Bollom: You have hit the nail right
on the head there.

Q258 Mr Hamilton: Thank you.
Air Vice-Marshal Bollom: In theory you could
maintain them forever. It is the same with vintage
cars, you could keep them going forever, but there
does come a point where the eVort that is required is
not worth it. I think from a military application
probably more realistically it is the obsolescence, in
particular the electronic and avionic obsolescence
where the systems architectures in the aircraft will
not allow you to embody things like secure radios
and defensive aid system and you will not be able to
successfully integrate them into the systems which is
why we have brought things in like the Typhoon to
replace the Tornado F3.

Q259 Mr Hamilton: There is a diVerence between
upgrading and at some point, because of new
developments that take place, there must come a
point where you say, “Hold on a minute, we can

continue to do this but we really need to bring this
new development in,” because there are new system
being developed all the time, it is just a balance.
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: You are absolutely right,
the nature of current operations has demonstrated a
number of discrete areas where a more modern fleet,
of whatever system, is actually a far healthier
position to be in, and of course probably the
ultimate Departmental example of that is Tristar.

Q260 Mr Hamilton: My question then is if we are
going to be in Afghanistan for the long haul, should
that not be what we are doing right now, instead of
just continuing to upgrade we should be looking at
new equipment coming in? If it is agreed that we are
going to be in Afghanistan, at whatever level, for a
lengthy period of time, should we not really be
talking about spending the necessary amount of
money to get the new equipment and new airframes
in and starting to make those changes now?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: We are mindful of those
priorities at all times when conducting the
Programming Round, so for example when choices
are to be made on how you flex the available
funding, clearly something that is at the wrong end
of its life and is not as useful as you would wish
remains an absolute high priority for replacement.
So, for example, the Future Strategic Tanker
programme in delivering an air transport defence aid
equipment and is a highly reliable aeroplane that
moves troops during troop rotations in and out of
theatre to time and in a guaranteed way and that is
not ineYcient. With the older Tristar, we are not
using the fleet as eYciently as we could because its
age gives you start up reliability issues. Once
airborne it is as safe as it has ever been but you just
have to nurse it into the air, you have to have a spare
aeroplane standing by, and the absolute right answer
is the delivery of the A330s to replace it as soon as
we possibly can.

Q261 Chairman: Yes, because what has happened in
Australia is they took our design and they have them
in service.
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: That is true, yes.

Q262 Chairman: And we are still hoping to get some
at some stage?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: I think it is rather stronger
than a hope. The contract is in place and the delivery
dates are secure, but I think the point you are
making, Chairman, is our route to that has been via
a PFI approach which has taken rather longer than
we would have hoped to get into place.

Q263 Chairman: Was that in order to save money?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: It was to make it
aVordable.

Q264 Chairman: Has it actually cost money?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: No, it represents—and I
will defer back to Simon—a very cost-eVective way
of doing business.
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Q265 Chairman: Except you have had to run on the
old aircraft that keep breaking down?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: The programme dates
have not been subject to significant slippage. I think
the problem has been that the demands we have
placed on the Tristar, because of the nature of the
theatre of operations, have identified the deficiencies
in running an old aeroplane in that maximised, high
reliability and installed systems environment that
was never really considered at the time the aircraft
was designed and modified throughout its life.

Q266 Chairman: In answer to David Hamilton you
recognised the advantage of getting new airframes
in, but actually it has been the constraints of
Treasury that have cost all this extra time and money
and the delays to our Armed Forces in getting to and
from theatre?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: No, I would not—

Q267 Mr Hamilton: No, that is not what I said.
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: No, I would not say it is
the constraints of the Treasury. It is most certainly
the overall shape and size of the Defence programme
and the priorities that we have previously set in it. If
I could wind the clock back 15 years, there is no
doubt I would be shaping that forward equipment
programme for the longer term delivery systems
slightly diVerently.

Q268 Mr Hamilton: I think the other answer to that
is that by saving money through a PFI it means they
can spend money in other places.
Air Vice-Marshal Bollom: The reality is of course
that we as airmen would want the newest and most
up-to-date equipment that we can get hold of.
However, it is incredibly capital intensive, so
aVordability and massaging the programme such
that we have got that coherent capability and it is
aVordable is one of the issues that any business
would face, I suggest.
Mr Hamilton: The reason I asked the question is
because of an answer you gave earlier on and that
was that, as we know, in 2017 there is going to be a
major reduction in certain equipment, and getting to
that financial change and getting the Treasury on
board becomes even more important, therefore your
lead in time must be even greater now than what it
used to be before because you have got to convince
the Treasury to come up with a financial system that
will allow those dates to be transferred down. That
was the reason that I asked it. That clarified it,
thank you.
Chairman: Are there any further questions that we
need to ask about the changes in Iraq and possibly
Afghanistan? Adam Holloway?
Mr Holloway: I do not have any.

Q269 Mr Havard: There is going to be a new facility,
as I understand it, at Bastian, which is going to be
particularly for armoured vehicles. It is the
relationship between a facility like that, which is
essentially within an operational theatre, and the
whole argument about recuperation. You will

understand what I mean. You are going to be
maintaining vehicles at that place, upgrading them,
so how do those two things fit together?
Lieutenant General Applegate: I will pick that up
because it is part of a review that we have just
completed, in view of the changing circumstances in
Afghanistan, not least the introduction of the
Americans. This equipment support facility that you
are talking about is primarily to allow us to do
sensible repair and overhaul and some integration of
UORs in theatre. The reason for doing that is that
at the moment, roughly speaking as a rule of thumb,
every two years we need to rotate the vehicles back
to the UK to actually have that work conducted
because we do not have the facilities. It will also be
obvious to you that that means to say we need airlift
to do it because they have classified systems on, and
that means putting more pressure on the air
transport fleet. What the support facility will enable
us to do is to keep the equipment in there for eight to
10 years by enabling us to do upgrades etc in place. It
is one of a number of activities and we will be able to
do the same with some of the electronics systems as
well, but that will be more diYcult. What we are
trying to do is to put more forward support close
behind the battle line to reduce the amount of
downtime, reduce the amount of churn, and make
more use of the resources that are there. As far as I
am concerned, it is a very important facility.

Q270 Mr Havard: Is that seen as just an eYciency or
is that seen as part of the broader discussion about
how you will deal with this question of recuperation
in the future?
Lieutenant General Applegate: It is both. I would see
it primarily being the business of rolling
recuperation rather than recuperation for the long
term. Going back to what I said before, it helps us to
keep the current fight appropriately resourced.
There is also an element of eYciency. But also in
order to improve eVectiveness I want to make sure
that the people who are deployed in theatre have
maximum impact on reducing the amount of logistic
burden, that rather unfortunate phrase, and
therefore ensure that we have got more turnaround,
and that it is more agile and better able to support
high-intensity operations. So I believe it comes back
to not long-term recuperation but rather making
best use of resources in theatre.

Q271 Chairman: Air Vice-Marshal Leeson, you have
told us that the recuperation dates that you have
given *** are based on the current levels of resource
in Afghanistan, yet we know perfectly well that we
will be asked to increase our resources in
Afghanistan. What size of increase in Afghanistan
would mean not just that you had to slow down the
recuperation dates that you are talking about but
had to stop it?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: I am not sure I have the
answer to that here and now because there are so
many potential models in a hypothetical question
such as that that one would need to go through to
work out exactly what the key issue would be.
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Q272 Chairman: In your answer you accept the
hypothesis, do you not?
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson ***.

Q273 Chairman: ***
Air Vice-Marshal Leeson: ***
Chairman: Unless there are any further questions,
thank you very much indeed for a fascinating
evidence session.

Mr Jenkin: Chairman, may I just add one other
comment. I think it is immensely impressive how
thoroughly the Ministry of Defence analyses this
question. I do not think another Department in
Whitehall would give us the quality of analysis that
we have heard today. I honestly believe that.
Chairman: Let us hope our analysis matches the
quality! Thank you very much indeed, gentlemen,
that is very helpful indeed.
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Q274 Chairman: Secretary of State, welcome back to
the Defence Committee. This is our first and only
evidence session in the public domain about
readiness and recuperation, but before we begin, I
would like to say that we have some very
distinguished visitors in the public gallery, to which
I probably should refer, from Pakistan and they are
most welcome. Secretary of State, this may seem a
rather cheeky question to start oV with, because the
title of our inquiry is our title. It is an inquiry into
“Readiness and recuperation for the contingent
tasks of today.” Since this is the only public session
that we are having on it, I wonder whether you could
tell us what you understand, first, by “readiness”;
second, by “recuperation”; and, third, by “the
contingent tasks of today”.
Mr Hutton: How long do we have? Recuperation is
essentially a process. Readiness is a condition.
Recuperation is an essential element, obviously, in
recovering from deployed operations and taking on
responsibility and an ability to prepare for other
tasks over and beyond current operations.
Contingent tasks, the tasks that we plan and prepare
for, we have set out in Defence Planning
Assumptions and they are widely analysed in a series
of papers that we published—we started from a
Strategic Defence Review in the 2003 White Paper,
and some of the other strategic analysis work that
has been done inside the Ministry of Defence since
then. I think all I can probably sensibly say about
contingent tasks is that they are likely to change. The
one thing we have found in a variety of current
operations, going all the way back during the
lifetime of this Government—let us say, looking at
operations in Sierra Leone, for example—is that
what we thought we needed to conduct a small-scale
operation like that turned out to be more than we
needed to do it. I would argue there is a common
misunderstanding about the nature of Defence
Planning Assumptions that underpin some of the
language about this debate about readiness and
recuperation, but the Defence Planning
Assumptions are not a straitjacket into which the
Armed Forces then have to be squeezed. They are
not designed to constrain the sorts of contingency
that we have to prepare for, the sorts of operations
that we end up conducting. They are guidance to
those in the Ministry and in the Armed Forces, all of
the three commands, land, sea and air, to base their
planning/their force generation/their preparation
work against, but they are not a straitjacket. I think

it was Eisenhower who said, when asked about how
we won the war, “Well, we had a plan.” It is good to
have a plan, but the plan had to change. I think any
good plan has to be capable of adaptation and
flexibility. That is basically my rather long-winded
answer to your question.

Q275 Chairman: It is not a long-winded answer at
all, but we will come on to the Defence Planning
Assumptions “shortly”—to use a government word.
You did not say that much in that answer about
readiness. Since 2005, the readiness of the Armed
Forces has been falling. Is that a comment you
would agree with—and I will come on to why?
Mr Hutton: Yes.

Q276 Chairman: Now, fewer than half—according
to Ministry of Defence statistics—of the force
elements are reporting no critical or serious
weaknesses. Is that something that you accept?
Mr Hutton: It is a figure I accept, certainly, but I
would just enter one very important caveat, a caveat
also in relation to your first question to me about
readiness. When I came to the Select Committee a
few months ago, I tried to make the point in relation
to our annual report that we have prioritised success
in current operations. We have done that, rightly, I
think, because that it is in the United Kingdom’s
national security interests to do so. When we deploy,
we have to win the fights that we are in. Everything
we do is geared to success on the ground. Because
military resources are finite, by definition it means
that we have not been able to train—and it is
essentially in the area of training—the units, the
force elements, for the full spectrum of contingent
tasks that we would like to prepare for. It has not
meant—and I think this is my caveat—that we have
been less successful. I think we have achieved
enormous success, for example, in Iraq.

Q277 Chairman: I would not for a moment suggest
that it had. I was just trying in those first two
questions to establish the facts on which we are
working. If readiness is down, serious or critical
weaknesses apply to more than half of the—
Mr Hutton: I agree with those facts, because I think
they are my facts. This is the data we have
provided—

Q278 Chairman: That is what I was going to come
on to.
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Mr Hutton: — so I do not want to dispute them, but
I think it is important, nonetheless, Chairman, to
make this point on the critical weakness, in
particular. It does not mean, for example, that those
units are weak operationally, that they are not able
to conduct their operations successfully. Critical
weakness is defined in the context of their contingent
capabilities, and they are not able to perform or to
undertake the full spectrum of contingent
operations because of the extent of the training and
deployment involved in active, current operations.
That would be the point I would make about that
statistic. In terms of readiness, again the great
danger here is to generalise from one set of statistics
into an overarching conclusion about the overall
position of the UK Armed Forces. For example, we
have taken no risks with UK homeland security, so
the forces that are available, land, sea and air, to
secure our borders have remained fully operational,
fully capable, throughout the entire period of
operations in Iraq and Afghanistan. Readiness is
measured against the full spectrum of contingent
capabilities, and, as I have said, we have simply not
been able to train the men and women who are
preparing to deploy to Iraq and Afghanistan or who
are on deployment, for the other contingent tasks
their units have some residual responsibility for. It is
simply not possible, despite how marvellous our
guys are, to get them to do two things
simultaneously. They cannot in the same sense of
being on active deployment in Afghanistan,
undertake small-scale, peacekeeping operations
somewhere else. It is simply not possible to do that.
Although, clearly, we may have taken risks—and we
have—against the full spectrum of contingent
capabilities, I believe the risks that we have run are
proportionate and they are fundamental to our
national security, that we succeed in Iraq and
Afghanistan. We would be less secure, in my view, if
we had not been prepared to take these risks against
some contingent capabilities, than if we had sat on
our hands and said, “Because there are risks, we
cannot deploy to Afghanistan, we cannot deploy
suYcient forces to Iraq.” That, in my view, would
have been a totally false economy, which would have
compromised UK security and not enhanced it.

Q279 Chairman: Personally I would agree with that.
The vision we see, though, of the increasing
proportion of serious weaknesses, critical
weaknesses, seems to have begun. That steady
decline seems to have begun around about the same
time as deployment to the south of Afghanistan.
Mr Hutton: True.

Q280 Chairman: Is that why you would suggest
those weaknesses have arisen?
Mr Hutton: Yes.

Q281 Chairman: Is that a proper conclusion from
what you have said?
Mr Hutton: Yes. To be honest, I think it is the only
conclusion to reach. There was not suddenly
deterioration. The deterioration is to do with the fact
that we then took on another medium-scale

deployment obligation in the south of Afghanistan.
I think it is inevitable, again coming back to what I
said a few minutes ago, that with finite resources, if
you take on two medium-scale enduring operations,
there will be an impact on the force elements
readiness to undertake contingent operations. That
is what we mean by a critical weakness in this
context, Chairman. It is not that the units themselves
have become fundamentally weak in the sense of
being militarily capable. That is not what we are
talking about. We are talking about their ability to
undertake the full spectrum of contingent
operations. As I have said, I think it is inevitable,
now that we are operating outside of the Defence
Planning Assumptions, with two medium-scale
operations concurrently and of an enduring
nature—although the drawdown in Iraq, I think,
will significantly help things—it is inevitable that we
have seen this pressure come to bear on our ability
to undertake, as I say, this full range of other
operations that we planned for.

Q282 Chairman: We will come on to the drawdown
in Iraq. In June of last year, 39% of our force
elements had no serious or critical weaknesses. That
went up in September to 42%, which was an
improvement, but nevertheless it is well under half.
What would you suggest was a level that was
unacceptably low?
Mr Hutton: I do not want to start throwing figures
around in this context. The Vice Chief of the Defence
StaV is planning his new recuperation directive,
which will be out, I think, quite soon—which I think
will help. The drawdown in TELIC is going to
improve things. I think it is worth just reminding
ourselves, in the context of readiness, that we are
seeing an improvement in readiness. I think the
Committee has been shown the figures on readiness
levels. Although there is more to do, I think we are
seeing signs of progress in relation to readiness now.
That is, I think, related to the drawdown that has
already taken place in Iraq and which will be further
accelerated later this summer when the vast bulk of
the combat units in Iraq come home. Maybe this is
something on which we can talk to the Committee
again in May, when the recuperation directive has
been finalised. We can help you then.

Q283 Chairman: When do you think you will be able
to meet your Public Service Agreement targets on
readiness?
Mr Hutton: They have been changed now, of course.
We had a numeric figure in the 2004–07 CSR period,
which I think was measured at 73% of their
contingent capabilities. But now it is in the MoD’s
Strategic and Operational something or other, where
it is about satisfactory levels of readiness which the
Ministry of Defence will decide itself. We have to do
some more work on readiness methodology. Again I
think we are very happy to talk to you about the
work we are doing on that but we do not have a
numeric target in the sense that we did in previous
years.
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Q284 Chairman: Is there a bit of a worry in your
mind: 73% was a figure which we did hit, somewhere
round about March 2006, but now that we are down
to 42% or whatever, that the figure has been
abandoned? Do you go for a subjective judgment?
Mr Hutton: No, we will try to be as objective as we
can. This is not some sort of sleight of hand. That is
not what it is about at all. We have agreed with the
Treasury a diVerent basis on which levels will be
calibrated. I think the Committee has the full text of
the 2007 document in front of it.

Q285 Mr Crausby: The MoD has been operating
above Defence Planning Assumptions for seven
years now; that is, that our Armed Forces can be
expected to do one enduring medium-scale
operation (around 5,000 people) plus one enduring
small-scale operation (a battle group of around 600
to 700 people). Is it not time that you significantly
revise the Defence Planning Assumptions.
Mr Hutton: We do keep these under very careful
review all the time. As I tried to say earlier on, the
current reality is that we have been operating well
beyond DPAs. I think that is going to come back into
a broader balance soon, but the fact that we have
been able to do so confirms the agility and flexibility
of UK Armed Forces. We have taken on a great deal
of extra work; there has been a lot of pressure. It has
had implications, for example, on harmony rules,
and the impact on Service families has been very
intense as well, but we are capable of doing these
things. We are not capable of doing these things
indefinitely. I think there is a very strong case for
looking critically at all of these Defence Planning
Assumptions and everything else that goes with it,
and, as I have said, the Services have a tradition—I
think it is a very noble one and a very good one—of
being able to do their best whatever the
circumstances, whatever defence planners have tried
to do in the past and whatever policymakers have
done, and I think that will continue to be the case. It
does not matter how much work you do, you would
not be able successfully to identify a plan for every
type of contingent operation that is going to hit you.
It is just impossible to do that. You just have to be
able to do the best you can. You have to make a
reasonable set of assumptions. I think Defence
Planning Assumptions are reasonable assumptions,
were reasonable assumptions, but we have to be
prepared, and we are, to look at all of these things in
the context of the future.

Q286 Mr Crausby: Afghanistan, quite properly in
my opinion, looks like a very long-term
commitment. Is it not time we took consideration of
that fact and just accepted that Afghanistan is a very
long-term enduring operation?
Mr Hutton: I do not think the problem, with respect,
is about our ability to deploy forces into
Afghanistan. The problem is the implications that
that has for the other contingent tasks that we have
agreed we should plan and prepare for. It does not
matter how you would characterise the Afghanistan
operations—as a standing military task, for
example, or anything else—the simple reality is that

on an operation of that scale it is going to aVect the
other contingent operating capabilities that you
might want to have for your Armed Forces.
Changing the designation of the operation in
Afghanistan is not going to make the slightest
diVerence to that.

Q287 Mr Crausby: Can you say something about
recuperation and to what extent readiness levels and
our standards are aVecting recuperation?
Mr Hutton: I think you have had a pretty full
briefing in the private session about where we are on
recuperation. For obvious reasons, I am sure the
Committee will understand that I do not want to
bring into the public domain some of those
discussions that you have been privy to. I would say
about recuperation that it is fundamentally
dependent on two issues: time and resources. On
time: it is a luxury, a commodity that I do not
control. Something else could happen; there could
be another conflict. I am afraid that the period of
grace from active operations that we are hoping for,
with the drawdown in TELIC, might not
materialise, because that is the nature of the beast.
But time is a precious commodity. If we have time we
can improve retention and we can improve, I hope,
recruitment into the Services, because
fundamentally we need that type of period in which
to replenish, to renew our people. There is some
evidence—it is anecdotal at this stage, because I
think we are too early into this—of seeing signs of
improvement on both retention and recruitment.
This will help us. On resources: we have a broad
agreement with the Treasury about the sort of
resources that we need for recuperation. We now
have to agree all of the small print that goes with
these general agreements and we are involved in that
at the moment. I am sure the Committee is aware
that the cost of recuperation is recognised across
government as a genuine net additional cost of
operations, and so we will get additional resources to
help the Army, the Navy and the Air Force look at
their equipment, because, essentially, in the context
of resources it is about equipment: replenishing fleets
and maintaining fleets of vehicles, for example. I
think we will do that. It is fundamental to readiness.
We have to have the time and the resources to renew
ourselves after the very, very heavy burden of two
major operations running concurrently.

Q288 Mr Crausby: Finally, what are the most
important lessons learned, in what has been a very
diVerent military experience in Iraq and
Afghanistan, on the use of the UOR process?
Mr Hutton: I think every country involved in Iraq
and Afghanistan has had a version of its UOR
programme itself. I do not want to bet my shirt on
this, but I suspect it is probably true historically, no
matter how far back you go, that very, very few
military campaigns have been started with all of the
right kit and all of the right people and all of the right
training for the campaign. I think that is probably
true. It is certainly true of the last two major
conflicts, World War I and World War II. There is an
evolution in campaign tactics, campaign equipment
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and so on, and that has been visible in both Iraq and
Afghanistan. We have spent something like £14
billion since 2001, overall, on the net additional cost
of operations, including UORs. I think, as a result,
we have some pretty capable kit and equipment now.
How much of that is going to be, as it were, capable
of being incorporated into the core equipment
programme, we do not know yet, until we are
basically out of Iraq, and we can make a judgment
about that in the first instance, but I think the UOR
process has been a vital part of achieving campaign
success. I do not think it reflects, as it were, a failure
in the core equipment programme of the MoD. I do
not believe that. By its very definition and nature,
you cannot necessarily plan for all of the detail of the
campaign reality, to the atmospherics and
everything else, of fighting a major, full-on counter
insurgency operation in a country like Afghanistan
as part of your core equipment programme. I just
think it is unimaginable that you would get into that
granularity with your core programme. I think it has
been a huge bonus for the Armed Forces that we
have had the additional capital going in to help our
people in our campaigns there, but that is probably
all I can say about UORs.

Q289 Mr Jenkin: We know what operations are
currently absorbing so much eVort of the Armed
Forces at the moment, but could you describe what
sort of operations you aim to recuperate the Armed
Forces for?
Mr Hutton: Broadly, they would be the pre TELIC
capabilities, based on our assumptions in SDR.

Q290 Mr Jenkin: Can you say a bit more about that?
Mr Hutton: I think is all set out in SDR at the
moment, and it has not changed.

Q291 Mr Jenkin: SDR was pre 9/11, pre Iraq, pre
Afghanistan.
Mr Hutton: That is true, but we are talking about the
new chapter capabilities as well.

Q292 Mr Jenkin: So expeditionary warfare, full
spectrum capability.
Mr Hutton: Yes.

Q293 Mr Jenkin: Wherever it may be.
Mr Hutton: Yes.

Q294 Mr Jenkin: The Chicago doctrine.
Mr Hutton: Yes. We are recuperating to that level of
capability that we identified initially in the SDR,
which has been subsequently refined in, for example,
the new chapter. I think it is important, however, for
the Committee to know that there has been a lot of
strategic work done in the department in the
intervening period. I think the impression—and
there is an impression—that all strategic work
stopped, let us say, after the new chapter was
published in 2002, is simply not true. I hope to be in
a position later this year to publish a little bit more
detail about the Defence Strategic Guidance that
was done for 2008, which I think will provide a little
bit more context and flavour for the question that

you are rightly asking, which is about: “This is what
we have done, what do we possibly need to think are
necessary obligations for us going forward?” They
are broadly the pre TELIC strategic parameters.

Q295 Mr Jenkin: On the PSA targets, I do not accuse
you of minimising the seriousness of the situation
but there is a tendency to regard these as just
statistics: “Yes, we know about that and we know
about that, and we are not too worried about it.”
Perhaps you cannot be specific about the additional
risks we are taking at such a low level of readiness,
but would you confirm that there are additional risks
of being less ready to such a degree?
Mr Hutton: Yes, there are. I think it would be foolish
to pretend otherwise. As I said earlier, you have to
take two fundamental considerations into account
as you balance the risk here. Not since the end of the
Cold War has the Ministry of Defence planned to
conduct simultaneous major conflict operations and
the ability to conduct the full spectrum of contingent
operations. We have not planned for that for the last
20-odd years—and I think quite reasonably so,
because the costs of doing that would be pretty high.
But there are two fundamental points here. First, if
you are going to take a risk—and we have—you
have to answer two fundamental questions. Is UK
homeland security at greater or less risk? If the
answer is that it is at greater risk, then that should be
a red warning light. It is not a greater risk. We have
made that absolutely clear in all the work that we
have done. The second fundamental point is: is it
worth taking that risk to secure UK national
security interests? I say, unequivocally, it has been
worth taking that risk.

Q296 Mr Jenkin: Looking at Defence Planning
Assumptions, which you say are subject to constant
revision but not the sort of step change of revision
that would result in much greater demand for
funding from the defence budget—Kosovo, Iraq,
Afghanistan, you say you are planning for similar
contingencies in the future which are vital to our
national interests—is there not a danger that
military commanders and politicians become prey to
wishful thinking that we can achieve as much as we
have to achieve with rather less than we need? Is not
the real lesson of Iraq and Afghanistan, particularly
Op HERRICK, that we went there with far too
much wishful thinking, without a real understanding
or a real internalisation into the military planning of
what the challenges could be likely to be, so we
finished up doubling the size of Op HERRICK as a
result of the experience of going there with far too
little?
Mr Hutton: I think there will be a time to opine
about the circumstances of the HERRICK
deployment. Personally I am not going to take up
that very generous invitation.

Q297 Mr Jenkin: Take Iraq then. Do not waste time
on it, what about Iraq? We started drawing down
from Iraq to try to restore the readiness and
recuperation of our Armed Forces on a wishful
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basis, when in fact we needed far more troops on the
ground in order to maintain peace and stability in
Southern Iraq.
Mr Hutton: I think all of those decisions about the
precise levels of troop deployments, both in Iraq and
Afghanistan, are matters where, as you would
expect, the Services themselves have the primary
voice, and I think that is right.

Q298 Mr Jenkin: They are very clear. You go and
meet the guys on the ground and they say, “What are
we meant to do now? We only have this and this and
this. What are we meant to do now?” That was the
experience of this Committee and of individuals.
Mr Hutton: I would say that there is, as always, a
range of views on these matters. I have experienced
that myself. I have taken back some of the comments
that I have heard on the frontline which I have
considered to be important and relevant, to relate
those back to the Service chiefs as well, and
sometimes things do change as a result of that. But
at the end of the day, politicians—Labour, Tory,
whatever—the fundamental way that the system
works is that military advice is requested and
received and then acted on. That is basically how the
operation works and that has to be, by definition,
because there is a chain of command, on the advice
of the most senior commanders in the Army, the
Navy and the Air Force. I do not want to repeat
myself, because time is precious, but have we learned
lessons as we have gone along in both theatres? Yes,
of course, we have. It has changed, for example, the
force elements we deploy. It has changed some of the
equipment that we have decided we need as the
campaign itself changes. In Afghanistan, for
example, it was a much more conventional conflict
in 2006 than it is today, with much more substantial
force-on-force engagement, almost quasi-classic
infantry style operations. That has been replaced
now by completely asymmetric attacks in the main,
using sometimes quite complicated IED devices and
that has necessitated a change in our force elements
there, in the way that we defend ourselves and can
prosecute our campaign. I do not think a change like
that can be regarded as evidence of mistakes, which
is often the assumption that people make. It is, I am
afraid, evidence that campaigns change. When you
come into contact with the enemy, most of the
planning in any campaign usually goes straight out
the window, and then you have to rethink. We have
rethought and we have been funded appropriately to
re-equip and re-provide and I think that is the key
point.

Q299 Mr Jenkin: Is not the real lesson of
Afghanistan and Iraq that we either have to
significantly enlarge the Defence Planning
Assumptions to be able to absorb the kind of activity
we have been undertaking, or we should realistically
plan to do much less—much less—than we have
been undertaking in recent years?
Mr Hutton: The lessons I draw from having done
this job for a short period of time is that you can
operate outwith Defence Planning Assumptions for
a period of time.

Q300 Mr Jenkin: For a limited period.
Mr Hutton: For a limited period. That has to be a
necessary agility and flexibility you have to work
with. If you do this job and say, “I’m sorry, we can’t
do that task,” irrespective of what it means for the
security of the UK “because it’s outside our Defence
Planning Assumptions,” we should all pack up and
go home, because that is not a proper defence policy,
that is as sort of rigid straitjacket bureaucracy which
can never substitute itself for a coherent defence
policy. You can tweak your Defence Planning
Assumptions until the cows come home, you could
have an army of people reworking and re-
engineering them, but at the end of the day, people
sometimes have to face a choice: “Do we have to go
outside them or not?” That, I am afraid, is always
going to be with us. It does not matter how well-
drafted the plans and preparations and the strategic
analysis has been.

Q301 Linda Gilroy: Secretary of State, you
mentioned a moment ago the possibility of some
new strategic guidance. Is that, and the Defence
Planning Assumptions associated with it, aVected at
all by the MoD input to the National Security
Strategy?
Mr Hutton: The NSS-2, as it is called, will be a very
important document, and, yes, we are inputting into
that. Both in 2005 and 2008 a lot of defence strategic
work was done in the MoD. These are essentially
internal pieces of work to help the forces themselves
understand the nature of the job that they have been
asked to do and how they plan and prepare for it. I
think the time is right to try to get as much of that
out into the public domain as we can. I think it will
be important that people see the thinking that is
going on in the department and how we are trying,
in response to Bernard’s question, to prepare the
Armed Forces for the future challenges. Afghanistan
is not an apparition. That is very largely the nature
of future conflict that we have to prepare for, so we
had better be absolutely sure now, because we
cannot waste time on this. You can ignore risks but
they do not go away in the meantime, you have to
always think ahead. I think the more we can share
with the public about the thinking that has gone on,
the better. I hope to be in a position to do some of
that later this year, and this will have an implication,
I think, for the future.

Q302 Linda Gilroy: A number of people when NSS-
1 was published thought that the MoD military
input was a bit on the light side. I take it from what
you are saying that that is not happening in terms of
the follow-up and the ongoing process and that the
MoD is fully engaged with what is happening on
that.
Mr Hutton: The MoD is very fully engaged. I know
people have said that about the National Security
Strategy, the first iteration of it. I do not think it is
true or accurate. The MoD, the Armed Forces of the
UK, have a very, very important role in counter-
insurgency and counter-terrorism and I think that
was acknowledged. We have certainly tried to
develop and improve our capabilities in all of those
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areas since 1997, but I think NSS-2 is an opportunity
to take the thinking and the strategy forward. I do
not want to pre-empt the publication of it, because I
think work is still in hand.
Linda Gilroy: Thank you.

Q303 Mr Jenkins: You said earlier on that we cannot
continue indefinitely to operate at this level over our
Defence Planning Assumptions. But that is not to
say that we should operate within or to our Defence
Planning Assumptions, and obviously we always
can go overboard. I do not expect an answer this
morning, because I understand you will be working
on this scenario, but when would it be possible to
provide the Committee with some plan or idea of the
planning required to get our present conditions back
closer to our Defence Planning Assumptions by a
level which we could live with indefinitely? Because
at the present time it looks like conditions have to be
altered, otherwise the machine gets broken.
Mr Hutton: I thought we had shared with the
Committee some of the detailed work we are doing
on recuperation and readiness. We shared with you
some of the timelines that we are working to, as well,
when we can restore some of those contingent
capabilities. We did that in a private session with
you. I obviously do not want to refer to any of that
material today, but if the Committee feels there is
still information you need that you do not have to
answer that question, I think the best way to do it
would probably be either in another private session
or with a confidential note to the Committee.
Mr Jenkins: Thank you.

Q304 Chairman: Secretary of State, we will be very
interested in the new strategic guidance that you
have been talking about. Does it, in essence, amount
to a new Defence Review?
Mr Hutton: I think the term Strategic Defence
Review has a connotation about a process involving
internal as well as external opinion. The DSG was an
internal exercise, but it is a significant piece of work.

Q305 Chairman: We all remember Options for
Change. Options for Change was a process that was
described as being something that was not a Defence
Review. It was called Options for Change because
people did not like the connotations of a Defence
Review, but it seems to me as though you are
describing a Defence Review.
Mr Hutton: No, I think I would be clear in my own
mind what a Strategic Defence Review would look
like. I think it would involve a process of debate and
consultation with the public, with external
stakeholders.

Q306 Chairman: But you have just said you are
going to share it with us.
Mr Hutton: Yes, but after we have done it ourselves.
I think that is a slightly diVerent process. I do not
want to leave the impression that the strategic
guidance work that was done in 2008 could be called
Strategic Defence Review. I think that would be an
exaggeration.

Q307 Mr Jenkin: Can I just ask a rather cheeky
question. The Chairman is asking about a Defence
Review and you keep talking about a Strategic
Defence Review. Is there a diVerence between the
two?
Mr Hutton: I do not know. There is a constant
process of work underway in the department—it
does not happen only at periodic intervals—where
we do look at our commitments, we do look at our
capacities and capabilities.
Mr Jenkin: But it is not strategic.

Q308 Chairman: Yes, you are producing strategic
guidance.
Mr Hutton: Maybe everything we do has a strategic
flavour to it. As I have said, we constantly look at
defence assumptions—all of the time.
Chairman: Excellent. Moving rapidly on.

Q309 Richard Younger-Ross: Coming back to
recuperation, the basis of recuperation is that we
have withdrawn troops from Iraq. What happens to
that recuperation process if there is another demand;
for instance, an increase in our forces in
Afghanistan?
Mr Hutton: If that were to happen it would clearly
impact on the timescales that we are currently
working to on recuperation. But our recuperation
assumptions are on the basis that our commitments
in Afghanistan have been broadly constant.

Q310 Richard Younger-Ross: What level of
additional forces deployed to Afghanistan would
have an impact on the recuperation?
Mr Hutton: I think it would need to be a significant
deployment. Again, I would not want to talk
numbers, because I do not think that would be very
sensible, but it would need to be a significant
deployment to Afghanistan to interrupt the
recuperation timelines.

Q311 Richard Younger-Ross: Do you think it is
likely there will be an additional request for forces in
Afghanistan?
Mr Hutton: I am not going to speculate about UK
force levels in Afghanistan today.

Q312 Mr Jenkin: Are you able to quantify the costs
of recuperation?
Mr Hutton: I understand the Committee has had a
figure shared with it. Is that not the case?

Q313 Chairman: Yes. We are in public session, so
you can tell us what you like in public.
Mr Hutton: This has been shared with you in private.
It will be several hundred millions. It is a
significant figure.

Q314 Mr Jenkin: Have you secured the necessary
funding?
Mr Hutton: We have done two things. We have
agreed with the Treasury this is a net additional cost,
so it will be met from the reserve and not from the
MoD’s budgets. The precise quantum, the precise
details, are still being worked through.
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Q315 Mr Jenkin: But there are some aspects of
recuperation that are not funded from the reserve;
for example, casualties. The retraining and
replacement of manpower is not funded from the
reserve.
Mr Hutton: I am not sure I know the answer to that.
I might need to write to you about that. I do not
know.1

Mr Jenkin: I am pretty confident that that is the case.

Q316 Chairman: Perhaps I can come in on that
answer. Often we tear people oV a strip for not
knowing the answers to things, but when they just
say they do not know the answer to things, I think
that is wholly commendable, to be encouraged.
Mr Hutton: Well, I am probably in trouble back at
the MoD, but thank you for that.
Mr Jenkin: That rather spoils my next question,
because it is about what you might have to forego
from your core budget in order to fund recuperation!

Q317 Chairman: We hope you do know the answer
to this.
Mr Hutton: Certainly the training load for
contingent tasks is funded under normal CSR
arrangements. That is certainly true, because that is
within our normal operating parameters. But I
would have to go back and check the specific costs
point that you raise. When the guys come back from
Iraq and we begin to train for the other tasks that we
have neglected, that will be a cost to the MoD.

Q318 Mr Jenkin: But when 1 Royal Anglian came
back from Afghanistan, a significant proportion of
their manpower that they went out with was now
unfit for service. They are expensive to train up to
that combat level. They will have to recruit new
people and retrain them. That comes out of the core
budget, is my understanding.
Mr Hutton: That might be possible, but, as I have
said, I will need to go back and check.

Q319 Mr Jenkin: Hit the Treasury with it. Who will
pay for the extra costs of the drawdown from Iraq?
Mr Hutton: That is a net additional cost to
operations, so that will be met from the reserve.

Q320 Mr Jenkin: And a certain amount of
equipment that is being left behind and gifted to the
Iraqis, who pays for that?
Mr Hutton: It will not be the Ministry of Defence. I
think that will be scored against the net operating
costs budget, I think.

Q321 Mr Jenkin: Scored against?
Mr Hutton: That will be part of the net additional
cost of operations.

Q322 Mr Jenkin: So from the reserve?
Mr Hutton: Yes. I do not think, by the way, there will
be a lot of equipment gifted, but if the Committee
would like a note on that, I am sure I can arrange
for that.2

1 Ev 56
2 Ev 57

Chairman: We certainly would. We would be very
interested.

Q323 Mr Jenkin: Where does the burden of
recuperation costs lie? Is it mainly equipment and
logistical support?
Mr Hutton: I think it has been four areas. It is
manpower, training, equipment and support
services. As I have said, we have a broad agreement
with the Treasury about the likely costs of that
recuperation package and that will be met from the
reserve.

Q324 Chairman: Did you get any extra money in
the Budget?
Mr Hutton: We got a small amount of money for
accommodation in fast-tracking some capital
schemes to improve Service accommodation.

Q325 Chairman: Was it new money?
Mr Hutton: That I will have to check as well. I do not
think so. I think this was a drawdown from future
budgets.

Q326 Mr Jenkin: Supposing we wanted to speed up
recuperation, is that expensive or can it physically be
achieved?
Mr Hutton: It would be expensive, yes, if we were to
accelerate our plans.

Q327 Mr Jenkin: It is not at the margin. The timing
of recuperation is financially sensitive.
Mr Hutton: It would depend what you mean by
accelerate. How quickly you could do that. There are
some physical constraints on the speed at which you
could recuperate, if it is about recruiting and training
people, for example, if it is about equipment and
industry and everything else.
Chairman: We will come on to that in just a few
moments.

Q328 Mr Havard: In terms of the costs, can I just be
clear. My understanding was that the recuperation
plan was to recuperate to a force structure as it was in
2003. A financial assessment profile was to be agreed
with the Treasury at the end of last month, the end
of March—the financial year, presumably—and
then from there, after negotiations with the Treasury,
whatever that might look like, you would do a
directive detailing the types of equipment and so on,
and what the costs would be would then be sent
out—which is presumably the thing you were talking
about earlier.
Mr Hutton: Yes.

Q329 Mr Havard: Is that still the plan? Was that on
track? Is it on track? Did you do that in March? Are
we seeing that process unfolding or has there been
any change to that?
Mr Hutton: No, I think the plan is on target. We
hope by the end of May to have produced the
recuperation directive and that will of course require
agreement to have been reached on all of the
resources.
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Q330 Mr Havard: So, by that time, we would have a
better understanding of what the financial
implications are.
Mr Hutton: Yes.

Q331 Mr Havard: And perhaps what it might look
like for diVerent sets of activity.
Mr Hutton: As I have said, I think the overall size of
the package has been agreed but, of course, one of
the variables is the point that was raised earlier
about how much equipment is coming back and how
much is not. That still has to be resolved.

Q332 Robert Key: Secretary of State, you are clearly
optimistic about achieving your planned timescales
for recuperation, and we are all rooting for you in
that as well. What are the things that make it
diYcult? What are the impediments or the challenges
to you succeeding with that timescale for
recuperation?
Mr Hutton: I think recuperation, as I have said, rests
fundamentally on two foundations. One is that you
have the time—in other words the freedom from
having to undertake current operations to replenish
stocks of equipment and trained people—and the
second is that there is the right level of resources
being made available to help you do that according
to the time that you set out. I am confident on the
resources point. On the time point, I think it is
impossible for any minister to say, “Look, we can
now look forward to several years where we do not
have the risk of other operations, other obligations
falling upon us.” We cannot. But if we have that
time, we can recuperate to the levels that we can
inform the Committee about.

Q333 Robert Key: I think you made a speech last
night in which you touched upon some of these
timescales. I wonder if you would just confirm
whether I have understood it: that it is really some
years ahead before you anticipate any threat to the
British homeland and that is something, therefore,
that allows you the timescale to put stabilisation
first. Is that what you said?
Mr Hutton: The risk of state on state warfare
threatening the borders of the United Kingdom I
think is a very low one, and we should all celebrate
that and I am sure we do. The risks are very low—
they are lower than at any time in my lifetime.

Q334 Chairman: Why do you say that?
Mr Hutton: Because I do not think there is a risk of
nuclear war. I do not think there is a risk at the
moment of any state invading the United Kingdom.
I do not see that as a top priority risk. I think we have
to prepare a capability to deal with it, and we do. I
have been at pains to emphasise all the way through
that we have not taken any risk against UK
homeland security as we have deployed on two very
large scale operations abroad, but my remarks that
you are referring to came up very much in the
context of: “Does that mean we can aVord not to
have a nuclear deterrent?” and my answer was: “No,
it does not mean that.” It is a very brave person who
would predict state on state warfare against the UK

but it would be a reckless one who said it could not
happen. That is why we have to have a capability to
protect the UK homeland. The deterrent does that
and some of our land, sea and air forces do that as
well, and we are not going to take any risks with that.
We are not going to cut any corners with that. The
comments that I made yesterday were about
stabilisation and counter-insurgency. I think that is a
very important issue for us. We have to look, I think
increasingly, and answer the questions: “Do we have
the capabilities and the equipment and the people we
need to conduct these sorts of operations in the
future?” and “Are there lessons, in other words, for
us to learn from Iraq and Afghanistan?” I think the
answer is, “Yes” to the latter and probably “No, not
entirely” in relation to the former. We are doing
some work in the department about this. We want to
make sure that we have the right level of capability.
I think that is a proper responsibility for ministers
and for oYcials and for the Services to embark upon
at this moment in time, but we are not going to trade,
as it were, or put all our eggs into one basket. The
only type of conflict that we should prepare for is not
just counter-insurgency operations. That would be a
catastrophic mistake if we were to assume that is the
only sort of contingency we should prepare for. We
have to prepare for the large scale operations as well,
and we have to secure the safety of the UK
homeland. Those are primary military tasks that are
not going to go away. That is what I meant in the
context of state on state risks to the UK.

Q335 Robert Key: In terms of prioritising the use of
resources, the use of money, the use of your budget,
it is tempting always to concentrate on equipment,
but is it not the case too that a lot of resources need
to be applied to training and perhaps getting back to
some of the levels of training that we saw a decade
ago. The use of BATUS in Canada, for example,
Mr Hutton: Yes, I agree with that. I think training is
one of the most important elements of readiness and
recuperation and we have not been able to train a lot
of our people because of their obligations to serve in
Iraq and Afghanistan. That is the missing piece of
the jigsaw that has to be put right.

Q336 Mrs Moon: Minister, you have talked a lot
about the current operation, which is one in
coalition, and that is the warfare that we see
ourselves engaged in in the future. I wonder if you
could say a little bit about the stresses that come
from perhaps being asked to overstretch ourselves,
sometimes, by our partners, and also by some of our
partners perhaps not reaching their own obligations
and us picking up some of that slack. How much is
that impacting on our need to address recuperation
to appropriate timescales?
Mr Hutton: The extent to which we can recuperate
and re-acquire a better level of readiness has been
and will be determined by the level of our
operational commitments. If they reduce, because,
for example, there is greater burden-sharing in
NATO, that would speed up recuperation and
readiness levels. We are making a big eVort to try to
make sure the burden of the campaign in
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Afghanistan is more widely and more fairly shared
across the NATO Alliance. I do not believe it
currently is, and we are, as I say, making a big eVort
on every front to try to encourage others to do more.
But I think we have to be realistic. We are there, in
Afghanistan in particular now, because we judge it to
be vital for UK’s national security. We are in at a
very high level with very capable forces. They need
to be resourced, and they are at a very considerable
cost to the UK, but it is a judgment fundamentally
that rests on the argument that if we were not there
our security would be less sure. People can argue
with that, and they do frequently—you hear the
argument, “Why are we there? We should not be
there. Let others do the fighting.” That is, I think, a
big mistake. The fighting has to be done. I do not
think there is any way around that particular
problem. I wish it was not so, but I am afraid the
needs in Afghanistan right now—as President
Obama has made very clear, rightly—are for
improved security as the first order of priority and,
then, alongside that, we hope to see improvements in
the political landscape and the economic
development agenda. That is a comprehensive
approach. When people say, “We can’t win, we can
never win—you can’t win by military means alone,”
they are right about not winning purely by military
means, but they are wrong to say we can win without
them. We made a judgment, and it is fundamentally
aVecting readiness and recuperation, the decisions
we have made. Of course that is true. Again, at the
risk of repeating myself, this is the judgment we have
made on the basis of UK’s national security. I think
you are right to say that the people who have borne
the real price, the real costs of this, have been the
Servicemen and women themselves, and their
families, who have seen us now not able in some
cases to meet the harmony rules that we have
previously subscribed to and aspired to. We want to
get back to a position where we are back in harmony.
As I have said, we are not there yet, we will not be
there for a bit of time yet, but the thing that strikes
me more than anything else about the Services is,
yes, there are a lot of complaints about this and I
think we have to act on them, but I think people
understand the importance of this operation and
they do it with an extraordinary degree of
professionalism, bravery and courage, and get on
with the job. That is a culture which if we ever lose
in the military we will be in real trouble.

Q337 Mrs Moon: I do not think there is any
suggestion that our personnel do not have that level
of commitment, and I do not think there is any
suggestion that we do not recognise that the fighting
needs to be done. But I do think there is an increasing
level of frustration that our partners are not pulling
their weight and are leaving us to pick up an
unrealistic burden. I appreciate that our troops and
our military personnel are meeting that challenge,
but there is a political task to be undertaken as well.
Mr Hutton: I agree with you.
Chairman: I think that is a comment which takes us
a little outside our current inquiry.
Mrs Moon: I just felt it needed saying.

Q338 Chairman: But it needed saying.
Mr Hutton: The only point I would make,
Chairman, is in relation to the latter point. Clearly
when the operation in Iraq begins to draw down,
then the overall burden across the military will be
significantly less, and so I do not think our current
level of operations in Afghanistan pose an
unmanageable burden for the Services going
forward. That will change, of course, if we were to
find ourselves involved in another similar type of
operation at the same time. I cannot say that will
not happen.
Chairman: You were talking about harmony
guidelines and manpower issues. Brian Jenkins.

Q339 Mr Jenkins: If I were to have a wry smile and
think, “This country is going into recession,” you
must realise that the recruiting sergeant major has
just turned up. We always say that in a time of
recession our ranks get filled and the shortage we
have now can be filled more rapidly. On the question
of Army guidelines: as you know and recognise, the
Army guidelines have been breached on several
occasions and it has caused this Committee
particular concern, but our recuperation will not
better but even worsen the consideration of Army
guidelines. Do you see the same conflict?
Mr Hutton: I do not. I think there is evidence that
more people are coming forward to join the Armed
Forces and that will help us with the issues that are
of concern to the Committee today. We do not at the
moment recruit up to our establishment in any of the
three Services. We make a very big eVort to try to do
that. There are some figures—I hope the Committee
has seen them—about trends on voluntary outflows
as well. In the short-term, retention is probably more
of a key issue to help us with recuperation than
recruitment, because if you recruit a raw recruit they
need some considerable training before they can go
on to the deployed strength of their unit. I think the
eVort at the moment really has to be around the
retention of certainly the experienced soldiers,
sailors and airmen, because if we lose them at this
moment in time, if there is an accelerating path out,
then I think we would struggle with some of the
recuperation targets that we have set for ourselves. I
do not see any evidence that that is happening at the
moment. All of the anecdotal evidence I have had
confirms that is so. When I was in Colchester
recently, I had a very interesting discussion with
some of the lads from the Parachute Regiment about
this, and they were changing their perception about
when it would be the right time for them to come out
of the Army at the moment. But I think it is a
problem for the Navy and the Air Force as well, not
just a problem for the Army.

Q340 Mr Jenkins: I think it is across all three
Services. The retention figures will help us
tremendously.3

Mr Hutton: There is one point: if this is the tension
or conflict that you are referring to, I think our
recuperation and readiness plans are based on the

3 Ev 57
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assumption that, when we get there, we are within
our harmony guidelines. We are planning to operate
at that point from within a much stronger
foundation of respect for the rule of five.

Q341 Mr Jenkins: You say when you get there, but
we are faced with a situation at the present time
where the Army and other Services have quite a high
level of individuals who are not fit for service. It
surprised me, when I visited people, to find a lot who
were training up with injuries, having received their
injuries on their fitness programme or playing
football or playing rugby. I remember well as a
younger man that I was never so injury free until I
became unfit, because I stopped doing all these daft
things. It is remarkable that to keep people fit you do
incur a lot of injuries. The argument would be that,
if we have that constant level of people not fit for
service, the only way we can field the number of
people we need is to have a larger Army. How would
you argue with people who say that we do not have
the numbers to start with?
Mr Hutton: The first thing for us is to recruit to our
authorised strength. I think that is where we have to
put the eVort in, and that would make a diVerence. It
would mean, for example, in the Army, about 3,500
more soldiers, which is not an insignificant group of
people. However, we also have to recognise that
there are certain trades and certain points where the
recruitment diYculties are even more intense, where
even if we were to recruit up to the overall level of
strength, if we do not also make progress in some of
these pinch-point areas we are still going to be in
trouble with our harmony rules. The first thing is
pinch points, recruit up to the strengths, but then
there can be a debate about whether the Army is the
right size or not. But let us cross these first two
hurdles first.

Q342 Mr Jenkins: We have seen some of the pinch
points in the past. One of the things I find strange is
that we have pinch points with RAF gunners, which
we understand, but do we suVer from the same sort
of trouble that general industry and general society
find, that we lack IT specialists, we lack logistics
specialists, we lack the same sort of skills in the
Armed Forces as we lack in the British economy in
general?
Mr Hutton: I can set out a fuller note to the
Committee about the various pinch points, if that
would be helpful. I do not think those are the key
pinch point areas; they tend to be much more
specialised.4

Q343 Mr Jenkins: Weapons, intelligence.
Mr Hutton: Yes. I think I might actually have some
examples of some of the pinch points.

Q344 Mr Jenkins: You have things like weapons
intelligence oYcers, but the raw material to make a
weapons intelligence oYcer is the same sort of raw
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material we need in British industry in general. Do
we produce enough of the right calibre individuals in
order to fill all our gaps?
Mr Hutton: I think not in every area, no. I do not
think the fundamental problem about readiness and
recuperation is a lack of capacity in the industry. I do
not think that is the fundamental problem. Industry
have worked very well with us and very closely with
us and we do try and share with them as much as we
can of our plan so they themselves can tune up to
meet the expectations. So I do not think the problem
is a generic problem in industry, it is somehow the
drag anchor on our plans to get the Army and the
Air Force back to where we want them to be, but just
coming back to your point about pinch points rates,
I think in the Army probably two areas where we
would like to see more people are in REME, we need
more recovery mechanics, for example, and we do
have some shortages, some quite important
shortages, for example, on the nursing side of Army
medical services, and there are diVerent pinch points
in the Royal Air Force. They tend to be on the
weapons systems, general technician mechanical
levels, and so forth, and we are making a big eVort
to try and close down those gaps.

Q345 Mr Jenkins: Do you have plans to reconfigure
the Army’s fighting brigades? If so, how will such a
reconfiguration impact on recuperation?
Mr Hutton: The Chief of the General StaV is
developing his plans to refine the Army’s force
structure. That work is underway. It draws very
heavily on the experience of Iraq and Afghanistan
and the changing nature of the campaign
particularly in Afghanistan. Final decisions have not
been made on that, but CGS is rightly concerned, as
we all are in government and outside of government,
about trying to get back to the harmony guidelines
as quickly as possible, and so that is another
motivational factor in CGS’s work on Army
structures, but when that has been finalised and
resolved, I am sure we can keep the Committee
informed of where we are.

Q346 Chairman: Along with the strategic guidance.
Mr Hutton: I do not know whether it is directly in the
strategic guidance, but it would be good if at some
point we can be clear about the future force structure
in the Army.

Q347 Mr Jenkins: These fighting brigades might
solve one of the big problems we have got: because
to send our forces to Afghanistan, or Iraq in the past,
the Army was constantly looking round and they
needed to back-fill units with augmentees. These
days they have actually come oV a previous tour only
a few months earlier. Will recuperation enable this
practice to stop?
Mr Hutton: I think it will not. It probably will not
stop entirely. I think it would be foolish to promise
that, but I think there could well be less of it. There
is always, I think, a need (and we are doing some of
this work at the moment) to re-role certain things so
they are able to address some of the pressure points
in the system at the moment created by two very
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substantial operations. I think the Committee has
been briefed about what we are doing with the
Engineers, for example, and the Artillery and some
elements of the Infantry to re-role for the nature of
the campaign in Afghanistan, particularly how we
deal with, currently, the threat of improvised
explosive devices.

Q348 Mr Jenkins: Sometimes the Committee may
have information but it also likes to give you the
opportunity of expressing it in public.
Mr Hutton: I am always very concerned about
making sure that I do not say something that I am
not supposed say, but I think in all of the force
generation work that is done at HQ, for example, we
try and look at these issues very systematically. We
look at the issue about harmony and making sure we
minimise the disruption to Service families as far as
we possibly can, and that has involved us, and will
continue to involve us, in looking at the TA, it will
involve us looking at how we can re-task certain
units in the Army in particular but possibly as well
to spread as much of the load of responsibility for
deployment across the whole strength of the trained
establishment of the Armed Forces, and I think that
is a reasonable eVort and I think it will always be a
feature of deployed operations. I think this will
always be an issue. The question is: how can we
minimise it eVectively?

Q349 Mr Jenkins: I think Army families would
welcome the comment that you recognise the
problem to start with. That is a big step forward.
Mr Hutton: It is a big problem.

Q350 Chairman: Secretary of State, talking about
increasing the size of the Army, am I right in saying
that last night you were suggesting that the size of
our Special Forces should increase? Is it not right to
say that because they are Special Forces, the only
way you could increase the size of the Special Forces
is either to make them less special or to increase the
pool from which they are drawn, namely the size of
the Armed Forces?
Mr Hutton: I do not think we should compromise on
quality as we look to do this, and I think there is a
way forward on that. We have not made decisions on
this. What yesterday I was doing was saying that
these are the sorts of issues we will have to make
decisions on in the near future, and it springs not out
of my speech yesterday, this issue about the size of
the Special Forces, but out of the work that my
former colleague, Adam Ingram, did when he left
government, for the Prime Minister in conducting a
review of MoD’s contribution to the counter-
insurgency eVort. Adam has made some
recommendations to us. I made a statement in
December accepting those. We are doing work, and
we have been doing work since then, on looking at
whether it is possible to improve the capabilities and
eVectiveness of our Special Forces and, yes, size is
one of those issues, but I do not personally believe
that it would be a good thing simply to expand the

quantity at the expense of the quality. I do not think
there would be any takers for that inside the MoD
either.

Q351 Chairman: It sounds to me as though you are
talking about increasing the size of the Armed
Forces.
Mr Hutton: I think we have got to look at it.

Q352 Chairman: I entirely approve of that, by the
way.
Mr Hutton: We are trying to recruit more into the
Armed Forces, we are trying to improve the size of
the Army at the moment with the extra recruitment
eVort that is going on, but, I think, looking at the
detail of how this could be done in the context of
Special Forces, there will have to be some very
careful detailed work done on that to avoid the
elephant trap that you describe, which is that you
increase the quantity but only at the expense of the
quality, and given the very high quality of the Special
Forces, that is certainly not what I want to see
happen. I think we need to recognise the very unique
contribution they can make, and not just in strike
operations but in a quite wide variety of diVerent
roles. The Special Forces are incredibly well placed
and have made an absolutely extraordinary
contribution to our operations in Afghanistan and
Iraq, and particularly in Iraq, as our mission draws
down, I think it is right and proper, and I tried to do
this yesterday, to pay public tribute to the role of
special forces in Iraq. They have really changed the
contours of their campaign.

Q353 Mr Jenkin: One of the reasons why the Armed
Forces are so outside the harmony guidelines,
particularly the Infantry, which we now call a pinch
point trade, is because, of course, we are operating
so far outside the Defence Planning Assumptions.
You keep referring to the drawdown from Iraq as
going to alleviate this problem, but can I point out
that on Table 2 of the Report and Accounts it
demonstrates that you will still be operating outside
the Defence Planning Assumptions even if we draw
down everything from Iraq. Does that not really
bring us back to the fundamental problem that the
Defence Planning Assumptions are too optimistic a
view of the scale of the demands likely to be made on
the Armed Forces in the foreseeable future?
Mr Hutton: There is a danger than we can re-run the
argument that we had a minute ago about the nature
of the Defence Planning Assumptions. They are not
some biblical text. They are not some sort of law that
cannot be contravened. I am afraid they are not
like that.

Q354 Mr Jenkin: Yes, but it is right, is it not, we are
still going to be operating beyond the Defence
Planning Assumptions after we have drawn down
from Iraq?
Mr Hutton: That is true, but the question is can we
do that, and we can. Once we have signed all the final
agreements, which I am hoping we will do very soon,
we will be talking about three or 400 training roles
continuing in Iraq. I believe we can do that and
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prosecute the mission, in the way we are in
Afghanistan, with a much better balance across the
military and the Armed Forces, with much less strain
on the harmony guidelines and without diluting the
quality and eVectiveness of our operation in
Afghanistan.

Q355 Mr Jenkin: Do they have a recuperation
timetable?
Mr Hutton: No, I do not think so. I think the
recuperation timetable that you have been given
does rest on those broad numbers that I have given
you about our continuing presence in Iraq.
Chairman: I think we have covered this issue to the
extent that we are going to. Madeleine Moon?

Q356 Mrs Moon: A very quick question, Secretary
of State. You have talked about recruitment into the
Armed Forces and the key trades and skills where we
have got particular pinch points. It was very
interesting. In a visit that I made to the RAF recently
they were telling me that, because there are diVerent
retirement ages between the forces, often they are
getting some of the key trades and skills that they are
looking for from people who are retiring because of
the compulsory retirement age from the Army, and
they are re-enlisting into the RAF. Should we not
actually be looking at what we are doing in terms of
retirement ages where we have got some of those key
skills in place that we are looking for and have an
opportunity for people to stay actually where they
are rather than transferring across the Service?
Mr Hutton: I would like to look at that in a bit more
detail. If there are cases that you are aware of,
Madeleine, I would be very happy to look at that. I
have an open mind about it.

Q357 Mr Havard: This question of numbers: there is
open debate about whether we should have a larger
Army and all of sorts of stuV, and certain generals
voice their opinions now and again about wanting
more troops, and so on. Is the truth of it not that the
directive on recuperation which you talked about,
which we ought to see from the early summer—May,
June—however elastic that becomes, you then have
the strategic guidance discussion which you are
going to promote and publish? I am not quite sure
exactly when that is likely to come. You have then
got the CGS doing the reconfiguration of fighting
brigades, and so on, your debate about Special
Forces based on Adam Ingram’s work, and so on.
All of these things are clearly going to inform that
final set of discussions about what size and shape
they should be, are they not? So could you give me
a bit of a better idea? If I have got the directive on
recuperation in May, I have got strategic guidance
some time, I have got CGS’s report some time, when
is that likely to be unfolded to us throughout the
calendar year, or is it going to move into the next
calendar year?
Mr Hutton: I think you are right about the timescale
for the recuperation work, which I hope will be
towards the end of May, early part of the summer.
The other elements that you referred to, the Defence
Strategic Guidance, Adam Ingram’s work on

countering insurgency capabilities, the work that
CGS is doing on future arms structures: these are all
essential elements of the work that is going on. They
are not in conflict with each other; it is all part of a
similar process of work. The other piece of work, I
think, that is important as well, which I agreed with
Secretary Gates when I was in Washington in
March, is that we would do a piece of work with the
Americans looking at counter-insurgency
capabilities, drawing on the lessons from Iraq and
Afghanistan, and that work will kick oV quite soon.
I hope that will be done in the autumn. I think the
autumn is when I have got in my mind the idea of
bringing together some of these strands of work, but
I think the important thing now is to actually get the
work done and to get all of the ducks in a row and
then to have something to publish. I am not looking
to publish individual little bits of the jigsaw as free-
standing pieces of work, because I do not think that
would make sense.

Q358 Mr Havard: So we are looking at the autumn?
Mr Hutton: I think so.

Q359 Mr Havard: Towards the end of the calendar
year.
Mr Hutton: Correct.

Q360 Chairman: At a recent conference, Secretary of
State, you proposed the idea of a standing force for
NATO to give reassurance to countries like Estonia,
Lithuania and others on the edges of NATO. Were
you expecting the United Kingdom to contribute to
that standing force?
Mr Hutton: We are, but it will be quite a small force.

Q361 Chairman: 1,500?
Mr Hutton: About 1,500. So I do not see this as
imposing any insuperable, additional unsustainable
burden on the UK Armed Forces.

Q362 Chairman: Would it be an additional task,
though, that would impact on the timescale for
recuperation and readiness?
Mr Hutton: No, I do not think this would count as
an additional task.

Q363 Chairman: Would it be double-hatting?
Mr Hutton: It probably would be done that way, yes.

Q364 Chairman: But at the moment we are up to
treble and quadruple-hatting. Would it be worse
than that?
Mr Hutton: No, I do not think it will be worse than
that, but there is work to be done on this. I cannot
say to you that this is a done deal. There are still
arguments going on about the nature of it and
whether it is a meaningful concept as a deployed
body of people: because the idea is that everyone
would contribute, all of the NATO members would
contribute to this allied solidarity force.

Q365 Chairman: History suggests that that is rather
a forlorn hope.
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Mr Hutton: If you were going on precedence,
possibly, but I think history is a restless commodity,
is it not? I do not think we should be bound by
precedence. If we are, again, we would never get out
of bed in the morning.
Chairman: History is a restless commodity; indeed.
Moving on to training, Richard Younger-Ross?

Q366 Richard Younger-Ross: Of late much of the
training for the Armed Forces has been theatre-
specific. The last large joint exercise was Saif Sareea
in 2001. As part of your recuperation are you going
to be able to have another large joint exercise?
Mr Hutton: Again, I do not know the precise details
of that, whether or when such an exercise is being
planned, but, yes, there would have to be that type
of training re-established as part of the recuperation
process, particularly if you are drawing the analogy
of large-scale operations, yes.

Q367 Richard Younger-Ross: Would that be in the
next two years, three years, five years?
Mr Hutton: Again, it will correspond very closely to
the recuperation schedule that you have been shared
with in the private session. As you know, the first-
scale priority for us is to restore the contingent
capability around small-scale operations. That is
where we are going to prioritise the training.

Q368 Richard Younger-Ross: On the smaller scale, if
you look at BATUS and the training that is done
there, will the training there be able to run to the top
level of Medicine Hat?
Mr Hutton: Would it, I am sorry, what?

Q369 Richard Younger-Ross: Run to Medicine Hat,
which is the point they are meant to come to for their
joint exercises?
Mr Hutton: I think the answer is, yes, but I will have
to come back and confirm that to the Committee.5

Q370 Richard Younger-Ross: The UOR programme
has been successful in getting the right kit into the
operational theatre, but back in the UK personnel
cannot get access to that equipment for training.
Will your recuperation plans solve that problem?
Mr Hutton: The protected mobility package that the
Prime Minister announced in, I think, October will
certainly begin to address this problem about the
training fleet. A very significant proportion of the
additional investment that went into the armoured
fleet will be to deal with the problem that you have
rightly identified that there have not been,
historically, enough of the new vehicles to allow
brigades going out to Iraq and Afghanistan to train
properly before deployment. We have got to address
this problem. It has been well documented and we
are now beginning to do that. There are more of
these vehicles available for the guys who are in pre-
deployment training, so this is being addressed as
part of the UOR programme itself.
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Q371 Chairman: Would you not say urgent
operations requirements are a rather expensive way
of acquiring kit?
Mr Hutton: I think we have got good value for
money from the UOR programme. I think it is hard
to imagine that the core equipment programme is
going to be capable of providing all of the theatre-
specific equipment that you need for these sorts of
operations.

Q372 Chairman: Of course it is not.
Mr Hutton: So I do not think there is an alternative.

Q373 Chairman: But UORs are the new black, as it
were, and many people would love to get their
programme into the heading of UOR because it
makes it more likely that it will be acceptable both to
the Ministry of Defence and the Treasury, and does
it not just add extra cost, as well as a vast variety, for
example, of diVerent vehicles that then you find
diYculty being maintained in theatre?
Mr Hutton: There have been additional costs
involved in the operations themselves. I referred to
the size and scale of that earlier. We have got a
number of new vehicles entering particularly the
land fleet, but they are all theatre-specific. The extent
to which that equipment will form part of what we
take away and what we continue to operate and
deploy is not clear yet. So quite what the
implications will be for the long-term fleet
maintenance, the fleet support systems for the Army,
it is not clear yet, Chairman, and quite what that will
mean. My own view (maybe it is too simple) about
these things is we have got to win this fight we are in,
whatever it takes. Whatever kit our people need,
they are going to get, and then later we can sit back
and we can do the numbers and we can do the
analysis about what that means for our equipment
fleet going forward, but right now there is only, I
suggest, one priority for us: how we can make it
safer, how we can deploy our force more eVectively
in the theatres we are in and we will deal with the
consequences of that.

Q374 Mr Borrow: Following on from that, given
that the UOR process has led to a situation where we
have got very capable equipment in theatre, we have
also ended up with fleets within fleets and groups of
very capable equipment within larger pools of less
capable equipment; so the question does arise as to
whether or not we are going to raise the standard of
the whole fleet or all the equipment up to that of the
best that has come as a result of the UOR process or
whether the Ministry is going to make a decision not
to bring it all to the same standard and have part of
the fleet or part of the pool of equipment at a higher
standard and part at a lower standard. Is that
process underway, and what sorts of decisions are
being made?
Mr Hutton: I think in relation to the equipment that
we have procured under the UOR hat, it has all been
theatre-specific. They operate and they are designed
to deliver theatre entry standards that are specific to
Afghanistan. There is not, in the sense that you have
suggested, one overall specification for equipment.
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There are diVerent types of equipment in Challenger
tanks, Warriors and MastiVs, for example, they are
all specified and designed and engineered to meet
diVerent requirements and diVerent specifications,
and, of course, when we have had to deploy some of
those vehicles to diVerent theatres, we have found,
again, a need to change the specification and modify
the equipment as well. I think this is just an
inevitable feature of contemporary operations. In
the wider point you are making about what does all
this mean for the Army and the protected mobility
fleet, I think it is probably too early to say.

Q375 Mr Borrow: But whilst the UOR process may
have been about developing theatre-specific
equipment, there must be an analysis being made
that some of the equipment that has been produced
specifically for theatre has ended up being
equipment which in an ideal world would be spread
across the whole of the fleet of equipment and,
therefore, at some point in time the Ministry must be
looking and saying, “We invented or got developed
this bit of kit which did this super job in Iraq or
Afghanistan, and really we are looking to equip our
forces with the best equipment for any theatre. This
is a bit of kit we should have available everywhere.”
Whilst there will be other bits of kit which are so
specific to Helmand that you are obviously not going
to keep a complete stock of that in case of
operational requirements somewhere else in the
world.
Mr Hutton: We do look very carefully at what is
coming out of the UOR programme and what needs
to be to be incorporated into the core equipment
front. I think this year about £50 million worth of kit
equipment has been absorbed into the core
programme, and we can give you a fuller note about
what that kit equipment is, but, no, anything that
has a more enduring, generic capability
improvement for any of the three Services that
comes out of the UOR programme, yes, we are keen
to learn the lessons from that and build that into our
core programme.6

Q376 Mr Borrow: Also, on operations, one of the
things that the Committee has become aware of is
the tradition of cannibalisation or robbing in order
to keep equipment on the road. Would you
anticipate with recuperation that that system will no
longer be required?
Mr Hutton: No, I think that will continue. Again,
my hope would be that there will less need for it, but
there is not an army anywhere in the world that does
not cannibalise equipment sometimes for spares,
sometimes for other reasons. That is always going to
be part and parcel of the trade, I think, but the
question is to what extent.

Q377 Mr Borrow: So your hope would be the
pressure to do that would be less than it is?
Mr Hutton: I hope so.
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Q378 Mr Borrow: Can we move on to the staV of the
DE&S. They are obviously going to have a key role
in the recuperation process as well as having an on-
going role in terms of procurement of equipment in
the future. Have you any concerns about their
capability to deal with their existing work and their
new work that would come from recuperation?
Mr Hutton: No, I have got not general concerns
about that. I have asked Bernard Gray to review the
whole acquisition programme. He will be making
recommendations to me later in the summer, and I
intend to publish those and we can all take stock of
where we have got to. If you are asking me am I
happy overall with the acquisition programme, the
answer is, no, I am not. We will have to see what
Bernard Gray recommends as part of the change
that is needed in the MoD on procurement, but there
is no generic weakness of personnel in DE&S, and
the proof of that is look what they have done for the
military on the UORs. I think it has been a
tremendously successful programme and DE&S
deserve a very big pat on the back for doing the
excellent job they have done.

Q379 Mr Borrow: So your general view would be
that they would be capable of coping with additional
responsibilities—
Mr Hutton: Yes.

Q380 Mr Borrow: —given that you have already got
some criticism about the procurement process in
general?
Mr Hutton: The only way I can answer that is by
telling you what I think about the people there. They
are highly motivated and determined to succeed
because they know the responsibility that they carry.
They want to see the best for the men and women in
uniform. That is their primary concern day in day
out. So I have no concerns about their motivation, I
have no concerns because there is no evidence to
suggest an inability to change or adapt and to do
things diVerently when they need to. They have done
that. Will they need to do that in the future? Yes, I
think so, because this process of defence
procurement is not right at the moment. We are not
getting, I think, as much value out of the process as
we should. Things take far too long to get nailed
down, they take far too long to get entered into
service and we cannot go on in that vein in the future.

Q381 Mr Borrow: Following on from that, given
that there is going to be recruitment of equipment,
have you any views on the industrial capacity to
actually carry out that process alongside the existing
procurement programme that the MoD has got?
Mr Hutton: I have not seen any evidence to make me
think that we cannot get what we need when we need
it. The truth is that it will not all be manufactured in
the UK. Some of the equipment that we have
procured under the UOR umbrella has come from
other countries, rightly so, because we want the kit
when we can get it as quickly as possible, and if we
cannot get it done in the UK, we will go elsewhere to
get it, and that is simply how it is. I would like as
much of this capacity to be here in the UK, that is a
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strategic consideration for us, but we will go where
we need to to get the kit that we want and we have
not really suVered any fundamental problem, either
in the UK or elsewhere, in getting the kit when we
need it, certainly for UORs.

Q382 Mr Borrow: Do you see any role for the
Defence Support Group in this process, in terms of
making sure that they manufacture to capacity?
Mr Hutton: Yes, we work very closely with industry
to make sure they understand what our needs are
and we need to know what their capabilities are, and
this is fundamental.

Q383 Mr Borrow: Looking specifically at weapons
stocks where there has been quite a run down as a
result of operations, have you any particular
concerns about shortfalls in specific areas and would
you like to comment generally on where we look to
with that process and bringing things back up?
Mr Hutton: I am not going to comment on working
stocks either generally or specifically because to do
so, I think, would probably not be very wise, but we
do have a plan—as I say, it is always good to have
a plan—and we are busy implementing that plan to
replenish the stocks of munitions and all things.

Q384 Mr Havard: This question about the Defence
Support Group, dealing with equipment, for
example, in Afghanistan, my understanding is there
is a facility being built in Afghanistan to actually
deal with vehicles.
Mr Hutton: Yes.

Q385 Mr Havard: My understanding is it is to do
sensible repair, whatever sensible repair might be,
overhaul and some integration of the UORs, so
things are being upgraded. I understand the outline
plan, I understand the sensibility of that, but I just
want to ask a question. This is actually being based
in theatre. This is quite a big maintenance activity. It
will have to be staVed in diVerent ways by diVerent
components, whether it is people from the defence
and others, to actually do that, and presumably you
will learn lessons from that approach. In the sense
that Afghanistan is an on-going commitment,
maybe not a standing commitment, maybe still a
contingency, whatever—the title of it, as you said
earlier is neither here nor there—the practice of
doing it is evolving and you must be learning
something from the process. Are you going to be
able to share some of that with us?
Mr Hutton: I am very happy to, and I think you got
a sense of it when you were there yourselves. The
emphasis here is on the success of current
operations. I think the implication is what we are
planning to do around the fleet maintenance in
theatre is probably less directly relevant to
recuperation and readiness, but the basic idea is a
very simple one, which is to make sure that when the
vehicles need to be maintained and fixed, put back
together again sometimes, we can do as much of that
as possible in Afghanistan, lessening the pressure on
the air bridge, making sure that equipment becomes
available once again to front-line troops as quickly

as possible. So that is why we are focusing on trying
to do as much of this work in theatre as possible. The
vehicles take a lot of pounding: the wear and tear on
them is very substantial. Again, I would be happy to
share some of that information with you.7

Q386 Mr Havard: I was interested in the process in
the longer term of how various people will be able to
contribute to doing things, because that will have
implications organisationally for DE&S, and
various others, as well as the actual practice of doing
the job in the immediate term.
Mr Hutton: I agree. I think these are very important
issues. You referred earlier to whether some industry
employees themselves would be out in theatre. Yes,
they will be, they are already, and some very
important bits of kit are actually operated for us out
there by civilians sent out there by their companies.
We should look at all these options. If that
particularly takes some of the pressure oV REME
and some of the uniformed Services, I say bring it on.

Q387 Linda Gilroy: Secretary of State, I think this
question may come as rather odd from somebody
representing a naval constituency, but I need to ask
it first, and there are then a number of other
questions. The running of older ships, submarines,
helicopters and aircraft is resulting in more frequent
break-downs and greater usage of spares. Would it
not be better to speed up the introduction of
replacement equipment to reduce the risk of such
failure and to reduce the long-term running costs?
Mr Hutton: Sure. Wherever we can do that we do
that.

Q388 Linda Gilroy: As far as the maintenance is
concerned, though, what assessment have you made
of the maintenance of the skills base in the various
places that deal with that, including Devonport, to
cope with both the recuperation and the work on
these older vessels as well as doing the sort of routine
work and the future work that needs to be done?
Mr Hutton: The Maritime Change Programme was
designed not only to ensure value for money, which
is important, but also that we retain the essential
industrial skills that we need in the various bases
across the UK to do this work properly and
eVectively and in the best way possible; and so my
answer to you is that we are very aware of the skills
issue, we are very aware of the demographics of the
workforce. I am delighted to see more apprentices
being taken on in many of these places, and that is a
good sign for us to be optimistic about the future,
but maintaining the skills of these work forces is
absolutely fundamental, and they are precious skills
and we cannot play around with them.

Q389 Linda Gilroy: We had a good chance to press
Vice Admiral Soar on that when we saw him on 10
February. He was talking about sustainability and
we had a good discussion about the Maritime
Change Programme, the terms of business
agreement for the new entities that are coming

7 Ev 60
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together to deliver the surface ships and submarines.
How close do you think we are to getting the key
decisions on the Maritime Change Programme and
the terms of business agreements?
Mr Hutton: I think we are very close, and I hope we
can make an announcement very soon on that.

Q390 Linda Gilroy: We have been hearing that for
some time. Are you absolutely confident that you
can maintain the skills bases that are necessary
across the three ports that deal with this?
Mr Hutton: I am absolutely confident that we can do
that, and that has been one of the most important
issues for the Maritime Change Programme itself, to
ensure that that is done.

Q391 Linda Gilroy: The deferral of the MARS
programme was reported to us as being a real
concern. Is it of concern to you?
Mr Hutton: I do not like to see any delay in
procurement. I think there is a way of getting better
value for money out of the MARS programme; that
is why we have terminated the current procurement.
We have obviously got to prosecute this new way
forward as diligently as we can, and, again, I am
confident that we will be able to do that. We
terminated the competition, I think, for very good
and sound reasons, but we will have to find a better
value for money way forward than the MARS
programme itself oVered.

Q392 Linda Gilroy: How are you going to deal with
the fact that the Navy’s tanker fleet will fail to meet
the international standards next year because of
their single-skin hulls?
Mr Hutton: Those MARPOL regulations do not
apply to government-owned vehicles that are not
performing commercial functions; so I do not think
there is a direct threat to the fleet from the MARPOL
regulations.

Q393 Chairman: The fact remains that there are now
a large number of double-hulled tankers on the
market presumably at a significant lower cost.
Mr Hutton: Indeed; we are looking very carefully
at this.

Q394 Chairman: Can I follow up one question that
Linda Gilroy has just asked about the running of
older ships and submarines and helicopters. The
same applies, of course, to vehicles in Afghanistan.
We have some new vehicles, but we also have some
pretty old vehicles which are breaking down on a
very regular basis. Can you assure us that there is an
examination of the trade-oV between spending new
money up front and getting new vehicles that are less
likely to break down compared with the benefits of
keeping vehicles that are too old in the Infantry?
Mr Hutton: Yes, we do look very carefully at that,
Chairman, I can assure you of that, and we look very
carefully too at the particular capabilities of the
vehicles themselves and how important they are to
have in theatre, notwithstanding the mechanical
issues that you have referred to, but we look very
carefully at all these things all the time.

Q395 Chairman: When you say you look very
carefully at them, do you think you looked carefully
enough at the acquisition of the Vector vehicle?
Mr Hutton: I think you are probably right to refer to
that in that way, because that has probably been the
least successful of all the vehicles we have procured
through the UOR process.

Q396 Chairman: What went wrong?
Mr Hutton: I think there are a variety of mechanical
and technical issues to do with Vector that proved to
be less than what we had hoped for.

Q397 Chairman: What about the assessment?
Mr Hutton: I am not sure I am in a position to share
with you the detail of the procurement decision
around Vector. I am happy to provide more
information to the Committee about that if you find
that interesting.

Q398 Chairman: I think we would. Could you please
do that?
Mr Hutton: I will do that for you. I think mistakes
were probably made there. I do not really feel
qualified to talk about the specifics of Vector today,
but I will make sure that the Committee gets the
information it needs.8

Q399 Mr Jenkin: If the Secretary of State is going to
provide us with more information on that, could you
look into, not the mechanical and technical issues,
but the concept of the vehicle appears to have been
wrong for those particular operations. Is that now
the view of the Armed Forces and how did that
happen? I do not expect you to make an answer now.
Mr Hutton: Again, I do not know how it happened.

Q400 Chairman: You can come back to us.
Mr Hutton: I will. Look, it is being withdrawn.

Q401 Chairman: Well, yes.
Mr Hutton: Quite.

Q402 Chairman: On various occasions this morning
you have said to us that that you do not want to
make further comments in public, and we fully
understand that, because it is never the purpose of
this Committee or of Parliament as a whole to give
comfort to our enemies. However, you have
probably gleaned the general direction that this
Committee’s thinking has gone in during the course
of the morning. Is there anything you would like to
say to us in private that you would not be able to say
to us in public? Would you like to consider that for
a moment and see whether we should move into
private session?
Mr Hutton: Based on what I know you have
explained in a private session, I really do not think
there is very much more I can add to the briefings
that the Committee has heard in private session from
my colleagues. So I do not today feel there is a need
for a session in private.

8 Ev 61
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Chairman: Okay. Thank you. Are there any other
questions that anybody would like to ask?
Mr Jenkin: Not in public!

Q403 Chairman: Secretary of State, thank you very
much indeed. As so often, it has been a very helpful
session, but I have one final question. We agree that
the Ministry of Defence has been operating beyond
the Defence Planning Assumptions for, what, seven
years now. We agree that readiness has fallen steadily
over that time, we agree that we cannot operate at
this sort of tempo indefinitely and we agree that new
threats could be, though unidentified, just around
the corner, because I think that is what you yourself
have said. I wonder if now is the time to look at the
discretionary activity which the Ministry of Defence
carries on and cut out all discretionary activity in
order to begin to recoil the spring of readiness.
Mr Hutton: Could I ask you what you mean by
“discretionary activity”?

Q404 Chairman: You will be able to work out what
is discretionary. I am just wondering whether you
have a view yourself as to what is discretionary
within the Ministry of Defence.

Mr Hutton: When it comes to deployed operations,
I do not regard any of that as discretionary.

Q405 Chairman: So not deployed operations.
Mr Hutton: I think we have always got to look very
carefully at where we spend our money. I think that
is a responsibility that is never going to end however
large the defence budget might be at some point in
the future, and we have made decisions in the
planning round, for example, the last two that I have
been involved in, which will see the end of certain
activities in the Ministry of Defence, and some of
them are very diYcult decisions to make, but I do
not think you can make sense of all the diYculties
that we face by saying, as I thought you might be
suggesting, that everything that is discretionary
should be scrapped, because I think one man’s
definition of what is a discretionary task would be
very diVerent to someone else’s.
Mr Jenkins: Are you referring to Trooping the
Colour, Chairman? You want to scrap Trooping the
Colour. I think it is disgraceful!
Chairman: Certainly not.
Mr Havard: One thing that is not discretionary is the
Army Navy game at the weekend. That will survive!
Chairman: Okay.
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Q406 Mr Jenkin: Secretary of State, we were assured
when we came out of Iraq that readiness would start
to improve. What evidence is there that readiness is
now improving?
Mr Ainsworth: It did improve. There was a
particular quarter that was aVected by particular
platforms that set us back. That was the first quarter
of last year. We can probably go into that more in
private than we can in public, but readiness has
improved as a result of the drawdown of
Operation TELIC.

Q407 Mr Jenkin: But not very substantially. When
do you expect readiness levels to improve
substantially? After all, we are configured under the
Defence Planning Assumptions to do one medium-
scale operation long-term, are we not? So we should
see substantial improvements in readiness.
Mr Ainsworth: With 9,000 in Afghanistan, and
potentially 9,500 in Afghanistan, it is a bit more than
medium-scale, is it not?
Rear Admiral Richards: It is. It is certainly more than
the medium-scale enduring peacekeeping operation
for which we plan. In fact, in broad terms, without
going into the specifics, it is just about twice the size
of the enduring operation for which we plan and for
which the written ministerial statement on Defence
Planning Assumptions makes clear that
combination of medium, small and small. That is
based on a medium at 5,000, not a medium at 9,500,
as we have at the moment. In order to generate that
Force of 9,500 we are having to take certain of the
Forces that would otherwise have been ready for the
other contingent capability at medium-scale to
backfill that medium-scale enduring.

Q408 Mr Jenkin: The real problem is, in the Ministry
of Defence’s own words—and I quote from their
assessment of their own performance under
Objective 2—“While funding from the Reserve
covers the immediate bill for operations, it cannot
immediately address the impact on the Armed
Forces of sustained harmony breaches, [and] the
impact on their ability to conduct the full range of
training for contingent operations”. This brings me
back to the point I made earlier, which is, in order to
sustain our main eVort in Afghanistan—and I
commend you for making that the main eVort—we
are in fact having to hollow out our other
capabilities, hollow out our readiness for other

operations. Is that an acceptable position to be in
year after year after year, which is where we have
been?
Mr Ainsworth: If I am going to be realistic about
what else we can do by way of contingent
operations, we have got all of our standing
commitments covered, we are trying to regenerate as
quickly as we can for small-scale, but nobody
expects us—I do not think—to be able to conduct
another medium-scale operation at the same time as
we are in Afghanistan at the kind of rates we are at
the moment.

Q409 Mr Jenkin: This is conducting warfare on a
peacetime budget, is it not?
Mr Ainsworth: I do not see the honourable
gentleman’s own party queuing up. I know they
sneak up to people in corners and say, “If we get
elected, we’ll have a bigger Army” but that is not
what the Shadow Chancellor says, is it?

Q410 Mr Jenkin: How long is this sustainable? How
long can we go on at this pace?
Mr Ainsworth: We will have a Strategic Defence
Review in which we will have to decide the size, the
shape and the commitment that we are prepared to
make for defence, and hopefully we will have a good
debate about that led by the Green Paper I am
preparing that will be out in January.

Q411 Chairman: You mentioned the 500 troops that
were announced recently as being, if various
conditions are fulfilled, ready to deploy to
Afghanistan. What eVect will that deployment have
on readiness and recuperation? Have you been able
to measure that?
Mr Ainsworth: It is bound to make things more
diYcult. To what degree I do not know.
Rear Admiral Richards: It is, but it is not going to
significantly change the plans that we have already
shared with the Committee with respect to small-
scale. While we are in Afghanistan at the levels we
are at the moment, medium-scale plus, generating
any further medium-scale contingent capability is
more problematic, and obviously, for reasons we
have discussed with the Committee before in open
session, the detail of those problems is not something
that you would feel it was appropriate to share. We
are able to generate certain of the medium-scale
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capabilities for the second medium-scale operation
but they are aVected by the fact that we are in
Afghanistan at medium-scale plus.

Q412 Chairman: Afghanistan is really a standing
task, is it not? Should it not be acknowledged as a
standing task?
Mr Ainsworth: I do not know to what degree that
would get us out of the situation that we are in. At
what level should it be a standing task? In the spring
we had 8,100 in Afghanistan. This is only in the
spring. We then put a couple of hundred counter-
IED capability in there. We then agreed to an
election uplift of 700, which we have agreed to make
enduring since. We are on the verge of, I hope,
committing another 500. At what level would it be a
standing task and to what degree would making it a
standing task assist us? Of course, we would have to
renegotiate our budget with the Treasury but that
would not manufacture pound notes to pay for
defence particularly, would it? So how we do the
sums ought to be a secondary consideration. We
ought to be making sure that we are properly
supporting our operations in Afghanistan, and that
has to be a combination, in my opinion, and that is
why I have made it the main eVort. The UOR
situation must prevail, the Treasury must continue
to pay for those additional costs, but we, after all this
time in theatre, have a duty to bend our own core
programme, in my view, in the direction of a very
important operation. We need to look, even in the
diYcult financial circumstances that we are in, at
what degree we can actually do that, and that is what
we are doing.

Q413 Chairman: You say we are on the verge of
deploying these 500 troops. Can we go into that? I
think they were at readiness R1 and is it not right
that they have now been reduced to readiness R3?
Mr Ainsworth: We have about a fortnight to move,
whether that is R1 or R3.

Q414 Chairman: That would be R3. We have the
three conditions which were originally announced
about their being properly equipped, about the
Afghans producing suYcient Afghan national army
troops, and about the burden sharing. How is the
burden sharing getting along?
Mr Ainsworth: We have been involved at every level
in discussions with our allies, both the Americans
and other allies. There are commitments that are
being made. We are in the process of drawing them
together.

Q415 Chairman: Do you have any suggestions for
countries that might give more troops?
Mr Ainsworth: I think we can expect, maybe not
immediately but over the initial period, the next few
months, contributions from a wide range of
countries.

Q416 Chairman: Really?
Mr Ainsworth: Yes, I think so. I am hopeful that, if
the Americans make the announcement and give the
commitment for a substantial uplift, the allies

between them can probably get to in excess of 5,000
as an additional contribution, but the work is not
finished and the discussions continue. I spoke to my
Canadian opposite number, for instance, only
yesterday. We know that they have an enduring
commitment to 2011. Whether there is anything that
they are prepared to do beyond that is a discussion
that continues in Canada.

Q417 Chairman: Now we have a fourth condition
which the Prime Minister announced about—I was
not quite sure what this meant—the reduction of
corruption in Afghanistan, which has been going on
for a little time now.
Mr Ainsworth: There are three conditions that he
wants to see met but he, quite rightly, put the Afghan
Government under the maximum pressure, both
privately and publicly, because every person in the
military knows that there is no military solution in
Afghanistan. We need a government to work with,
we need good governance, we need pressure on
corruption, we need progress on the insurgency from
development, and we need initiatives—which is why
General Lamb is out there as being asked to work
with General McChrystal—for reintegration and
reconciliation as appropriate with those elements
who are prepared to come across.

Q418 Chairman: Of course we need all of that, but is
it a condition for the deployment of these extra 500
troops and how do you measure whether this
condition is satisfied?
Mr Ainsworth: We are going through a process of
trying to satisfy ourselves that all of the conditions
are met and if we feel they are we will make the
deployment.

Q419 Chairman: Including the corruption one?
Mr Ainsworth: We have had considerable
commitment from the Afghan Government that you
know, Chairman, but words are cheap; deeds are
what are needed and we need a level of confidence
that those words will be acted upon.

Q420 Mr Havard: My understanding is that the
American administration are now likely to speak
after the Thanksgiving holiday rather than before,
which is essentially next week. There is talk about the
NATO Ministers meeting in December. The Prime
Minister is talking about a conference in January.
Can you help us a little more with when all of these
decisions might come about so that we know when
these deployments might actually take place?
Mr Ainsworth: I have the same hopes as you do that
the American administration will make an
announcement next week but I cannot say that for
definite. It is for the President of the United States of
America and he will make his announcement when
he is ready, but we are talking to them. I am talking
Defence Secretary to Defence Secretary, and I know
the Prime Minister has been talking at that level. Just
because there is a NATO meeting pending does not
mean to say that there are not bilaterals and
conversations going on all the time. As I said, I
spoke to my Canadian opposite number yesterday
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and there are other people from the Ministry of
Defence speaking to other people. I believe the
Foreign Secretary is very active in trying to
encourage people to step up to the plate.

Q421 Mr Havard: One is right to assume that the
shape of their contribution is up for discussion as
well? They might not all be frontline infantry troops;
there may be other skills.
Mr Ainsworth: Yes.

Q422 Mr Havard: Certain people might contribute
in a diVerent way. Could you help me also with this
January business?
Mr Ainsworth: Precisely, the shape and what they are
prepared to do with their troops and the capability
that they deploy is important. There are other issues
as well. There are countries which may not be
prepared to deploy troops or have troops to deploy
directly, but they have the wherewithal potentially to
fund others who have the preparedness to deploy but
just do not have the money in order to do so. So
those things are being looked at between countries to
see who can help.

Q423 Mr Havard: Countervailing capability.
January?
Mr Ainsworth: There is a conference, as the Prime
Minister announced, planned for January in
London.

Q424 Mr Havard: Any idea when?
Mr Ainsworth: I do not think we have got a definite
date yet.

Q425 Mr Jenkins: This is not with regard to the 500
extra troops that are being deployed. I notice that we
are somewhere approaching 17 per cent of our
Armed Forces deployed. Could you send us a note,
please, on what you mean by “deployed”, and where
they are, their numbers and locations? We would be
very grateful for an overall picture of what they are
actually doing at the present time.
Mr Ainsworth: We focus on Afghanistan—that is far
and away the overwhelming task—but we still have
people in Sierra Leone, we have people in the
Falkland Islands, we have naval ships on station,
and we have a counter-piracy operation. We have all
these other things.

Q426 Mr Jenkins: We need the whole picture, not
just the narrow one.
Mr Ainsworth: Yes.9

Q427 Mr Hamilton: The Chairman indicated having
the 500 subject to a fourth condition is meaningless.
Surely, it is not meaningless because, at the end of the
day, this Government has to try to win the hearts and
minds of the British people, and a part of that is
going to be reducing the amount of corruption in
Afghanistan. Surely there should be a fourth
condition and the Prime Minister is quite right to do
that and the Chairman is wrong?

9 Ev 74

Mr Ainsworth: I think all of the conditions we have
tried to apply are valuable and appropriate. I do not
think that. There was some suggestion as to why the
Prime Minister is making it conditional on
equipment. I do not think my constituents and yours
are happy to see us continue to put additional troops
in there unless he can fully and utterly satisfy himself
that the supply chain, the systems within the MoD,
can make sure there are appropriate levels of
equipment. He is not prepared to do that and he is
holding my feet to the fire to make sure that the
equipment is there, as he is on the other conditions.
Mr Jenkin: Are we seriously being asked to believe
that, if President Obama sends an extra 37,000 or
40,000 troops and finally accedes to General
McChrystal’s request, our Prime Minister will say,
“No, we are not sending another 500 troops because
there is still corruption in the Afghan Government”?
This is absurd. The reality of our situation is that we
are waiting for Obama to make a decision and, when
he has made his decision, is it really conceivable that
we would make a diVerent decision? I think we
should be realistic and we should explain to the
British people that we are in a coalition operation
which is very largely being met by the Americans,
who have vastly larger forces than our own, and we
are but a component in that coalition.

Q428 Mr Hamilton: That is not a question. That is
an opinion.
Mr Ainsworth: I am not detracting from that, and we
did not set the conditions without thought as to
other people’s opinions and without discussions
with other people’s opinions, including the Afghan
Government, and, of course, the comments that he
makes about money, we would all like more money,
but I would just remind him that the defence budget
has gone up consistently over time. It is now ten per
cent higher than it was in 1997 and the contribution
from the Reserve has risen for Afghanistan from
£700 million to £3 billion, or over £3 billion in this
current year—a considerable amount of money.

Q429 Chairman: I take all the blame for this, because
we have got far away from the Green Paper and the
issue of readiness and recuperation, but these
questions do have to be asked and I am grateful to
you for answering them. I kept saying during the
course of the morning that we would get back to the
Strategy for Defence. What exactly does the Strategy
for Defence that you wrote to me about change?
Mr Ainsworth: It gives us focus on the main eVort
and—

Q430 Chairman: Which previously you did not
have?
Mr Ainsworth: I am not suggesting that people did
not have, but you have to try to drive this into every
single part of the organisation and make sure that
they appreciate where you are going and what is
possible while that main eVort is being maintained at
the level it is now.
Rear Admiral Richards: We have talked to the
Committee before about Defence Strategic
Guidance, which includes Defence Planning
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Assumptions that we touched on earlier, and those
are a very wide range of assumptions based on 18 or
so military tasks against a range of contingent things
that might happen, things that we could be doing.
The challenge that we faced, I think, in defence—
and it is touching on the Chairman’s point about
should this be a standing task or not—was when you
are so fixed in one area of the contingent task scale,
as we are in Afghanistan, the Department then needs
to try and understand what next it should focus on
in order to make best use of the remaining resources.
What we have tried to do with the Strategy for
Defence is to give the Department that focus. It is an
additional layer on top of Defence Strategic
Guidance, and it is much more directive than other
documents that we have had in the past. Principally,
though, it answers to the requirements of the
Capability Review that was done on the Department
more widely, beyond Defence Strategic Guidance,
which the Chairman understands is a very highly
classified document, which is not available to
everyone in the Department. We needed to put
something both at a classified technical level, which
we had, and then at an unclassified level. The
Strategy for Defence meets both of those needs as
well. Clearly, in the current context, it is a document
aimed at the relatively short term. We would expect
this document to be refreshed as a result of a
Strategic Defence Review, and we have plans to do
so. So the document in the short-term is designed to
get us up to and through a Strategic Defence Review
until we will generate a larger document than the one
we currently have.

Q431 Chairman: Does it pre-empt the Green Paper?
Rear Admiral Richards: No, it does not.

Q432 Chairman: Why not?
Rear Admiral Richards: Because the Strategy for
Defence was started towards the beginning of the
year. The Green Paper is something that is ongoing
and will contribute, as will the Strategy for Defence,
to any future Strategic Defence Review.
Mr Ainsworth: This is aimed at the period to 2014 to
get us to the Strategic Defence Review. The Green
Paper will be aimed at informing the Strategic
Defence Review for the future period thereafter.

Q433 Robert Key: Secretary of State, you said that
the Ministry of Defence would be examining the
aspirations of our Armed Forces personnel as part
of this process. Who will you be consulting as part of
this Green Paper process? For example, will you be
consulting the families, those who follow the flag?
Will you be talking to the Army Families Federation
and the other Forces representative federations?
Mr Ainsworth: As part of the Green Paper process?
Absolutely. I tend to think that we over-focus on
equipment issues and going forward we had better
be mindful of the people issues. Therefore, it is
absolutely essential, if we are going to retain in very
diYcult financial circumstances, at times where the
technological gap that we have between ourselves
and other countries will maybe be eroded, the edge
that we have will be largely invested in the quality of

people that we are able to maintain, so there are a lot
of societal changes that will put pressure on that and
keeping those people will be enormously important.
Getting enough of the focus of the Green Paper and
subsequently the Defence Review on how that is
sustainable is important. We cannot do that without
Service charities and family federations and the
enormous input that they can have to that, and the
Chain of Command as well.

Q434 Robert Key: You have announced a
distinguished group of people to form the
membership of the Defence Advisory Forum in the
Green Paper, including some party politicians. What
other form of party political input would you
anticipate seeking or receiving as part of the Green
Paper process from other political parties, from
overseas interests, perhaps from pressure groups?
How will you handle that?
Mr Ainsworth: We have consulted our allies and they
know that this process is going on so, as we were able
to feed into the Livre Blanc when the French were
doing it, we want them to be aware of what we are
doing, particularly our American allies where
interoperability is an important issue. Other political
input: I have not really focused on how I increase
that. I am enormously grateful, at a time of
heightened party politics that we are inevitably in
now; I did not know that we were going to be able to
get the Conservative Party and the Liberal
Democratic Party to agree to be part of this process.
I am very pleased that Nicholas Soames is part of the
Defence Advisory Group and Menzies Campbell for
the Liberal Democrats. They are making an input
and having an impact, and I think that gives
everybody across the political spectrum some
assurance that this is not a party political game that
is being played; it is a serious piece of work that will
help the Department prepare for a very important
Strategic Defence Review.

Q435 Robert Key: How will you include the
academic world?
Mr Ainsworth: We have got some of them on the
Defence Advisory Board and we are trying to
encourage all of the various brains and
organisations that there are to run their own
thinking on this and to feed into the process. With
organisations like RUSI, for example, we are
providing speakers and encouraging them to
participate and make representations so that we can
pick their brains as well.

Q436 Robert Key: What about the defence industry,
the defence manufacturing industry in particular?
Mr Ainsworth: We have a representative on the
Defence Advisory Board. We have the Defence
Industries Council, which we will be reporting to.
They will be enormously concerned to have their say
and to make sure that the industrial issues are
properly considered, and we do not want to cut them
out in any way.

Q437 Robert Key: Will you be using online
consultation with the general public too?
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Mr Ainsworth: To the degree that we can, but we are
preparing for a Green Paper. The Green Paper is the
consultation document. Hopefully the Green Paper
will then become the driver for more general
consultation that will give us a quality debate on
defence leading up to the Strategic Defence Review.
Rear Admiral Richards: We do actually have an
online blog on the King’s College London King’s of
War website for any members of the public who want
to oVer their views.
Chairman: Secretary of State, you said that you had
consulted our allies. The French in their production
of the White Book I think conducted an exemplary
exercise in how to keep this country informed of
what they were doing and involved, and I hope you
might consider some of their processes because I
thought they were extremely good.

Q438 Mr Jenkin: The appointment of your inclusive
cross-party board is a very good initiative and I
think this Committee would welcome it, but your
predecessor was talking earlier this year in quite a lot
of detail about the need to address the future size and
structure of the Army in particular. What has
happened to that work? Is that work now ongoing or
is it part of what will be in the Green Paper?
Mr Ainsworth: These are decisions for a Strategic
Defence Review and obviously we will want to point
up as many of those issues as we can as part of the
Green Paper process. What I am concerned about at
the moment is I am trying to balance the books to
deal with the financial diYculties that the
Department has to shift resources to the degree that
is appropriate to the main eVort, which is
Afghanistan, and yet not—and it is not easy to do—
pre-empt strategic decisions that, quite rightly,
should be left to a Strategic Defence Review.
Avoiding that is diYcult. There is pressure, but that
is what I would like to do. I would not want us, as
part of an interim desire to move money towards
Afghanistan and some of the financial pressures that
I have, to undermine the big decisions that need to
be taken.

Q439 Mr Jenkin: Is it still your intention to produce
revised Defence Strategic Guidance by the end of
this year?
Mr Ainsworth: I do not know exactly how they flow
out of the Strategic Defence Review but they will
flow from a Strategic Defence Review.

Q440 Mr Jenkin: We were going to have them this
autumn but are we now not going to have them?
Rear Admiral Richards: I think the Strategy for
Defence, in the way that I have described, has
overtaken the Defence Strategic Guidance. We will
stay with the Defence Planning Assumptions that
were published in the written ministerial statement
earlier in the year and the Strategy for Defence
focuses on specific areas of those Defence Planning
Assumptions that the Department is going to focus
on, in the way that we have shared previously with
the Committee in closed session in respect of the
particular types of operation for which we are going
to be ready in a contingent sense.

Q441 Mr Jenkin: In your letter, Secretary of State,
to my honourable friend the Chairman, you said, the
Strategy for Defence was to provide a better match
between available resources and the Defence
programme. The document says: “We cannot wait
until a Defence Review to look to the future.” Does
that mean the Green Paper itself is actually going to
be addressing the funding gap between what we are
actually doing and what we are able to fund? That is
why we have failing targets and are unable to
produce capabilities for other contingent operations
and so on, it is because we are doing more than we
bargained for, and I appreciate the dilemmas this
creates for the Department.
Mr Ainsworth: That is not the job of the Green
Paper. I do not think that should flow into the Green
Paper. We have got to try, as I have just said—and
the reason I have said what I have said is the tension
that there is between shifting resources towards
Afghanistan, balancing the books in the planning
round, and taking the decisions that will be
necessary as a result of that—to avoid taking out
capability or taking strategic decisions that are quite
rightly left for a Strategic Defence Review. I think all
of the single Service Chiefs agree with me that we
have to try to enhance our contribution towards
Afghanistan. That of course makes our planning
round more diYcult because we are trying to shift
resources within it but that is the process, to take
these interim decisions in line with the Strategy for
Defence, not the Green Paper. The Green Paper has
to look at the long-term and tee up the issues for the
debate that we need to have and the Strategic
Defence Review that needs to be had in the near
future.

Q442 Mr Havard: Can I just press you a little bit on
that? You just described what you described earlier
as “bending the core programme” in order to do
some of these things in the immediate future. The
Defence Strategy, as I understand it, is a five-year
look forward to 2014. However, you do not want to
compromise your strategic decisions. I asked the
Permanent Secretary this the last time we had him
here for an evidence session: the Trident concept
phase was supposed to have been decided in
September gone. We were told that it is now going to
be decided next month and that something will be
published, presumably before the recess. How do
decisions about now, if you like, actually interact
with that and what are you actually doing about big
concept programmes, like Trident in particular, in
terms of what you described as “bending” the
expenditure?
Mr Ainsworth: We took a decision on Trident in the
White Paper in 2006.

Q443 Mr Havard: Yes, but that had milestones and
various stages in it, did it not?
Mr Ainsworth: Yes, of course I want the full benefit
of the UOR process to support Afghanistan, but I
want, and all of the Service Chiefs want as well, to
look at what more we should be doing within our
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core budget to support Afghanistan. I do not want
to take long-term strategic decisions, that is for the
Strategic Defence Review.

Q444 Mr Havard: So when you are considering what
you describe as the core budget, are certain issues
like, for example, decisions about money that has
already been earmarked for programmes like
Trident or whatever, exempt from this? What is in
this consideration of the core budget that you say
you are going to re-allocate and what is not in it?
Mr Ainsworth: I think that we can, without
impacting on strategic decisions, on major
capabilities, move a proportion of our budget
towards Afghanistan. I cannot say, because we have
not completed our consideration, whether that is
half a per cent, one per cent, three-quarters of a per
cent or one and a half per cent or whatever, but I
think out of a budget of £35 billion we can move
some money towards Afghanistan and improve,
therefore, the support that we are giving to our
troops without undermining, I am hoping, any of
those big, strategic decisions that it would be
inappropriate to take outside of the proper
intellectual rigour that there needs to be for an SDR.

Q445 Mr Havard: Will we have the concept phase for
Trident before we recess in December?
Mr Ainsworth: I do not know. I think so but I am
not sure.
Rear Admiral Richards: I do not have the detail of
that.

Q446 Mr Havard: Perhaps you can write to us.
Rear Admiral Richards: In respect of the delay on the
concept phase, that is not a function of the work that
we are doing to refocus the defence budget. There are
other factors that are not about the finance.

Q447 Mr Havard: You will understand we need to
know what the relationship between those diVerent
things is.
Rear Admiral Richards: Indeed.

Q448 Mr Jenkins: If I can return to the question that
Bernard Jenkin asked, to which we did not get an
answer, which was how far have you got with your
work looking at the shape and the size of the Army
you said it was all in the Defence Review, but surely
we know there is work ongoing. I did ask the
Permanent Secretary at our last session, when he
said that we have more oYcers in the Army than we
probably needed. When I look at the shape of the
Army, not the size, we are 500 infantrymen short,
and yet we have 1,790 lieutenant colonels, probably
enough traditionally to run an Army of over half a
million, and we have 100,000. When are we going to
get the work completed with regard to the shape of
the Army, or the possible shape of the Army, to put
into the Defence Review and who will be finally
responsible for deciding the shape of the Army?
Mr Ainsworth: We will flag up the big decisions in the
Green Paper so that they can properly be taken in
the Strategic Defence Review. That is not to say
there are not other strands of work going on in the

Department. There is a value for money study going
on that looks at whether or not all of these posts and
other things are needed. We should not be looking to
change the shape of our Armed Forces. I think we
would wind up with a great kickback if we tried to
change the shape of the Armed Forces without the
serious work that is needed through the Green Paper
process and through the Strategic Defence Review.
So we will try and tee up these issues in big handfuls
and make sure that they are dealt with within the
Green Paper. The threat is going to change. The
agility that is going to be needed to deal with the
threat is going to change. We are going to have to
start thinking as a nation about whether we are
properly configured to deal with those threats,
whether the Department is properly structured to
deal with those threats. I do not think we can take
decisions on all of those issue and I do not want the
Green Paper to try to take decisions, but what I do
want the Green Paper to do is to ask all of the
questions and to pose the dilemmas so that we can
have the debate and the SDR will then take the
decisions and the government of the day will have to
take the decisions.

Q449 Chairman: Secretary of State, can I move on to
a couple of brief questions about the Bernard Gray
review of acquisition? In your response to that
document you said you would be publishing a wider
acquisition reform strategy in the New Year. What
form will that take? Will it be as part of the Green
paper or will it be a diVerent document? How will it
feed into the Green Paper?
Mr Ainsworth: First of all, can I just say, I know
there was a lot of talk about us suppressing the Gray
Report and everything else, but the main thing was
to get the report published.

Q450 Chairman: I entirely agree with that.
Mr Ainsworth: I was John Hutton’s deputy when he
commissioned it. I think it was the right thing to do.
Everybody knows that there are problems in the
acquisition area and Bernard Gray has really helped
us to shine a light on them and to give the necessary
momentum for change that we all want to see.

Q451 Chairman: I do not want a general
commentary on the Bernard Gray Report because
we will come to that in due course. I am just trying to
work out exactly what you meant by “an acquisition
strategy published in the New Year”.
Mr Ainsworth: I think we will need to talk about
acquisition in the Green Paper but we plan a
separate document that will go into more detail
about our response to Bernard Gray and the
measures that are now necessary.

Q452 Chairman: Will that separate document come
out before or after the Green Paper?
Mr Ainsworth: I am not sure, Chairman. The work
on the separate document is being led by Lord
Drayson for the New Year. Probably before.

Q453 Chairman: Will the Green Paper involve a
consideration of defence acquisition?
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Mr Ainsworth: Yes, I do not see how it does not but
it will feed oV the work. It obviously will not go into
the detail of the other document but it will feed oV
the work and try to inform the Strategic Defence
Review. You have all of the maintenance of national
assets and the sovereignty issues that we need to
think about as part of our ongoing security for
defence capability.
Chairman: I do not think anyone thought that the
Ministry of Defence wanted to suppress the Bernard
Gray review.

Q454 Mr Havard: A short question: when do you
think it would be sensible for us to perhaps have a
discussion with Lord Drayson about his work and
the development of his work? Would that be the end
of January or February?
Mr Ainsworth: I do not know.

Q455 Mr Havard: Could you perhaps give us a clue?
It might be sensible that we speak to him directly
about what he is doing at a time when he can give us
some answers.
Mr Ainsworth: Have you asked?

Q456 Mr Havard: Not yet, no. Now we know it is
him and now we know when, we will.
Mr Ainsworth: Ask, and, as ever, we will try to
respond constructively.

Q457 Linda Gilroy: Will the comprehensive
approach feature in the Green Paper in the sense of
stressing its importance so that we can also look to
see that as part of the Strategic Defence Review?
Mr Ainsworth: It is not completed yet and final
decisions have not been taken, but I hope that there
will be a chapter in there on lessons learned from
recent operations and, of course, the importance of
a comprehensive approach. The progress and
diYculties that we have had with progressing that is
an important part of that.

Q458 Chairman: Can I move on, please, Secretary of
State, to recuperation and progress on it. Our
memory is that the previous Secretary of State was
quite clear that the Ministry of Defence was aiming
to recuperate to pre-2003 levels. Does that remain
your intention?
Rear Admiral Richards: The target for us is to
recuperate forces that are relevant for today. In
terms of establishing a funding baseline with the
Treasury, we have to work in funding terms to what
it would cost to recuperate vehicles and other pieces
of equipment to the level that they were at pre-
TELIC in 2003. It will then be for a negotiation and
decision between the Ministry of Defence in respect
of what we think we will need for the future and the
Treasury as to how that money is spent. I do not
think the Treasury or the Ministry of Defence are
keen to put the money into capabilities that have
either been overtaken by events or are at standards
of protection and other areas that we would be
prepared to put our people in as a result of our
experiences on TELIC and in HERRICK. So we will
be looking to establish the funding baseline on the

basis of pre-TELIC and then the actual expenditure
and the recuperation of equipment will be based on
the lessons that we have learned since then, and
indeed, focused on, in priority order, those
contingent tasks that we have set out in the Strategy
for Defence that we most want to do first and
moving on with respect to other contingent tasks
when the occasion allows.

Q459 Chairman: Clearly, you have not reached any
agreement with the Treasury about these resources?
Rear Admiral Richards: We have an understanding
of the broad total sum. The challenge for us now is
to understand how we want to spend that money in
the most eVective way. Where we are at the moment
is recuperating equipment from TELIC that we want
to deploy into HERRICK and that has been our
priority until now.

Q460 Chairman: In April your predecessor,
Secretary of State, said, “I think the plan is on target.
We hope by the end of May”—in other words, the
following month—“to produce a recuperation
directive and that will of course require agreement to
have been reached on all of the resources”. Here we
are in November and we just have this broad outline.
Rear Admiral Richards: We have produced a
directive and it has been issued with respect to the
first of the contingent tasks and recuperating
equipment from TELIC for HERRICK and that is
the position that we are currently at.

Q461 Mr Havard: I remember distinctly asking the
previous Secretary of State for Defence whether he
really meant 2003. You are saying that is a funding
baseline. Is that up-rated? That cannot be 2003
prices. If it is up-rated, is there any account for
defence inflation in that, which is greater than
normal inflation? How is that done? What is that
number?
Rear Admiral Richards: It would be absolutely up-
rated to what it would cost us to do that work today.
The challenge is we do not want to do the work on
equipment that we do not intend to use in the future,
for a variety of reasons, nor bring equipment to a
standard that is not deemed suitable for current
operations.

Q462 Chairman: Admiral Richards, you said that
the directive had been produced. Could we see a
copy of that, please?
Rear Admiral Richards: Yes. It is a classified
document but absolutely.10

Q463 Chairman: That is very helpful. Thank you. A
question that was touched on briefly by Bernard
Jenkin earlier was that the Strategy for Defence puts
the focus on the next five years on small-scale
contingency operations. What happens if we are
faced with a medium-scale operation? Do we just
send someone else?

10 Ev 74
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Mr Ainsworth: Just because we are not structured or
planning to run another medium-scale while we are
involved in Afghanistan to the degree that we are
does not mean to say that if an emergency arose we
would not try to rise to it. We would have to rise to
it, as we do, but that would obviously involve a
stretch on our people. They have never been lacking
in the past in terms of rising to the challenge but, yes,
it would be diYcult to conduct another contingency
operation. It would not be something we are able to
do while we are fixed in Afghanistan to the degree
that we are.

Q464 Mr Havard: This is the diVerence between
activities of choice and activities of necessity in terms
of what you have described as emergency, but it
would colour our political decision-making process
about what other coalition or other activities we
undertook either independently or in conjunction
with anyone else that were, as you could describe it,
operations of choice.
Mr Ainsworth: Making Afghanistan the main eVort
means that comes first, all other considerations
taken aside, so that is where the money, the resource,
the expertise, has to be applied. What I do not want
is somebody in some part of the organisation to be
spending time and capability trying to reconfigure
for another medium-scale when other parts of
defence cannot possibly do that. We need to do this
in a coherent way. That is the whole reason for the
Strategy for Defence. Afghanistan is the main issue.
What are we capable of regenerating to while we are
still there in the amount that we are? We are certainly
capable of doing a medium-scale contingent, so let
us make sure everybody is focused on that. That is
the second priority.

Q465 Mr Havard: Your strategic management
approach and the performance management system
within it help to do that, do they?
Mr Ainsworth: Should do.

Q466 Mr Havard: I look forward to seeing it.
Rear Admiral Richards: The challenge here is to
establish the diVerence between a contingent task for
which we have at the right readiness, namely with the
right manpower, the right equipment, the right
training and the right support, that stuV all ready to
go on the shelf, as it were, the diVerence between that
position and the position that we might be in if an
issue of national significance came up and we would
then want to take risk against harmony, we might
change the way that we are doing the operation in
Afghanistan, in order to free up resources to do that
issue of national significance. That is a diVerent
thing. So there is a diVerence between planning for,
as we would term it, a war, which is a contingent
capability, rather than the war, which is events that
are actually happening on the ground at the
moment. It is not true to say that we could not
generate a medium-scale capability if an event
occurred of national significance. We could. We
simply do not have that capability as a contingency,
ie on the shelf at the moment with the right levels of
harmony and all of the other factors.

Q467 Chairman: Has the Treasury agreed a definite
sum for recuperation?
Rear Admiral Richards: We have in broad terms
agreed a sum for recuperation, yes. It is around £300
million, setting aside the ammunition and other
complex weapons.

Q468 Linda Gilroy: On the data security question,
Secretary of State, the MoD has reported good
progress in implementing the recommendations of
the Cabinet OYce data handling review. As of 31
March it has implemented 31 out of the 51
recommendations of Sir Edmund Burton’s report.
However, there were eight data-related incidents
reported to the Information Commissioner. The
details are in the Departmental Resource Accounts.
Why are you still reporting so many data loss
incidents one year on? Have the procedures really
improved? Which Minister is the champion for this
very sensitive issue? They should be treated as
strategic assets.
Mr Ainsworth: We have changed the systems and we
used the Burton Report in order to assist us to do so.
I hope that we have to the degree that is necessary
changed the culture in the Department to make sure
that people are a lot more focused on data loss as
well. We have certainly seen a significant decrease
but there are still problems arising. It is not
something that we can aVord to lose focus on and we
are not planning to do so. It is still an important issue
that we are trying to drive yet further into the culture
of the Department as we implement the Burton
review.

Q469 Linda Gilroy: Do you expect next year to see
an improvement, a reduction in the number of
incidents reported? Which Minister is the champion
for this?
Mr Ainsworth: I hope so. We have already seen a
reduction but I cannot guarantee that someone will
not lose something somewhere in what is a very large
and very complex organisation. I cannot tell you
who the champion is.

Q470 Linda Gilroy: Do you think there should be a
champion?
Mr Ainsworth: At ministerial level? The Second PUS
is the person who drives this on the oYcial level,
trying to make certain it has the focus that it needs.
Whether it needs a ministerial champion I am not
sure.

Q471 Mr Jenkins: if I can go back to recuperation,
your plans are very well organised and focused on
the equipment but any organisation knows that the
manpower is far more important than the
equipment. Can I ask you to focus and refocus,
because some of this manpower has been stretched
over the last few years. They have had to forego their
training, their personal career development, there
are a lot of things they have had to forego, and the
cost of bringing those extra training facilities on line,
getting them trained, etc, should be borne by the
Treasury as well, because it is a cost that really is one
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that should be borne by the core, because it is
exceptional to the core. Would you come back,
please, and show us that you have plans for the
personnel as well?
Rear Admiral Richards: Yes. Certainly I can reassure
you that absolutely we have plans for the
appropriate training to support that. One of the
reasons why the readiness has not improved as
rapidly as you might have expected after the Iraq
drawdown is because we have both sought to re-
establish harmony or reduce the levels of separation
for our people and restart the training, but you will
understand that in order to train them sometimes
they have to go away from home, so we do not want

Memorandum from the Ministry of Defence

Question 1. There are some aspects of recuperation that are not funded from the reserve; for example,
casualties. The retraining and replacement of manpower is not funded from the reserve. Has the MoD secured
enough additional funding for this?

1. The retraining and replacement of manpower is normally funded by the Department. Personnel losses
are being addressed by slight increases (less than 1%) in recruiting above planned levels; this cost will also
be borne by the Department.

TOTAL INTAKE FROM CIVILIAN LIFE, OUTFLOW FROM THE UNTRAINED TO THE
TRAINED STRENGTH OF UK REGULAR FORCES1 AND TOTAL OPERATIONAL

FATALITIES BY FINANCIAL YEAR AND SERVICE

Total Intake from Outflow from Total Operation Operation
Strength of Civilian life to the Untrained Operational HERRICK TELIC

UK Regular UK Regular to the Trained Fatalities Fatalities Fatalities
Forces Forces Strength of

UK Regular
Forces

All Services
2005–06 195,850 18,150 13,240 20 3 17
2006–07 190,400 19,790 12,910 76 45 31
2007–08 187,060 21,330 13,350 81 39 42
Naval Services
2005–06 39,390 3,940 2,650 " " "
2006–07 38,860 3,770 2,660 14 10 4
2007–08 38,570 3,860 3,480 5 4 1

Army
2005–06 107,730 12,730 8,400 20 3 17
2006–07 106,170 14,300 8,750 48 23 25
2007–08 105,090 14,540 8,300 69 34 35

Royal Air
Force
2005–06 48,730 1,480 2,190 " " "
2006–07 45,370 1,720 1,500 14 12 2
2007–08 43,390 2,930 1,580 7 1 6

Question 2. A certain amount of equipment is to be left behind and as such gifted to the Iraqis, who will pay
for this? The MoD or will it come out Reserve funding?

2. At this stage of the UK withdrawal there is no intention to gift surplus military equipment to the Iraqis.
Departmental gifting procedures will be followed if the UK position changes during the final phase of
extraction. The military equipment currently held in Iraq is a mixture of both core and Reserve funded
assets.

3. A Departmental minute detailing the gift of UK funded infrastructure located within the Contingency
Operating Base (COB) Basra was laid before Parliament on 8 May 2009. The costs associated with this
infrastructure project were met from the Reserve. We will follow normal Departmental procedures for the
gifting of any further infrastructure.

to deploy them again rapidly so that they can do the
training before we have re-established their
harmony. All of these factors are being taken into
account, which explains why this is an extremely
complex mixture to get recuperation back on track.
We will certainly write to you on that.11

Mr Jenkins: Thank you very much.
Chairman: I think we are done. Thank you very
much indeed. Thank you to all three of you for
coming to give evidence. It has been a long session
and we have covered a lot of diVerent ground. It has
been most helpful and informative. Thank you.

11 Ev 74
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Question 3. The committee request the MoD to provide a breakdown of the Retention Rates for all three
services.

4. Taking the Armed Forces as a whole, retention rates are stable and we have seen no sudden outflow
of personnel. There is real concern, however, that in some important areas exit rates are too high (see answer
to question 4). These areas are closely monitored and where necessary focused action is taken to continue
to improve recruitment and retention.

5. As reported in the 2007–08 Annual Report and Accounts (page 179) following the introduction of the
Joint Personnel Administration (JPA) we are currently only able to provide overall Army outflow but the
break down between Voluntary Outflow, Time Expiry and Redundancy and other wastage is not available
while DASA review the rules and data used to provide the figures. The total outflow exit rates for all three
Services are shown below based on the latest figures available.

Year Ending Year Ending Year Ending
Outflow Exit Rates 31 Mar 2009 31 Mar 2008 31 Mar 2007

OYcers Other Ranks OYcers Other Ranks OYcers Other Ranks

Naval Service 6.4% 10.2% 7.0% 9.5% 6.4% 10.0%
RAF 7.0% 9.3% 8.3% 11.3% 8.9% 11.1%
Army 8.1% 10.2% 8.4% 11.6% 8.1% 12.0%

The last three years’ Voluntary Outflow figures for the Naval Service and RAF are:

Voluntary Outflow Year Ending Year Ending Year Ending
Exit Rates 31 Mar 2009 31 Mar 2008 31 Mar 2007

OYcers Other Ranks OYcers Other Ranks OYcers Other Ranks

Naval Service 4.0% 6.0% 4.3% 6.3% 3.1% 6.3%
RAF 2.9% 5.5% 3.0% 5.1% 2.9% 4.6%

The latest Voluntary Outflow figures available for the Army are:

Year Ending Year Ending Year Ending
Outflow Exit Rates 31 Mar 2006 31 Mar 2005 31 Mar 2004

OYcers Other Ranks OYcers Other Ranks OYcers Other Ranks

Army 4.3% 5.5% 3.9% 5.7% 3.7% 5.3%

Question 4. The committee request the MoD to provide a fuller note on the Key Pinch point areas across the
three services. Are these the same as suVered across society in general such as IT specialists and logistics
specialists?

6. Within the overall manning totals there are a number of identified skills areas where there are
insuYcient trained personnel to meet the specified requirement for that role. These are known as Pinch
Points. This can reflect a shortage of people against the contingent requirement, a temporary operational
requirement greater than the contingent requirement, or a combination of the two.

7. The Armed Forces provide most of the general and specific training necessary for personnel. In many
cases the skills sets required for certain Pinch Point trades have no direct comparison to civilian employment
(for example—Submariners, Ammunition Technicians and Aerospace Battle Managers, but some have
more general skills (for example Chefs, Fire-fighters and Supply Specialists). Therefore, with the exception
of medical services—where there is considerable overstretch in the Armed Forces and a national shortage
of skilled medical personnel—the majority of the Armed forces Pinch Points are not attributable to national
shortages.

8. Pinch Points are managed by individual Services, with a central working group maintaining an
overview to identify trends and to ensure best practice. Each Service maintains a dynamic list reflecting
operational commitments and manning levels within branches and trades as they vary over time. The
position as of 1 April 2009 is set out in the Table below:

Navy

9. Navy operational Pinch Point trades have risen from 20 to 27 including groups such as Lt Submariner
Intermediate Warfare Course and Advanced Warfare Course qualified entering the list, which is a concern.
Principal Warfare OYcers are the second most significant concern with a 24% deficit. There are shortages
at 2nd/3rd tour level which constrains the ability to fill Flag OYcer Sea Training (FOST) and BattlestaV
posts, as well as existing gaps. Other new trades include Logistics Catering Services and Logistics Personnel,
Mine Clearance Divers and Mine Warfare OYcers. Petty OYcer Mine Warfare was deleted from the list.
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Army

10. The Army currently has 11 Operational Pinch Points (eight in 07/08). Royal Logistic Corps
Ammunition Technician, Royal Engineer Explosive Ordnance Disposal specialists, Army Medical Services
Intensive Therapy Nurse and Army Medical Services Emergency Medicine Nurse have moved from the
Manning Pinch Point list to the Operational List while Royal Engineers Clerk of Works and Royal Engineer
Mechanical Engineers Fitters have moved into the Manning Pinch Point list. The Royal Logistic Corps
Ammunition Technician is the Army’s critical concern followed closely by the Infantry Private to Lance
Corporal (Pte-LCpl) grouping. The deficit in Infantry Pinch Point manning has increased further from 8.5%
in 07/08 to 10.6% in 08/09.

11. Army Manning Pinch Points have fallen from 20 to 17 mainly as a result of two trades moving oV the
list into the Operational list (Army Medical Services Intensive Therapy Nurse and Army Medical Services
Emergency Medicine Nurse), two trades dropping oV the list (Royal Signals Information System Engineer
and Army Medical Services Operating Department Practitioner) , one trade moving onto the list (Royal
Logistic Corps Logistics Specialist, the Private to Lance Corporal grouping) and two trades moving from
the operational list to the Manning list (Royal Engineers Clerk of Works and Royal Engineer Mechanical
Engineers Fitters).

RAF

12. RAF operational Pinch Points have reduced from 15 to 13 with RAF Police, Military Transport
Technicians, StaV nurse and Operations Support Provost being replaced by Junior OYcer Pilots and Career
Stream Senior OYcer Pilot. Manning Pinch Points have shown a degree of movement with eight new trades
mainly in mechanical and electrical trades and personnel entering the list.

Manning Pinch Points

Liability/Shortfall % Shortfall

Royal Navy
Operational1 Pinch Point Trades
Lt Cdr XSM Command Qualified 83/36 43%
Lt X SM Intermediate Warfare Course Qualified 40/7 18%
Lt X SM Advanced Warfare Course Qualified 35/1 3%
Principal Warfare OYcers 326/104 31%
RN Harrier GR7 Instructors 9/3 33%
GR7 Harrier Pilots—Lt 33/9 27%
Mine Clearance Divers/Warfare OYcers 71/24 33%
Strategic Weapons Systems Junior Rates 112/25 22%
Merlin Pilots 122/44 36%
Merlin Observers 116/45 39%
Merlin Aircrewman 103/23 22%
Leading Hand Warfare 1161/336 28%
Able Bodied Diver 137/40 29%
Able Rate 1 Seaman 377/83 22%
Leading Aircraft Controllers 75/34 45%
Royal Marines Other Ranks 6979/327 5%
Able Rate Warfare Specialist (Sensors Submariner) 167/26 16%
Sea-King and Lynx Avionics Supervisors 810/290 35%
Cat A Nuclear Watchkeepers 151/30 20%
Cat B Nuclear Watchkeepers 373/49 13%
Leading Logs (Catering) 333/74 22%
Logs (Catering) 456/!3 "
Leading Logs (Pers) 239/14 6%
Logs (Pers) 397/9 2%
Leading Seaman Mine Warfare 78/8 10%
Able Rate 1 Warfare Specialist 650/!32 "
Able Rate 1 Communications and Information Systems 34/!15 "

Army
Operational Pinch Point Trades
RLC Ammo Tech Cpl-SSgt 306/117 38%
Infantryman Pte-LCpl 14980/1590 11%
RE Explosive Ordnance Disposal Cpl-SSgt 131/22 17%
AMS Intensive Therapy Unit Nurse Cpl-Capt 121/85 70%
AMS Emergency Medicine Nurse Cpl-Capt 101/63 62%
AMS Pharmacist OYcer Capt 23/12 52%
REME Armourer Pte-Cpl 377/74 20%
Intelligence Operator—Military Intelligence Cpl-Sgt 708/232 33%
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Liability/Shortfall % Shortfall

RA Gunner LBdr—Bdr 2539/429 17%
REME Vehicle Mechanic Pte-Cpl 3521/297 8%
REME Recovery Mechanic LCpl-Cpl 339/108 32%

Manning2 Pinch Point Trades

AMS Radiographer Cpl-WO1 24/11 46%
AMS Anaesthetist Maj! 49/26 53%
RE Mil Engr Fitter Spr-LCpl 495/86 17%
RE Mil Engr C3S Spr-LCpl 712/101 14%
AMS General Medical Practitioner Capt! 155/9 6%
RLC Log Spec (supplier) Pte-LCpl 1397/266 19%
RE Clerk of Works SSgt-WO1 248/11 4%
RA Unmanned Ariel Vehicle Operator (Level 4) LBdr-Bdr 45/14 31%
AMS Orthopaedic Surgeon Maj! 13/3 23%
AMS General Surgeon Maj! 17/7 41%
RE Mil Engineer Geo Spr-WO2 365/81 22%
AGC(SPS) Mil Admin Pte-Sgt 2666/374 14%
RLC Postal and Courier Op Pte-Cpl 433/36 8%
AMS Registered Nurse 293/30 10%
RLC Chef Pte-LCpl 1459/137 9%
CAMUS Musician 300/92 31%
AMS Radiologist Major 4/2 50%

Royal Air Force

Operational Pinch Point Trades

Pilot (Junior OYcer) 1460/160 11%
Flying Branch (Career Stream—Senior OYcer) 677/101 15%
Operations Support (Intelligence) 220/10 5%
Operations Support (Regiment) 280/30 11%
Operations Support (Flight Operations) 220/0 -
Medical 280/70 25%
Princess Mary’s Royal Air Force Nursing Service 180/50 28%
Weapons System Operator (Air Load Master) 580/80 14%
Weapons System Operator (Linguist) 60/10 17%
Fire Fighter 540/0 -
Gunner 1930/180 9%
Air TraYc Controller/Flight Operations Manager/Flight Operations 1250/10 0.8%
Assistant
Logistics Movements 900/50 6%

Manning Pinch Point Trades

Weapons Systems Operator (Junior OYcer) 510/80 16%
Operations Support (Aerospace Battle Manager) 340/50 15%
Operations Support (Air TraYc Control) 400/30 8%
Personnel (Support OYcers) 520/10 2%
Personnel (Training) 220/20 9%
Chaplains 80/20 25%
Aircraft Technician (Mechanical) 4740/140 3%
Aircraft Technician (Avionics) 3760/190 5%
General Technician (Electrical) 530/50 9%
General Technician (Mechanical) 920/120 13%
Intelligence Analyst 680/100 15%
Survival Equipment Fitter 610/60 10%
Biomedical Scientist 20/10 50%
Dental Nurse 130/9 7%

13. It should be noted that percentages are to the nearest whole number and therefore can incorporate
significant rounding errors, and therefore should only be used as an indicator.

Note:

(i) Operational Pinch Point. A branch specialisation, sub-specialisation or area of expertise, where the
shortfall in trained strength (oYcers or ratings/other ranks) is such that it has a detrimental impact on
operational eVectiveness. (This might be as a result of adherence to single-Service harmony guidelines,
under-manning, and/or levels of commitment that exceed the resourced manpower ceiling for the trades or
areas of expertise involved).
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(ii) Manning Pinch Point. A branch specialisation, sub-specialisation or area of expertise, where the
shortfall in trained strength (oYcers or ratings/other ranks) has aVected the branch structure and will take
a number of recruitment/retention measures to rectify. (This might be as a result of under-manning, a
requirement for new skills, medical downgrades, over-commitment at certain ranks, over/under promotions
for the trades or areas of expertise involved).

Question 5. The committee wish to know whether there will there be any large scale Joint exercises post
TELIC, and when.

14. The next planned Formation Level Training at the British Army Training Unit SuYeld (BATUS) is
not expected to take place before 2012. Exercise MAPLE LION is currently scheduled for the summer of
2012 and is a combined UK-Canadian Command Post Exercise (CPX) that aims to link United Kingdom
and Canadian brigades under a United Kingdom Division HQ. Broadening the training horizon to include
contingent scenarios in addition to theatre-specific is an important step to recuperation and we are currently
in the planning stages of a LIVEX style exercise. The sheer scale of such an exercise means that it takes a
number of years to plan and the next LIVEX is planned to occur in 2013, but this has yet to be confirmed.

Question 6. £50 million has been put aside to incorporate UOR equipment into the core budget, what
equipment is this exactly?

15. We are taking a number UOR projects into core, at a total cost of £43 million, but the exact make up
of this equipment is classified. [and will be forwarded separately.] The general areas covered include military
vehicles, communications and logistics equipment. This includes the Main Battle Tank Challenger 2 and
medical equipment, which provides mass blood transfusion capability. We will continue to keep all UORs
under review, and, where appropriate, consider whether to bring them into the core programme.

Question 7. The committee requests a note on the planning, implementation and cost of carrying out vehicle
maintenance in theatre

16. Vehicle maintenance in theatre is conducted at various levels:

— Equipment Care (EC). This represents the simplest level of maintenance and involves routine
checks and activities carried out by the user. This includes activities such as servicing.

— Post Operation Inspection (POI) and Repair. This activity is carried out by trained Royal
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers (REME) tradesmen who inspect equipment after an
operation to identify and then rectify simple faults. These REME tradesmen are embedded within
fighting units based in forward locations; this could be equated to roadside repair by the AA.

— Rehabilitation. Rehabilitation is normally planned to be completed in a short window of up to
96 hours between fighting unit operations and provides improved in-mission reliability. It is
conducted approximately every two months on sub-unit equipments. In Afghanistan, this
normally takes place in Camp BASTION, but more recently has been carried out in forward
locations.

— Regeneration. Regeneration is periodic in-depth maintenance to restore equipment to full
operational condition and aims to improve reliability and extend the in-theatre life of equipment.
This capability does not yet exist in theatre but is being introduced by the Equipment Sustainability
System (ESS) Project.

17. Equipment Sustainability System (ESS) Project. The ESS Project will establish a regeneration
capability in-theatre based in Camp BASTION. Regenerating equipments in-theatre oVers considerable
savings in air and surface transport costs back to the UK. Part of the ESS Project is intended to deliver a
significant enhancement to the equipment support infrastructure in Camp BASTION at a cost of
£26 million.

18. Base Overhaul. Even with the introduction of the regeneration capability core equipments will still
need to return to the UK for base overhaul. This is likely to take place after up to eight years of in theatre use.

Question 8. The committee requests a note on the procurement decisions and assessment of the VECTOR deal

19. Vector was purchased as an Urgent Operational requirement in 2006, with the aim of providing better
payload and protection than that oVered by the Snatch Land Rover. The first tranche of vehicles was ordered
in June 2006 and a second in August. The first vehicles were delivered in March 2007. The need to deliver
the vehicle quickly meant that it was designed and built as a parallel activity.

20. Aggressive time lines and the wish to limit the eVect on other areas, such as training and logistics,
meant that we wanted a vehicle that had a lot in common with those already in service. Pinzgauer Ltd (now
BAE Pinzgauer), with their Pinzgauer vehicle, was the only company that could both meet this requirement
and deliver within the required timeframe. The selected option was a vehicle that had been supplied to the
New Zealand MoD, but with increased armour protection. It had a greater payload than Snatch and oVered
better mobility and ballistic protection. At the time of purchase, the assessed threat was from small arms
fire and anti-personnel mines displaced by seasonal rain, as well as snow onto tracks. Defence against large
mines and Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs) was not, therefore, a priority.
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21. Once in theatre, Vector came to be used for significantly longer patrols than originally envisaged. This
meant that the assumptions on mission payloads where exceeded. As a result the wheel hubs and axles failed.
As noted in the NAO report on Support to High Intensity Operations, this has had an adverse eVect on the
vehicle’s availability. While the manufacturers have taken steps to address the issue, it is possible Vector will
continue to fail because its volumetric capacity allows it to be filled with loads that exceed its weight limits.
To date no failures of retro fitted vehicles have been reported.

22. The evolving nature of the threat means that IEDs are now much more prevalent than when Vector
was ordered. In recognition of this, we have ordered vehicles better protected against this threat. Vector will
be withdrawn from operations in Afghanistan once these vehicles (such as MastiV 2, Ridgback and the
Tactical Support Vehicles) have been deployed.

4 June 2009

Supplementary memorandum from the Ministry of Defence

Q1. Will the Green Paper be tasked with providing options and making provocative proposals in order to
stimulate discussion, or will that be the task of the Defence Review proper?

The Green Paper will set the key underlying issues and questions that the Defence Review will need to
address. It is intended to support debate on the major choices facing Defence and help build consensus on
the main issues.

Q2. During the process of drawing up the Green Paper, or when it is published, what level of visibility/
accessibility will be given to the documents which informed and supported it?

We are considering publishing supporting essays on the model of the SDR and 2003 White Paper. But no
decision has yet been taken.

Q3. What role will HM Treasury have in limiting the scope/ambit of the Green Paper and in determining the
key questions it is supposed to ask?

The Treasury was consulted on the decision to publish a Green Paper on the lines set out by the Secretary
of State on 7 July. A range of departments are being engaged throughout the Green Paper process and they
will be consulted on the final text.

Q4. Which OGDs will be on the group with Tom McKane steering the Green Paper?

The Department’s Defence Strategy and Plans Group (DSPG) is the principal forum for steering Green
Paper work. Representatives of the Cabinet OYce, Foreign and Commonwealth OYce, Department for
International Development, HM Treasury and the Home OYce are invited to DSPG meetings when Green
Paper issues are being considered.

Q5. How will academics (not appointed to the DAF) be able to participate in the Green Paper process?

We have held, or are planning, three joint academic seminars with independent institutions (Chatham
House, the RUSI and one other to be confirmed). In addition we are engaging with already scheduled
academic discussion programmes. We have a wide range of individual contacts with experts. We have also
posted our views on the King’s College “blog” (“King’s of War”) inviting comments. This has stimulated
an interesting exchange with experts.

Q6. When will the political positions on the DAF be filled?

We are pleased to confirm that membership of the DAF now includes the Right Honourable Lord
Robertson of Port Ellen, The Honourable Nicholas Soames MP and The Right Honourable Sir Menzies
Campbell MP. A statement for both Houses will be made soon.

Q7. How will the Green Paper take account of the UK’s key role within both EU and NATO? Will either
institution provide inputs into the process?

The UK’s partnerships and alliances will be a key theme of the Paper. We have consulted key international
staV in both of those organisations.
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Q8. Will the Green Paper set out—alongside the key questions it will asking of the Defence Review—how that
Review might best be carried out?

The Defence Review will be conducted after the next General Election. It will be for the Government in
a new Parliament to determine precisely how the Review should be conducted.

4 November 2009

Further supplementary memorandum from the Ministry of Defence

1. Do you have Action Plans in response to the NAO Report: Support to High Intensity Operations (HC 508
2008–09) and to the subsequent PAC Report (HC 895 2008–09)? The Committee would like a copy of the
latest iterations of these Plans.

The Department is currently in the process of drafting the Treasury Minute in response to the Public
Account Committee’s report into “Support to High Intensity Operations”. We are expecting this to be laid
in Parliament around 14 December.

2. Dai Havard asked questions about the statement, in the Secretary of State’s letter to the Chairman about the
Strategy for Defence on 27 October, that “We will improve the strategic management of the Defence through a
new framework with this strategy at its heart, giving firm direction to those responsible for delivery and holding
them to account though a revised and relevant performance management system”. The Secretary of State
agreed to write setting out the detail of the revised performance management system including the processes
and content of the performance management system and the timetable for its full delivery to the MoD with any
interim target dates. The Committee would like to see the output of the “dummy run” of the system recently
undertaken by the Defence Board, as described by Admiral Richards. The Committee would also find it useful
to have an explanation of how the performance indicators and other metrics fit in with the reporting on progress
against PSA and DSO targets.

As part of the pre-Defence Review work on Strategic Management, the Department is revising its top
level performance management system in order to better enable the Defence Board to assess both how well
the Strategy is being implemented, and whether the Strategy is delivering policy eVectively. The work is at
the developmental stage, with a prototype report expected to go before the Defence Board in February.
Meanwhile, the current Defence Balanced Scorecard will run through Financial Year 2009–10 and will form
the basis of the 2009 Annual Report and Accounts. The new system is expected to become operational in
the Spring in order to provide a baseline of strategic performance information prior to the Defence Review.
Following initial implementation, the system will be subject to continuous improvement in order to ensure
it remains best aligned to Defence business.

The outline design of the new system is based on an assessment of the utility of the current Balanced
Scorecard and Quarterly Performance Report in the context of the challenges faced by Defence today,
including, for example, the challenges posed by enduring current operations, and in the future, and of a
survey of other performance management systems and current academic literature. It is being designed and
implemented entirely by the core staV of the Department.

It is proposed that there is an annual strategic performance report which will allow the Defence Board
to better understand strategic progress and direct the Department accordingly. In addition, a more focused
quarterly report will provide the Defence Board with assessments of delivery performance against key
objectives. PSA and DSO targets that sit within the CSR07 settlement will continue to be reported on in the
usual manner, but with underpinning information provided from the new internal performance system.

We would be happy to share the prototype report with the Committee once the Defence Board has judged
it to be suYciently mature, probably by March 2010, and would suggest this is accompanied by a brief in
order to explain the new framework fully.

3. The Committee would be grateful for confirmation that the Defence Training Review has not slipped further
to the right and is not being delayed because of current funding or other diYculties.

Following the successful conclusion of negotiations with the preferred bidder, Financial Close for the
Defence Training Review is provisionally programmed for the end of November 2010. This is later than the
previously announced date of Summer 2010, primarily because in the current financial climate, it is likely
to be more complex for the preferred bidder to obtain bank funding than initially anticipated.

Work is being undertaken on the commercial core of the project agreement to provide the necessary
confidence to enable the provisional programme to be confirmed before the Parliamentary Christmas
Recess.
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4. Clearly, the recent improvements in recruitment have resulted in some financial pressures because of
additional resources needed to pay the recruits. The Secretary of State told the Committee that, as far as he
was aware, these improvements in recruitment had not resulted in gaps in any other aspects of the resources
needed for new recruits such as training capacity or the provision of accommodation. The Committee would be
grateful for any information about the strain on initial and other training given the increased number of recruits
and also on accommodation for new recruits and their families.

Overall the military training system has addressed successfully the Phase 1 (recruit) and Phase 2
(specialist) training challenges presented by the requirements of recruitment.

The Committee should be aware that the MoD policy only provides accommodation for families once
recruits have finished their professional training (phase 2 training). More specific detail for each of the single
Services is as follows:

Royal Navy

The Royal Navy has no problems with the capacity of its accommodation related to the influx of new
recruits. There are, however, issues in relation to the quality of what is now regarded as ageing
accommodation for both Royal Navy OYcers and Ratings at both HMS RALEIGH and Britannia RN
College. To mitigate, there are, plans in place with the Royal Navy Estates Organisation to upgrade and
replace the relevant accommodation over the coming years.

Army

The increase in recruits has meant the Army has had to increase the number of instructors (training teams)
but all of this has been within the Army Recruiting and Training Division’s capability. The Army has the
infrastructure (in terms of both accommodation and training capacity) to cope. As interest in a career in the
Army increased at the latter end of 2008, the Army were able to use this information to forward plan and
prepare for the surge in training.

Royal Air Force

The RAF training system has adapted well to meet this challenge, with resources re-allocated to Phase 1
and 2 Training Establishments to enable them to deliver the training quality and quantity required. A
number of specific measures have been taken, including the re-activation of accommodation blocks and the
provision of additional training staVs. The RAF training system is currently focused particularly on
ensuring that the trainees progress through Phase 2 training in a timely and eVective manner.

5. The Committee would also be very interested in information on improvements in both the quality and the
quantity of new recruits and, in particular, recent wastage rates during training compared to those in
previous years.

Royal Navy

Over the past 18 months there has been a significant increase in recruiting of Royal Navy Ratings and
Royal Marine Other Ranks in order to achieve manning balance as soon as possible and full strength by
2011. There has been no significant increase in Royal Navy/Royal Marine OYcer recruiting over the same
period. To a greater extent the quality has been maintained.

Army

In February 2009, graded selection was introduced to identify the best candidates from the selection
process in order to expedite their entry into training. Graded selection assesses the mind, body and character
of potential recruits and is measured in terms of Commitment, EVort, Suitability and Attainment/ability.
Successful candidates are then graded, which enables the Army to train “the best first”. Although early
results are promising, it will be some time before the Army will be in a position to examine which factors
really make a diVerence in selecting the right people and guiding them towards the right career.

The quantity of individuals passing through Phase 1 and Phase 2 establishments is in excess of 100%. In
numerical terms, there have been 2–3,000 more recruits in training at any particular time than in 2008–09.
Wastage has also significantly decreased. It currently resides at a rolling 12 month average of 28.9%
compared with 34.1% in April 2006. This has been due to increased investment in nurturing and retention
in training initiatives, along with the influences of the economic environment over the last year.

Royal Air Force

The standard of the successfully selected recruits remains high and continues to meet the input standards
of the RAF. The current economic situation has undoubtedly led to an increase in the number of applicants
and consequently an increase in recruitment in the year 2008–09. We remain mindful that, in the future, the
economic situation should improve, which may cause the level of applications to fall to previous levels.
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The wastage rate for ground airmen in Phase 1 training is currently 8% for 2009–10, which compares
favourably to 10% in recent years. The wastage rate for OYcers for 2009–10 is currently 6%, compared to
4% for 2008–09. It is expected to return to historic norms by the end of the year.

6. Terence Jagger said that the MoD expected more information to be available from DASA on the manning
numbers of the Army. The Committee would be grateful to know when this information will be available. The
Committee would also like to know what type of information will be available on manning, recruitment and
retention including of pinch point trades and if it will include data on the breaking of harmony guidelines in the
Army and other Armed Services.

The latest UK Armed Forces Quarterly Manning Report containing data as 1 October 2009, was
published on 26 November 2009. The report includes the latest breakdown of the full-time trained strengths
and requirements including breakdown by sex and ethnic origin and the numbers recruited (intake) into the
Armed Forces. A full copy of the report is attached.

Retention of Service Personnel remains a high priority, particularly for those personnel who are in Pinch
Point trades, in order to maintain operational capability and robust manning structures. The decreasing
level of Outflow over the past 12 months (predominantly as a result of less Voluntary Outflow rather than
a reduction in Planned Outflow) is very encouraging and the focus is now swinging towards maintaining
these levels as the economy improves over the next few years. Current retention levers such as Financial
Retention Incentives, career breaks, the Tri-Service Commitment Bonus and improved support to families,
will be essential and must continue to be refined and targeted at the most vulnerable trades.

The Manning Report does not include data on breaking harmony as this is not routinely published.
However, as at Quarter 2 (1 July 2009), the percentage of personnel breaking Harmony Guidelines is as
follows:

Royal Navy—less than 1%

Army—10.3%

Royal Air Force—5%.

7. The Committee would like to know the latest position on manning levels and on voluntary outflow for each
of the three Services, in particular, the Army.

The Trained Strengths as at 1 October 2009, which are subject to ongoing validation are:

(a) The Armed Forces: 174,890; 97.98% of the 178,490 requirement.

(b) Royal Navy: 34,980; 98.1% of the 35,660 requirement.

(c) Army: 100,450; 98.5% of the 101,980 requirement.

(d) Royal Air Force: 39,460; 96.6% of the 40,860 requirement.

Voluntary Outflow is calculated from figures for Service Personnel who apply to leave the Armed Forces
outside any formal career break points. The average annualised Voluntary Outflow rate for each of the
services is shown in the table below:

2006–07 2007–08 2008–09 Q1 2009–10 Q2 2009–10

RN OYcers 3.1% 4.3% 4.0% 4.1% 4.0%
RN Other Ranks 6.3% 6.3% 6.0% 5.7% 5.2%
Army OYcers — — — — —
Army Other Ranks — — 5.4% 5.1% 4.6%
RAF OYcers 2.9% 3.0% 2.9% 2.6% 2.3%
RAF Other Ranks 4.6% 5.1% 5.5% 5.0% 4.2%

Voluntary Outflow reflects the level of personal satisfaction which can be aVected by factors such as work/
life balance, housing, spouse’s career, family stability, pay etc. Measures to counter such factors are taken
to reduce Voluntary Outflow and in particular, for Pinch Point trades, through Financial Retention
Incentives. The current levels are lower than average which is largely attributable to the economic situation.
The challenge is to maintain these historically low levels as the economy improves.

Data on reasons for leaving the Army have not been available on JPA since 1 April 2007. This is due to:
data being poorly entered on to JPA; problems processing outflow and incomplete Queen’s Regulations on
JPA, which prevented the correct codes being entered. These issues are being dealt with by Army Personnel
Centre, Service Personnel and Veterans Agency and Defence Analytical Services and Advice, but further
work is required until they are fully resolved. Voluntary Outflow for Army Other Ranks, starting with the
12 months to 31 March 2009, onwards is now included.
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8. Given the shortage of nurses in the Army, the Committee would like to know manning levels for the various
types of nurses in the Royal Navy, the Army and the Royal Air Force including, separately identified, those in
the Reserve Forces.

In line with a recent PQ 00107X we will be placing a copy of the Defence Medical Services Manning
Statistics in the library of the House, once we have compiled the most recent set of statistics.

9. The Secretary of State agreed to provide a note on what is meant by the figure “17% of the Armed Forces
are deployed” used in the MoD Annual Report 2008–09, setting out where exactly these people are.

As at 31 March 2009 there were 172,596 fully trained military personnel out of which 20,052 (17%) were
deployed on operations and undertaking Military Tasks. There are 18 Military Tasks that reflect the full
range of tasks and operations which the United Kingdom (UK) Defence should expect to undertake.
Military Tasks are grouped under four generic headings: Standing Strategic Tasks, Standing Home
Commitments, Standing Overseas Commitments and Contingent Operations Overseas. There are 18 tasks
encompassing the independent nuclear deterrent, strategic intelligence and data gathering vital to gaining
insight and understanding of the strategic environment, protection of UK sovereignty, security at home in
support of Other Government Departments, projection of the Armed Forces public profile, national
obligations to Overseas Territories, commitment to international alliances and partners (as a means of
safeguarding UK interests overseas), the promotion of UK influence and support around the world, and the
range of contingent operations which may demand the commitment of UK Armed Forces.

UK Armed Forces were deployed extensively, principally across Afghanistan, Iraq, the Balkans, Cyprus,
Democratic Republic of Congo, Sudan, Dafur, Georgia, Liberia, Sierra Leon, Nepal, Horn of Africa,
Northern Ireland, Falkland Islands, Ascension Islands, Gibraltar and British Indian Ocean Territories.

Although figures vary on a daily basis, UK Armed Forces were deployed:

(a) On contingent operations overseas, predominantly in Afghanistan (8,100) and Iraq (5,483).

(b) On United Nations operations in the Balkans (Kosovo (156) and Sarajevo (14)), Cyprus (277),
Democratic Republic of Congo (6), Sudan (6), Georgia (5), Liberia (3), Sierra Leon (1), Nepal (1)
and EU African Mission in Sudan/Darfur (AMIS) (3).

(c) Meeting continuing standing commitments with forces in Northern Ireland (304), Cyprus (2,277),
the Falkland Islands and Ascension Island (1,063), Gibraltar (125) and British Indian Ocean
Territories (36).

(d) Contributing to the NATO standing naval presence in the Atlantic and Mediterranean.

(e) Maintaining the UK’s independent nuclear deterrent, continued to protect UK airspace and waters
and provide support to the civil authorities for search and rescue, fishery protection, bomb disposal
and counter-drugs activities.

(f) Contributing to HMG’s counter-terrorism strategy by delivering military advice and assistance
across all four strands (PURSUE, PROTECT, PREPARE, PREVENT), including training
assistance to a number of high priority countries in capabilities such as land and maritime border
security, counter-terrorist detention, public order, and aviation security.

(g) Supporting UK led Counter Piracy operations oV the Horn of Africa as part of NATO, EU and
Coalition initiatives as well as helping protect World Food Programme shipping.

10. When will the concept phase for Trident be announced and what are the reasons for the delay?

We had originally planned to consider the Concept Phase in Autumn, but further time has been required
to ensure that we take decisions based on robust information. We are aiming to be in a position to make an
announcement early in the New Year.

11. The Secretary of State agreed to provide the Committee with a copy of the classified Recuperation
Directive. The Committee would be grateful for an explanation of the latest state of play on planning for
recuperation.

Please see classified note accompanying this document.1

12. The Committee would be grateful if the MoD could set out what the sum of £300 million agreed with the
Treasury for recuperation will cover, and what the MoD will have to bear from its own budget. Could you
confirm that this £300 million will be provided by the Treasury.

Please see classified note accompanying this document.2

4 December 2009

1 Not printed.
2 Not printed. Printed in the United Kingdom by The Stationery OYce Limited
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